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Samenvatting

Neurale netwerken worden steeds belangrijker voor het oplossen van non—Iineaire problemen.
Twee principes worden al gebruikt voor het oplossen van problemen met neurale netwerken:
oplossen met behuip van voorkennis en het "divide and conquer" principe. Met behuip van voor-
kennis is het mogelijk een gunstige beginsituatie van een neuraal netwerk te bepalen. Het "divide
and conquer" principe maakt het mogelijk een groot probleem te verdelen in meerdere kleine pro-
blemen die apart opgelost kunnen worden. Het samenvoegen van deze kleinere problemen resul-
teert dan weer in de totale oplossing van het probleem. Beide principes worden a! toegepast, maar
de combinatie van beiden is nog een vrij nieuw onderzoeksgebied. Het gebruik van deze principes
vraagt om een netwerkstructuur die hiërarchisch is opgebouwd.

Het simuleren van neurale netwerken gebeurt meestal met behuip van een simulatieprogramma.
Binnen de vakgroep informatica aan de Rijksuniversiteit Groningen wordt vrij veel gebruik ge-
maakt van het programma InterAct. Dit programma wordt ook voor een groot deel daar ontwik-
keld.

Het doe! van de afstudeeropdracht is nu om binnen InterAct een grafische userinterface te ontwik-
kelen die het mogelijk maakt om neurale netwerken met een hiërarchische structuur te creëren
en manipuleren.
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Abstract

Neural networks have become more and more important for solving non—linear problems. When
solving a problem with neural networks, two methods are already used: prior knowlegde and the
"divide and conquer" algorithm. Solving a problem using prior knowlegde makes it possible to
determine a suitable initialization of a neural network. The "divide and conquer" method makes
it possible to divide a big problem into several smaller problems, which can be solved separately.
Merging the solutions of these smaller problems results in the total solution of the problem. Both
methods are already used, but the combination of both is quite new area of research. Using these
methods demands a network that is hierarchically structured.

Simulating neural networks is often done by using an existing simulator. At the department of
computing science at the Rijksuniversiteit Groningen, the simulator InterAct is often used. This
program is also being developed there.

The goal of this thesis is to create a graphical user interface within InterAct to make it possible
to create and manipulate neural networks that are hierarchically structured.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

The ability to learn complex non—linear relationships between a number of inputs and a number
of outputs is the main reason why Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are a very powerful tool
for solving problems in a wide area of applications. ANNs often offer better solutions to non—lin-

ear problems than classical, often mathematical methods. Research on neural networks has been
motivated from the fact that the human brain computes in an entirely different way than digital

computers. It can perform recognition tasks somewhere within 100—200 ms, whereas tasks with

a much lesser complexity will take days on the fastest computer in existence today. A human brain
consists of approximately 10 billion neurons. During life, the human brain developes intercon-
nections (or synapses) between these neurons. The process of the forming and the adjustment of

synapses is called learning.

In this thesis we will discuss the creation of a graphical user interface which makes it possible
to interactively create and manipulate artificial neural networks that are built up hierarchically.

This chapter will give an overview of the goal of this thesis and its basis. First, artificial neural
networks are explained. Section 1.2 introduces hierarchical artificial neural networks and ex-
plains the need for artificial neural networks that are built up hierarchically. Section 1.3 points
out how artificial neural networks can be designed. Finally, section 1.4 gives a description of the

goal of this thesis.

1.1 Artificial Neural Networks

There are several architectures for artificial neural networks (or briefly "neural networks"). To
explain the working of a neural network, we will look at a specific architecture, called the Multi
Layer Perceptron (MLP) neural network, which uses a learning algorithm called error Back Prop-

agation (BP). This architecture is very popular and is used in many applications. The MLP neural
networks consist of three layers, each layer composed of one or more neurons. The input layer,

which receives the input patterns, is the interface with the outside world. This layer is connected

to the hidden layers, which are connected to the output layer Figure 1.1 shows the architecture
of a Multi Layer Perceptron. Input neurons are visualized as triangles, hidden neurons as squares

and output neurons as circles. In the remaining of this thesis this visualization will be used.

Each neuron in an MLP neural network receives one or more input signals from the incoming

synapses. These input signals are summed, weighted by the synapses. Given these summed input
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Figure 1.1: Architecture of an MLP neural network

signals, the neuron makes calculations which are presented to the outgoing synapses, which are
connected to the next layer. One calculation—cycle of a neural network consists of the calculations
of all layers until the last calculations are presented to the output layer.

During the learning procedure of such an MLP network using error back propagation, the pattern
generated at the output layer will be compared with the desired output pattern. After this, the in-
ternal weights of the synapses will be adjusted from the output layer to the input layer (this is the
error back propagation algorithm), so when a similar pattern is presented to the input layer, the
network will generate a "better" output pattern. This procedure is repeated until the difference
between the output pattern and the desired target pattern is small enough (see Figure 1.2 for an
MLP network with three layers). When offering an input pattern to the input neurons, the output
neurons of a trained MLP neural network will provide the calculated output pattern. In the next
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Figure 1.3: MLP neural network solving the XOR—problem

subsection we will investigate an example of an MLP neural network using BP. More information
about neural networks can be found in [1].

1.1.1 A simple example

To show the working of a Multi Layer Perceptron neural network using error Back Propagation,
we look at the XOR—problem. XOR stands for eXclusive—OR. It is an operation with two inputs,
generating one output. The output can be 0 or 1, depending on the inputs. When the inputs are
different, the XOR will give 1 as result. When the inputs are equal, the result will be 0. The next
table shows the possible inputs and their outputs:

Input #1 Input #2 Output

0 0 0

0 1 1

1 0 1

1 1 0

This algorithm can be learned by a neural network. The MLP neural network that can deal with
this algorithm is viewed in Figure 1.3. The algorithm to "learn" the XOR is:

I. Give a random input pattern to the input neurons (0—0, 0—1, 1—0 or 1—1);
2. Let each layer make their calculations;
3. Compare the output neurons with the desired output pattern;
4. If the difference between the output neurons and the desired output pattern is too big, use

the BP—algonthm to adjust internal weights and return to step 1.

1.2 Design philosophies
Teaching a human to recognize a specific class of objects can be done in two different ways: by
giving a domain theory which describes the characteristics of class members and their interaction
or by giving lots of examples while telling whether each example is a member of the class or not.
Also teaching a computer to get a problem—specific expertise can be done in these two ways. The
terms associated with these two methods are hand—built classifiers (e.g. expert systems) and em-
pirical learning (e.g. neural networks). Each of the two learning strategies have their disadvan-
tages. Hand—built classifiers assume their domain theory is complete (which, in the real world,
will be extremely difficult to achieve) and making a complete and correct classifier will probably
take thousands of lines (possibly recursive). Predictions about the impact of changes in a single
rule will almost be impossible. A more comprehensive discussion concerning these technique is
found in [2].

Also empirical learning has its disadvantages. Examples to an empirical learning system are often
offered by features (the characteristics of a system). An unbounded number of features can be
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used to describe a problem, but the user has to choose the correct combination of practice. Also
the construction of useful features is a difficult, time consuming business. Even if a large set of
examples is available, examples of exceptions are not, or not enough present. Neural networks
in particular have some disadvantages themselves: training a neural network is time consuming,
the parameters used to initialize the neural network can have a great influence on the learning
process, there does not exist a problem independentdesign for neural networks and trained neural
networks are very difficult to interpret.

Combining hand—built classifiers and empirical learning systems can be done by using hybrid
systems (see [2], [3]). Hybrid systems use the set of hand constructed symbolic rules (used to
make hand—built classifiers) to initialize a system with empirical learning. In fact hybrid systems
use the same kind of learning strategy as humans. Humans also learn by remembering definitions
(hand—built classifiers) and by experience (empirical learning).

1.2.1 Prior knowledge

Designing a domain theory to describe the problem, there is a need for prior knowledge. In most
problem solving cases we already know something about the problem at hand. Especially in in-
dustrial applications there is mostly a human operator who can recognize special events and ad-
vise in the control of processes. This knowledge can be used as "prior knowledge" to solve the
whole problem more easily.

An example of prior knowledge (also called expert knowledge) is an application which examines
photographs of apples and has to recognize whether an apple is healthy or not. Prior knowledge
can be used to interpret colors that can be expected on the photograph (e.g. background color,
"proper apple colors" like red or green, brown from the stalk). Also information about the ex-
pected position and size of an apple can be used as prior knowledge.

1.2.2 Divide and conquer

Many complex problems are solved using the "divide and conquer"—method. Dividing a complex
problem into several smaller problems will make the problem clearly structured. The smaller
problems are easier to solve and their solutions can be combined to solve the whole problem.

We will now give an example of the "divide and conquer"—method. Suppose you've got
photographs of cars of which you want to recognize the license plates. It is possible to divide this
problem into two subproblems:

• Find a license plate within a photograph of a car;

• Recognize the letters and numbers on a license plate.

The newly created subproblems are less complex and thus easier to solve. When algorithms have
been found for both problems, the output of the first algorithm can be used as an input for the
second algorithm, which gives the solution of the whole problem.

Solutions obtained by dividing a problem into smaller subproblems will have a modular structure
with a certain hierarchy. In the example above we have one algorithm solving the whole problem,
but this algorithm is divided into two separate algorithms dealing with two subproblems.

1.2.3 Design approach

Both aspects described above, the use of prior knowledge (section 1.2.1) and modularity (section
1.2.2), are used separately in the design of neural networks, but the combination of both is quite
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Figure 1.4: Two network architectures for two subpmblems

a new area of research. Using this method causes the need for neural networks that are built up
hierarchically. A hierarchically built neural network is a network that consists of two or more
subnetworks that are connected to each other. Each of the subnetworks solve a part of the main
problem.

Suppose we have one problem which can be solved by two neural networks (Figure 1.4) using
the divide and conquer method, by connecting the output signal of the first network (e.g. the li-
cense plate) to the input of the second network. Obtaining a solution to the whole problem, one
hierarchical network, consisting of the two subnetworks can be created (Figure 1 .5a). The subnet-
works are surrounded by a dashed box, indicating the previous boundary of this structure. The
input and output neurons of the two separate networks are still viewed as input and output neu-
rons. Figure 1 .5b shows the merged network. The output neuron of the first group and the input
neuron of the second group are now considered to be hidden neurons. This is because there is no
possibility to propagate the error back from an input neuron to an output neuron (like in Figure

l.5a).

1.3 Designing neural networks
Solving problems with a neural network can be done by creating a program or by using an already
existing simulator. When simulating a neural network by writing a program, this program must
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initialize, calculate and evaluate a neural network. Routines to perform these tasks must be writ-
ten by the user himself.

Existing simulators offer an instruction set to initialize, manipulate and simulate a neural net-
work. The most important issues writing a simulator are the instruction set and the user interface.
Some simulators can only be manipulated using a graphical user interface. Others offer a large
instruction set but have no graphical user interface at all.

At the department of computing science at the Rijksuniversiteit Groningen, a simulator called
InterAct (see [4]) is being developed and used. This simulator offers quite a large instruction set
and some very useful observations to investigate the current status of the network. Observations
are available to view the network status, structure, target and current output, error and more. The
simulator does not offer the possibility to design a network interactively (where one can actually
create and manipulate the objects by mouse) using a graphical user interface (GUI). InterAct cur-
rently provides two possibilities to design a network: by using a graphical user interface with
menu—buttons or by writing a C—program and linking this with the InterAct library.

1.3.1 Using the graphical user interface of InterAct

One way to design a neural network in InterAct is to create the network using menu—buttons. To
generate the neural network for learning the XOR—function as viewed in Figure 1.3, a user should
take the following steps:

1. Define a new network (from the File—menu, select "New");
2. Create two input neurons (from the Edit—menu, select "Add Neurons", see figure 1.6);
3. Create two hidden neurons and one output neuron;
4. Create connections from the input neurons to the hidden neurons (from the Edit—menu se-

lect "Add Connections", see Figure 1.7);
5. Create connections from the hidden neurons to the output neurons.

1.3.2 Using the InterAct library

Simulating with InterAct can also be done by creating a program, written in C, which uses the
libraries of InterAct. InterAct offers the possibility to use calls inside a C—program to create and
manipulate a network. Suppose nr_inputs, nr_hiddens and nr_outputs represent the
number of input, hidden and output neurons, respectively. In that case the next lines of C—code
will add nr_inputs input neurons, nr_hiddens hidden neurons and nr_outputs output
neurons to an existing network:

/*add input neurona*/
defau1t_Skind(kin.Sinput_neuron, &status);
neuron_Sadd(neuron_Sauto_t ,OL, OL, DL, OL, nr_inputs, &duimny,

&status);

/*add hidden neurons*/
defau].t_Skind(kind_Shidden_neuron, &statue);
neuron_Sadd(neuronSauto_t, OL, DL, OL, OL, nr_hiddens, &duimny,

&status);

/*add output neurona*/
default_Skind(kind_Soutput_neuron, &status);

16



Normally, of course, the other parameters give more information about the neurons that have to
be added (neuron ID, position, a return—value of the status). Also observations can be started by
calls from the C—program to the InterAct library.

1.4 Goal

InterAct (see section 1.3) does not offer the possibility to create a network interactively using a
graphical user interface (GUI). Recently the need to design a networkusing such an interface has
become stronger. Also the possibility to define a hierarchical structure (see section 1.2) is very

desirable.

The goal of this thesis is:

Designing a graphical user interface for interactively creating and manipulating
hierarchically based neural networks

Chapter 2 analyses the goal. It will give an overview of the demands of the interface that has to
be written. Furthermore some existing GUI's are investigated. In chapter 3 a functional descrip-
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neuron_Sadd(neuron_SautO.t, OL, OL, OL, OL, ur_outputs, &dunmy,
&status);
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Figure 1.7: Screenshot of interAct: creating connections

tion is presented. Chapter 4 discusses the implementation of the user interface and chapter 5 gives
an evaluation of the work done within this thesis.

S
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Chapter 2 Problem analysis

In this chapter we will further analyze the requirements and demands on a graphical user interface
in InterAct and observe some existing GUI's. First, section 2.1 discusses the demands on a graphi-
cal user interface in InterAct. Section 2.2 points out the observations on some existing graphical
user interfaces and section 2.3 gives a conclusion.

2.1 Demands on a graphical user interface in InterAct

The requirements on the graphical user interface (or network editor) that has to be designed are
listed below:

1. It should be possible both to view the current network structure and to obtain characteristics
of specific elements of this structure.

2. Network structures have to be manipulable. When manipulating neural networks it is very
useful to manipulate more elements at the same time.

As explained in 1.2, the possibility of creating subgroups in the network is also one of the require-
ments on the interface.

2.2 Related graphical user interfaces
Decisions about programming a graphical user interface are amongst other things, made by inves-
tigating other interfaces. Some existing simulators for neural networks as well as a drawing pro-
gram are described below. The drawing program is observed because drawing programs also
have to create and manipulate specific objects. While describing these programs, we investigate
whether the programs satisfy the requirements listed in section 2.1.

2.2.1 NeuralNet

NeuralNet (see [5]), running on UNIX/X—Windows, is a simulator for neural networks which
gives the possibility to open and save networks, patterns (the inputs and the target outputs) and
weights (see Figure 2.1).

Visualization of the current network structure

The main window of NeuralNet views the current network structure (see Figure 2.1). Changes
in the structure of the network will be visualized immediately in this window.
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NeuralNet offers the possibility to step through the patterns. As shown in the big popup—window
of Figure 2.1, a set of input patterns with the belonging output patterns can be loaded and present-
ed to the network. The resulting outputs of these input patterns are viewed in the main window
at the input and output neurons.

Manipulating the network structure

When designing a network, the user is asked to define the number of inputs, the number of
outputs, the number of hidden layers and the number of neurons per hidden layer. The maximum
number of hidden layers is three.

NeuralNet offers two possible ways to create connections:

• Fully Connect: all neurons will be connected with the previous and the next layer.

• Neurons can also be connected interactively by using the mouse. Only connections to neu-
rons in the next layer can be created. Defining the connections can be done by pressing
the mouse four times. First the user has to click on the first neuron of the first layer from
which the connections have to be created, then on the last neuron of the first layer; after
this the first and last neuron of the receiving layer have to be pointed out.

Making connections using the mouse button is not functioning correctly. Creating a network as
shown in Figure 2.2 is not possible. One should try to make connections from neurons 0—2 to 3
and then connections from 1—2 to 4. When defining these last connections the program gives the
error (see small popup-window in Figure 2.1):

This node is already sending output to other node(s)
However, the possibility to create connections from more than one neuron to more than one neu-
ron is a necessary feature for most neural networks.

20
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Figure 2.2: Part of a neural network that can't be created
by NeuralNet

NeuralNet does not offer much tools for creating and manipulating a neural network. Because
of these restricted possibilities the view of the network is very clear. Also the possibilities to ma-
nipulate the network structure are restricted. Making both single and multiple connections is a
very useful feature provided by NeuralNet, though it is not functioning very good. NeuralNet
does not support hierarchically structured networks.

2.2.2 NeuroSolutions

Visualization of the network structure
NeuroSolutions (see [6]) runs on DOS/Windows. It is a simulator for neural networks, which uses
icons not only to visualize the status of the neural network but also to indicate which observations
are running. In Figure 2.3 we can see the visualization of a Multi Layered Perceptron. Each of
the bigger spheres is a member of the so called "Axon family". It represents a layer of processing
elements. The first Axon component handles the input layer. There is a file component attached

for reading the inputs.

The last component is used for the back propagation algorithm. It reads the desirder output (tar-
get) from file (another file component is used here) and the weights are adjusted (the little spheres
attached to the bigger ones indicate back propagation planes). The two components in between

are used to visualize the hidden layers. In this case, the "TanhAxon" is used. Many other members
of the Axon family can be used, including SigmoidAxon, SoftMaxAxon, WinnerTakeAllAxon
and GaussianAxon. The difference between these components is the function that the neuron uses

to calculate the activation (output).

Between the input layer and the first hidden layer, a few observations are attached to the synapses.

These observations are visualized as icons. NeuroSolutions offers several observations, includ-
ing a matrix viewer, a matrix editor, a bar chart, a data editor and an image viewer.

21
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On one hand the use of icons to indicate the observations that are running is quite good, but on
the other hand, when a user wants to run several observations, with all that information attached
to a network element, the view becomes quite chaotic. Another disadvantage ofNeuroSolutions
is the fact that the layers are viewed as separate icons, so there is no proper total view of the net-
work like in NeuralNet (Figure 2.1).

Manipulating the network structure

Components are created by first choosing a component, after which the user can choose the posi-
tion of the component. This procedure has to be repeated to create more components of the same
type. Components can be connected using a "full connection" component (see Figure 2.3) or by
user specified connections.

Perhaps it is a better idea to offer modes to design the network. Offering modes to design a neural
network allows the user to create more components of the same type by just placing them after
selecting the correct mode. Now the user has to choose a component to add and then place this
component for each component that is needed in the network.

Conclusion

NeuroSolutions offers a lot of components to build a network. Also a lot of observations are sup-
ported by NeuroSolutions. Since the visualization of this network is very complete (much infor-
mation is visualized in the main window), the total view of the structure becomes a chaos. Users
who are not very familiar in creating neural networks will get difficulties in creating one. Hierar-
chically based networks are not supported by NeuroSolutions.

2.2.3 NCS NEUframe

Visualization of the network structure

NCS NEUframe (see [7]) runs on DOS/Windows. NCS NEUframe also uses icons to visualize
the network's structure. In Figure 2.4, the status of a created network is viewed. After the first
input—stream is decoded, it is presented to the actual neural network.

The network can receive five different input streams (see the left—side of Network 1 in Figure
2.4) and two output streams (see the right—side of Network 1). The input streams are the training
inputs, the training targets, the test set inputs, the test set outputs and the query inputs. The outputs
describe the training errors, the test set errors and the query outputs. The outputs in Figure 2.4
are attached to observations. The output streams can also be used as inputs for another neural net-
work.

Manipulating the network structure

The network is created in the same way as with NeuroSolutions (section 2.2.2): by first defining
which component (icon) has to be created and then defining the position where this component
has to be located.

The structure of the neural network can be changed by filling in a form which defines the number
of layers, the number of neurons in the current layer (this current layer can also be changed in
the form) and the transfer function of the neurons. Figure 2.4 shows the popup—window that con-
tains this form.
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Conclusion

NCS NEUframe gives a clear view of the network structure. Components defining a neural net-
work can be examined for their contents. Unexpenenced users are able to create neural networks
without very much trouble. More than one neural network can be defined and connected inside
the total network, but a hierarchical structure is not possible.

2.2.4 SNNS

SNNS (see [8]) is a neural network simulator running on UNIX/X—Windows. It is probably the
most common used simulator.

Visualization of the network structure

When SNNS is started a command window is created. From this window the current network
structure can be obtained in a separate window (see Figure 2.5). Viewing the network can be done
with or without the synapses between the neurons.

Manipulating the network structure

The use of this interface is not very intuitional. Networks can be loaded and saved using the inter-
face. In the first lines of a saved network it is stated that the file is generated by SNNS. However,
the possibility to change the network is not clearly described in the menu of the interface.

Another disadvantage is that instead of offering more submenus to manipulate the network,
SNNS offers a few submenus in which many actions are possible (e.g. one menu to load and save
everything: networks, patterns, result files, configuration and log files).

23
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SNNS offers a lot of features for manipulating neural networks. However, without knowledge
about neural networks or without a good reference manual it is not possible to manipulate the
network structure using SNNS.

2.2.5 Interleaf 6

Interleaf 6 (see [9]) is a word processing program running under both DOS/Windows and UNIX/
X—Windows. This program is examined because of the possibility to work with a limited set of
object types, which have to be created and manipulated. Because Interleaf 6 does not deal with
neural networks, only the manipulation techniques of Interleaf 6 are discussed.

Interleaf provides a tool for drawing graphics (see Figure 2.6). Drawing graphics in Interleaf 6,
some aspects of the graphics tool turned out to be very useful in a graphical user interface for
ANNs. For instance selecting lines can only be done by pressing on the line itself (lines can be
considered as connections). Pressing the "bounding box" (the rectangle the line is covering) is
not sufficient.

The graphics toolbar provides several tools (see Figure 2.6): edit—mode (for moving, resizing,
etc.), line—mode, arc—mode, etc. When pressing the mouse button only once on "line—mode"
while in edit—mode, the mode will switch back to edit—mode after drawing a line. When double—
pressing "line—mode", the mode will remain unchanged after drawing a line. Since the network
editor which will be written for InterAct will probably need several modes, this might be an idea
for the interface.

In Interleaf the user is able to select more than one object at a time. Selecting one object can be
done by pressing the left mouse button on the object. Adding more objects to the list of selected
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Figure 2.6: Screenshot Interleaf 6 with graphics tool

objects can be done by pressing the middle mouse button on the objects that have to be added to
the list. This strategy makes it possible to manipulate more than one object at a time (e.g. moving
/ deleting more selected objects).

One disadvantage of Interleaf is the way objects can be copied. Once an object has been copied,
the copy—buffer is empty. Copying an object several times can be done by selecting the object,
copying it and repeating this procedure several times. A better way to copy an object could be
by selecting an object and copying it several times, without selecting the object again (i.e. leaving
the object in the copy—buffer).

The graphics tool of Interleaf 6 offers the possibility to "group" more objects together. When
more objects are selected, these objects can be defined as a new object (a group). Manipulation
features are now being applied on this new group, not its contents. Manipulating the contents of
a group can be done by "un—grouping" the group or by "entering" the group. When double—click-
ing the left mouse button on a group, the edit level changes (the group is "entered") and contents
of the group can be manipulated. Objects that are not inside the group are not manipulable any-
more. The current edit level is displayed on the graphics tool bar window ("Subedit level").
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Conclusion

Interleaf 6 is not very difficult to use for unexperienced users. The pixmaps, displayed on the but-
tons to edit a graphical area, show the meaning of the buttons clearly enough. the way of selecting
connections is also very good. Interleaf 6 shows a way to design hierarchically. The way to ma-
nipulate this hierarchical structure is intuitive. Unexperienced users will understand the way to
manipulate a graphical area using Interleaf 6 without many problems.

2.3 Conclusion
From the existing simulators for neural networks that have been investigated, we have seen that
only NCS NEUframe can handle multiple networks in one workspace (see 2.2.3). None of the
observed simulators offer the possibility to make a hierarchical structure inside the network. In-
terleaf 6 does provide the ability to design and manipulate hierarchically based components. This
is a feature that we do want to offer within InterAct.

Visualization of the network structure

Both NeuroSolutions and NCS NEUframe use icons to visualize the current network structure.
As can be seen from the network structure of NeuroSolutions (Figure 2.3), the use of icons only
can make the network structure quite chaotic. It is not clear how the network is constructed out
of single neurons. This is the reason why a visualization of neurons only would probably be a
better solution. When neurons can be "grouped" together (see Interleaf 6, section 2.2.5), it could
be a good idea to give the user the possibility to view these groups as icons. Different kinds of
neurons can be visualized with different symbols, using the symbols already present in the ob-
servation for the network structure in InterAct (see Figure 1.7).

Manipulating the network structure

NeuralNet, NeuroSolutions and NCS NEUframe can make connections from one layer to another
by using just one command. However, the possibility to create user specified connections is only
offered by NeuroSolutions. In InterAct, we want to make both single connections and more con-
nections at a time. Most of the time a user wants to fully connect one layer with another. This can
be done by offering the possiblity to create multiple connections.

From the observed neural network simulators only NeuroSolutions and NCS NEUframe offer
the possibility to actually place the objects that are created. A disadvantage of both packages is
that each time one wants to create an object, the object type has to be selected first. Creating more
objects of the same type has to be done by selecting an object type, placing the object and repeat-
ing this procedure. A solution to this problem would be to offer several "Tools" (see Interleaf,
section 2.2.5) from which the user can choose the object that is going to be created, together with
one edit—tool (for manipulating the network: moving, deleting, etc.). Choosing between these
tools could be done by using the "double—click" method of Interleaf.

None of the observed simulators for neural networks provide the possibility to manipulate more
objects together. Only Interleaf (section 2.2.5) offers this possibility by selecting more objects
using the middle mouse button. Since not every mouse button has got a middle mouse button,
it could be an idea to use the left mouse button while pressing the shift key (see also [10]).

Another feature that is not offered by the simulators that have been observed is the ability to create
and manipulate hierarchically structures objects. Interleaf 6 does provide this feature. The way
hierarchically based objects are created and manipulated in Interleaf 6 is very intuitive.
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Evaluating the observed graphical user interfaces the following table can be created:

GUI Creation Manipulation Intuitivity Hierarchically

NeuralNet +— +— + ——

NeuroSolutions +— +— — ——

NCS NEUFrame +— +— +— ——

SNNS -- -- -- --
InterLeaf 6 + ++ ++ +÷
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Chapter 3 Functional description

In this chapter we will discuss the functional description of the graphical user interface for
InterAct (from now on the term "network editor" will also be used). Section 3.1 gives a summary-
of the different types of objects that can be created and section 3.2 gives an overview of the pos-
sible operations that can be applied on these objects.

3.1 Objects
The objects that are used in the network editor can be divided in two groups: leaf cells and com-
posite cells. Where composite cells are composed of other cells, leaf cells are the basic network
elements. Leaf cells form the basis of the network and can not be unfolded into other objects.

In this section, we will give a description of the possible objects of the neural network. All objects
have several properties. Not all properties of an object are explained, only the most important
properties.

3.1.1 Leaf cells

We will now consider the leaf cells. The network can consist of the following leaf cells: neurons,
connections, fuzzy cells, algorithm cells and data cells.

Neurons

Neurons form the basis of a neural network. They have several properties. The most important
properties of a neuron are: the neuron ID, the neuron type, the transfer function, the neuron sites
and the connected synapses.

Each neuron has its own unique ID within the network. As already explained in chapter 1, there
are three different types of neurons: input neurons, hidden neurons and output neurons. These
can be visualized as respectively triangles, squares and circles, according to the standard of
InterAct.

The transfer function of a neuron is the function which is calculated within a neuron. There are
different functions possible. In section 2.2.2, we observed that NeuroSolutions offers different
icons to visualize different transfer functions within a layer.

By defining sites, connected to a neuron, we create a tool for receiving the inputs. Explaining the
process inside a neuron in section 1.1, we assumed that the incoming values at the synapses are
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being added before presenting the result to the transfer function of the neuron. Mostly this is the
case, but somtimes other calculations are made before presenting the input patterns to the transfer
function. In Figure 3.1, a more detailed example of a neuron is presented. In this figure, the first
and third input are being multiplied before presented to the transfer function. The other inputs
are being summed. The processing units receiving these inputs before presenting the result to the
transfer function are called sites.

Also the synapses are properties of a neuron. The synapses connect one neuron to another (or to
be precisely to the next site).

Connections

The properties of connections (synapses) are the neuron presenting its output signal to the syn-
apse, the neuron receiving the signal, the connection weight and the connection type. Since a syn-
apse is connecting two neurons, there is always an input neuron and an output neuron. Also the
weight is a property of a connection. The weight determines the weight factor used before the
signal is presented to the sites.

The connection type describes the type of the connection. A synapse can be single connecting
or bidirectional connecting. A bidirectional connecting synapse between two neurons can be con-
sidered as two synapses, one connecting the first neuron to the second neuron and one connecting
the second neuron to the first neuron. The two neurons will act both as input neurons and as output
neurons to such a connection.

Another property of connections is the connection state. Visualizing a network without the con-
nections sometimes gives the user a better view over the network. The connection state indicates
whether connections have to be drawn or not.

Fuzzy cells

Fuzzy logic is another method for solving non—linear problems. One of the advantages of using
fuzzy logic is the fact that the rules defining a fuzzy algorithm are written by the user himself,
so they are also better to understand for the user (it is not a "black box" like a neural network".
More information about fuzzy logic can be found in [11].

Inside a network, it would be a good feature to connect fuzzy cells to neural cells. An example
of this feature is a problem that can be solved with the "divide and conquer" algorithm explained
in section 1.2.2. Suppose the input patterns of the problem could be "pre—processed" by using
fuzzy logic, so better features can be offered to the network. In that case. the output of the fuzzy
cell could be connected to the input layer of the neural network.
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A fuzzy system has got its own hierarchy, which we will not explain here. Since the fuzzy cell
is considered to be a leaf cell, we only deal with the properties position and connections. Other
properties of a fuzzy cell are "hidden" inside the fuzzy system.

Algorithm cells

Algorithm cells are cells in which calculations are being made. Since input signals of neurons
often have to be on the interval [—1, 1] and output signals on [0,1], one of the most simple exam-
ples of algorithm cells are the calculations that have to be made before presenting input patterns
to a neural network and the calculations that have to made on output signals leaving the network.

Data cells

Presenting data to a neural network can be done by creating data cells. Data cells are cells which
read data from a file (see the file icons in NeuroSolutions, section 2.2.2) or which contain ma-
trices with data that can be presented to the network. Data cells can be used as inputs for a neural
network or as target outputs of the neural network.

3.1.2 Composite cells

Unlike leaf cells, composite cells do not only have properties. Composite cells are cells that are
made up of other cells. Where leaf cells do not have contents (or they can not be examined), com-
posite cells can be "magnified" to examine or manipulate their contents.

Modules

Composite modules can be classified into two classes: hybrid modules and homogeneous mod-
ules. Hybrid modules contain different types of objects and homogeneous modules contain ob-
jects of the same kind. An example of a homogeneous module is an input layer that is "grouped"
together. In NeuroSolutions (section 2.2.2), icons were used for each layer. This is an example
of homogeneous modules. Hybrid modules contain different cells. An example of a hybrid mod-
ule is a neural network in which more different neurons are grouped together.

In the remaining of this thesis the term "group" will also be used to indicate a composite module.
In Figure 3.2 a network with several groups is drawn. Groups are visualized by dashed lines. All
the four modules groups are homogeneous. One is containing input neurons, one output neurons,
one hidden neurons and one is containing these three homogeneous modules. Visualizing groups
by dashed lines will be used in the remaining of this thesis.
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Hierarchically built neural networks offer a way of information—hiding. Not all aspects of the
neural network are important at one level but are dealt with in a lower level. This can be visualized
by icon ifying cells. In this way composite cells are visualized as black boxes without any infor-
mation about their contents. Only by opening an icon the user is able to see the internal structure
of a "closed" cell. In Figure 3.3 an example of a closed cell is illustrated. In the remaining of this
thesis, the terms "opened group" and "closed group" will be used.

Specials

We would like to discuss some composite cells apart from the modules explained above. This is
because those modules contain objects that have already been declared (leaf cells or modules).
It is also possible to define composite cells that contain other objects. These special composite
cells can not be edited using an editor for neural networks because other types of objects have
to be edited. Examples of these special composite cells are fuzzy cells and statistical analyzers.

In section 3.1.1, fuzzy cells have been considered to be leaf cells. Fuzzy cells can also be consid-
ered to be composite cells. In this case it should be possible to "open" a fuzzy cell and edit its
contents. In section 3.1 .1, fuzzy cells were considered to be "black boxes".

Another possibility of special composite cells are statistical analyzers. These cells can be built
out of more components to analyze data statistically.

3.2 Operations
In this section we discuss the operations that can be applied upon the objects described in section
3.1. Operations can be divided into two classes: structural operations and graphical operations.

3.2.1 Structural operations

Structural operations are operations that will change the internal structure of objects. We will dis-
cuss the following structural operations: creation, property change, elimination, merge and split.

Creation

For creating neurons we need the position of the neuron inside the network and the neuron kind.
Newly created neurons receive a new unique neuron ID. Since a newly created neuron is not yet
connected to any other neuron, the list of connections is still empty. It is possible to define a trans-
fer function each time a neuron is created, but this takes a lot of the user's time. Another way of
determining the transfer function is to create neurons with a default transfer function, which can
be changed later.

Creating a connection requires two cells: the cell sending its output signal to the connection and
the cell receiving the signal. The connection kind is not of importance, since bidirectional con-
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nections can be made by creating two single directional connections. All the leaf cells discussed
in section 3.1.1, except for connections themselves, can be connected with each other. Data cells
can be connected to neurons, neurons to algorithm cells, etc. Since composite modules (groups)
can not receive input signals or send out output signals themselves, they can not be connected
to other objects. However, groups are connected indirectly with other objects if their contents are
connected to other objects. When one tries to make a connection to a group, there are some possi-
bilities concerning this request. The request can be denied or connections can be created with the
contents of the group. Creating connections to the contents a group can be done by making con-
nections with all the leaf cells inside this group orby making connections to only the direct inter-
nal leaf cells of this group.

Creating a composite module requires a group of objects that become its children. One of the
questions creating a composite module is whether this group of objects can be empty, so objects
can be added afterwards. Also the position of the new group is a property that is necessary for
creating a new group.

Another way of creating new elements is copying existing objects. Existing elements can be cop-
ied so new objects with the same properties will be created. Copying one connection does not
seem to be very useful. Since connections are connected to two objects, copying this connection
will create a new connection between these objects, which does not make sense. Another way
to copy connections can be very useful. Suppose an object that is connected to another object is
copied. When copying this object, it can be very useful to copy the connections that are attached
to it also. Since the connections that are attached to the object are also properties of this object,
making new connections attached to the objects that are copied would be a logical action.

Property change

It must be possible to change the properties of existing objects. Since each object has different
properties, different menus have to be created to change these properties. An example of chang-
ing an object's properties is the change of the transfer function of a neuron. An overview of the
properties that could be changed is given in section 3.1.

Elimination

After objects have been created, it must be possible to delete these objects. Elimination of objects
has got a direct influence on the performance of the neural network (think about the effect of de-
leting a connection or a neuron).

Like in drawing programs (see also Interleaf, section 2.2.5), elimination could be done using a
"cut"—operation. This operation will cut an object from the current workspace. Objects that have
been cut can later be pasted. Pasting already cut objects implies the "re—creation" of these objects.
New objects are created with the same properties as the objects that have been cut. Objects that
have been cut be pasted at another position or in another group. Pasting an object to another group
is done by cutting an object from one composite cell and pasting it in another composite cell.

Cutting an object that is connected to other objects will leave a connection in the network that
is not attached at both sides. Since this makes no sense, it would be a good idea to remove that
connection when the object is cut.

Objects that have been cut while connected to other objects can also be pasted. When pasting
these objects, the connections can stay removed or new connections can be created, connecting
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the pasted object to the object it was connected before. Since connections are properties of the
object, the latter proposal would be a good idea. In Figure 3.4, this proposal is visualized. In this
figure one neuron, that was connected to other neurons, is cut from a composite cell and is pasted
in another, "re—creating" the connections that have been pasted.

Merge

The merge operation is used for merging two composite cells into one. The number of neurons
and connections in the network remains the same, but the hierarchical structure of the network
changes. Because of this change in the hierarchical structure, the learning rules of the network
will probably also change. Figure 3.5 gives a good example of merging two composite cells.

Split

The splitting of one composite cell is the inverse of the merge operation. Like merging, splitting
does not change the number of neurons and connections in the network, but will change the hier-
archical structure (see Figure 3.6).

3.2.2 Graphical operations

Where structural operations change the structure of the network, graphical operations only
change the representation of the network. The internal structure is not affected by graphical op-
erations.

cut paste

Figure 3.4: Cutting a connected neuron and pasting it in another edit level

Figure 3.5: Merging two composite cells

4
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Figure 3.6: Splitting a composite cell

closing

opening

Figure 3.7: Opening and closing of a composite cell

Open / Close

Hierarchically built neural networks offer a way of information—hiding. Not all aspects of the
neural network are important at one level but are dealt with in a lower level. This can be visualized
by iconifying cells. In this way composite cells are visualized as black boxes without any infor-
mation about their contents. Only by opening an icon the user is able to see the internal structure
of a "closed" cell. Figure 3.7 gives an example of opening and closing cells. In this figure, the
synapses connected to a closed cell are drawn thicker to indicate that more synapses are con-
nected.

Move

The user must be able to move certain elements to other positions. Moving elements is only done
for visualization purposes. The internal structure of the neural network must remain unchanged.

Since connections are connecting other cells, connections can be moved by moving the cells that
are connected to them. Moving a composite cell (opened or closed) must imply the movement
of its contents. Suppose that one opens a closed group that has been moved. The contents of that
cell are supposed to be moved too.

Besides of just moving elements to another position, certain operations must make it possible to
move more elements to positions that are depending on the current positions of these elements.
(alignment operations). It must, for example, be possible to move more elements to their own
relative center position. Figure 3.8 shows the result of aligning the upper three elements to their
relative vertical center position. Grid lines have been used to make this operation more clear.
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3.8: Alignment of the upper three neurons to left—right center

lower circle
raise square

Figure 3.9: Raising and lowering objects

Resize

Groups have to be resizable. Resizing groupss make it possible to make a group bigger so new
objects can be added to that group without the problem that objects will overlap. This operation
only makes sense for groups, because resizing leaf cells would not result in a clear view of the
network (one can think about input neurons that have different sizes).

Lower / Raise

Two possible operations to change the visibility of an object are:

• Lower: an object will be put behind all other objects. By changing the order of drawing
all the objects, this object will be drawn before other objects. The advantage of this opera-
tion can be clearly seen when two objects are overlapping. The object that is lowered will

be visible behind the other object.

• Raise: This operation is the reverse of lower. By raising an object, this object will be the

last object that is drawn.

The routine of raising and lowering objects is also used in window managers. Windows that are
covering other windows can be lowered, so other windows become visible. Figure 3.9 views the
difference in visualization of raising and lowering a square and circle.

Information

It must be possible to obtain information about the properties of objects. This information can
be visualized in the working window of the network editor (e.g. the neuron kind by different visu-
alizations) or it can be presented to the user by popup windows.

For designing the network editor, it is necessary to find a good mixture between visualization of
properties in the working window and presenting them using popup windows. Visualizing all
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properties in the working window will cause a chaotic overview of the network (see NeuroSolu-
tions, section 2.2.2). However we do want to give the user as much information as possible with-
out asking for popup menus.

Neurons can be visualized with the neuron ID written in it. Another possibility is drawing the
neurons with a small symbol inside it indicating the transfer function. By drawing the neurons
with three different symbols, the difference between input neurons, output neurons and hidden
neurons can be visualized.

Drawing arrows on the connections can indicate the direction of connections. Another way of
giving information about connections is visualizing the weight of a connection. This can be done
by drawing a connection in different colors.

Closed groups can, just like neurons, be visualized with the ID written in it. Displaying ID's in
opened groups is an idea, but could give a chaotic view when visualizing groups within groups
(ID's will overlap).
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Chapter 4 Implementation

In this chapter we discuss the implementation of the network editor in InterAct. The editor is writ-
ten in C, using utility calls to an existing library called Ixm. The Ixm library is developed for
InterAct and uses the Motif 1.2 library (see [12]). Motif is based on Xt, which is based on X—Win-
dows (see [13]).

The Ixm library offers functions to create and control a graphical area. Before using other Ixm
calls, Ixm has to be initialized. When Ixm is initialized, colors, fonts and cursors are loaded. Us-
ing these colors, fonts and cursors results in a standard view of the user interface. Different parts
of the user interface of InterAct look the same using the Ixm library.

In the current version of the network editor, fuzzy cells, data cells, calculation cells and special
composite cells are not implemented yet, because of a lack of time. Ideas about implementing
these cells are listed in chapter 5. Also the network editor has not been linked to the InterAct li-
brary yet. Manipulation of objects only cause a change in the data structure within the network
editor, the network used in InterAct remains unchanged. This is the reason why the ID's of objects
in the network editor are not the same ID's that InterAct would use. The ID's that are used now
are temporary and created by the network editor to see if the visualization is correct.

Chapter 6 will give an overview of the total source code that has been developed during this proj-
ect. This chapter is divided into three sections. The first section discusses the data structure that
is defined for the network editor. We first discuss this data structure because all routines in the
network editor are using calls to create, examine and manipulate this structure. The second sec-
tion discusses the visualization of the several objects of the neural network. In the last section we
describe the manipulations that are possible in the network editor.

4.1 Data structure
In this section the data structure is discussed. This data structure is defined in type. h. In section
6.8 the total listing of type.h and type.c is presented. All objects in the network are imple-
mented by Element. The module type supplies calls to create objects and to examine and
change their properties inside the data structure.

4.1.1 Creation
Calls to create objects are listed below:

Element *CreateNeuron(parent, x, y, type)
Element *CreateCoectjon(from, to, state)
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Element *CreateGroup(parent, x, y, width, height, opened,
able_opening, state)

Element *parent, * from, *to;

NeuronType type; /* INPUT_NEURON, HIDDEN_NEURON,
OUTPUT_NEURON * /

Position x, y;
Dimension width, height;
ConnectionState state; 1* VISIBLE, INVISIBLE,

DEFAULT, PARENT /
Boolean opened, able_opening;

Since neurons can also be created inside existing groups, the parent of the neuron (a group, which
can also be the main network, which is in fact a composite module) is one of the properties given
when creating a neuron. Apart from the coordinates of a neuron also the neuron type is a parame-
ter of CreateNeuronO.
When creating a connection, the cells that are being connected have to be given to the function
as parameters, as well as the connection state. The connection state can be visible, invisible, de-
fault or parent dependent. The values VISIBLE and INVISIBLE define whether we have to show
or hide the connection. When the connection state is DEFAULT, the connection state is defined
by a toggle in the main window of the network editor. If the connection state is PARENT, it is de-
fined by the connection state of the parent. In this case the parent of the cell that is sending its
output to the connection (this is always a group) is examined to determine what its connection
state is, etc. This option makes it possible to view connections in one part of the network, but not
in another.

The parameters of CreateGroup () determine the group's parent (this can be another composite
module or the main network), the group's position and dimensions, a flag indicating whether the
group is opened or closed, a flag indicating if the group can be opened and the connection state
of the group. Since this function creates a new group and hence the group is still empty, there is
no parameter defining its contents.

We already mentioned that the main network itself is considered to be a group. Since the main
network consists of other objects, this is not in violation with the definition of a composite mod-
ule, given in 3.1.2.

4.1.2 Examination of elements

In this section we discuss the calls to examine the different elements of the network editor. Calls
have been divided in general calls (for all element types), calls for neurons, calls for connections
and calls for groups.

General calls

General calls to examine elements of the network editor are listed below:

mt GetElementlD(elt)
E].ementType GetElementType(elt)
Position GetElementXPosition(elt)
Position GetElementYPosition(elt)
Dimension GetElementWidth(elt)
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Dimens ion GetE].einentHeight (alt)
Element *GetElementParent (alt)

Element *e]t;

where ElementType is defined as:

typedef enum (
CONNECTION_TYPE, GROUP_TYPE, NEURON_TYPE,
FUZZY_TYPE, CALCULATION_TYPE ) ElementType;

The ID of an element can be obtained using GatElementlD() . As already mentioned in the
introduction of this chapter, this ID is only used inside the network editor for now. Whenever a
new element is created, it receives a unique ID.

GetElementType () returns the type of the element. The element type is defined by Element -
Type. In ElementType FUZZY_TYPE and CALCULATION_TYPE have already been defined
for future use of the network editor.

The rest of the calls should not be very difficult to understand when one looks at the names of
the calls. The call GetEleznentParent () returns the parent of an element. For connections,
the cell supplying its output to the connection is returned. The parent of any other element is al-
ways a group. The parent of the main group will be discussed later.

Calls for neurons

Calls to examine neurons are listed below:

jut GetNeuronNumConnect ions (neuron)
Element *GetNeuronConnectjon(neuron, i)

Element *GetNeuronparent (neuron)

Element *neuron;
mt i; i i must be in (0 .. numconnections — 1] *1

GetNeuronNumConnections () returns the number of connections connected to a neuron.
These connections can be both outgoing and incoming. The call GetNeuronConnection ()
returns a connection of a neuron. When the integer i exceeds one of the boundaries given above,
NULL is returned. The call GetNeuronParent () is equal to GetElexnentParent ()

Calls for connections

Connections can be examined using the following calls:

Element *GetConnectjonyr(connectjon)
Element *GetConnectjonTo(connect ion)
Position GetConnectionFroznxPosition(connection)
Position GetConnectionyromYPosition(connection)
Position GetConnectionToXPosition (connection)
Position GetConnectionToYPosition (connection)
ConnectionState GetConnectionState (connection)

Element *connectjon;
The first two calls return respectively the cell sending output to the connection and the neuron
obtaining output from the connection. The next four calls return the position of the begin of the
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connection and the end of the connection. These positions are depending on the cells to which
the connection is connected. The last call returns the state of a connection (using the return values
described in section 4.1.1).

Calls for groups

The module type also provides calls to examine groups:

Element GetGroupParent (group)
mt GetGroupNumlnternalS (group)
Element *etGroupIflternal(grOUp, i)

Boolean GetGroupOpened (group)
Boolean GetGroupAbleOpeniflg (group)
ConnectionState GetGroupConnectionStata (group)
Boolean GetGroupMainGroup (group)

Element *group;
mt i; / i must be in (0 .. numinternals — 1] *1

The first call returns the parent of a group. The second returns the number of internal elements
inside the group. The third call can be used to retrieve an internal of a group. Requests of obtaining
internal cells with indices outside the boundaries return NULL. The names of the next three calls
should say enough about their purpose.

As already mentioned, the main network is implemented as a composite cell. To determine
whether a group is in fact the main network, the call GetGroupMainGroup () can be used. If
the group is the main network, the result of this call will be True, if not the result will be False.

Overview

Figure 4.1 gives an overview of the calls that have been discussed in this section. In Figure 4.2
we can see a very simple network structure and its hierarchical representation.

4.1.3 Manipulating elements

Calls to change elements in the network are also provided by type (section 6.1). Most of the calls
have names that are analogue to the names for examinating the elements (e.g. GetElementPar -
ent () and SetElementParent () ). Calls have been divided into general calls, neuron calls,
connection calls and group calls.

General calls

General calls are used to change the properties of an element. General calls are:

void SetElementXPosition(elt, x)
void SetElementYPosition(elt, y)
void SetEleinentWidth(elt, width)
void SetElementlieight(elt, height)
void SetElementParent(elt, parent)
void DestroyElement (elt)

Element *elt, *parent;
Position x, y;
Dimension width, height;
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Figure 4.2: A simple neural network and its hierarchical representation

When we compare the calls to examine elements with the calls to change elements, we notice that
there were two calls to examine an element which are not defined to change an element. This is
the call to examine an ID and to examine the type of an element. There is no call to change the
ID of an element because the ID of an element is a unique number which is defined by creation
and which can not be changed. The type of an element can not be changed either. The call Des —

troyE].entent () destroys an element and frees the memory that was used for this element.
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ElementType

NEURON_TYPE
CONNECTION_TYPE
GROUP_TYPE
FUZZY_TYPE
CALCULATION_TYPI

Plempnt

NeuronType

INPUT_NEURON
HIDDEN_NEURO
OUTPUT_NEURO

ConnectionState

VISIBLE
INVISIBLE
PARENT
DEFAULT

General calls
ElementType GetElementT'pe(elt)
mt GetElementlD(elt)
Position GetElementXPosition(elt)
Position GetElementYPosition(elt)
Dimension GetElementWidth(elt)
Dimension GetElementHeight(elt)
Element *Gelemenent(elt)

Neuron calls
NeuronType GetNeuron'I'ype(elt)
mt GetNeuronNumConnections(elt)
Element *GetNeuronConnection(ejt, i)
Element *Ge4euronP.ent(elt)

Connection calls
Element *GetConnectjonFrom(elt)
Element *GetConnectjonTo(elt)
Position GetConnectionFromXPosition(elt)
Position GetConnectionFromYPosition(elt)
Position GetConnectionToXPosition(elt)
Position GetConnectionToYPosition(elt)
ConnectionState GetConnectionState(elt)

Group calls
Element *GetGroupParent(elt)
mt GetGroupNumlnternals(elt)
Element *GetGrouplntemal(elt i)
Boolean GetGroupOpened(elt)
Boolean GetGroupAbleOpening(elt)
ConnectionState GetGroupConnectionState(elt)
Boolean GetGroupMainGroup(elt)

Figure 4.1: Relations between the calls to examine the data
structure of the network editor of InterAct

Element *elt;
• inti;
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Calls for neurons

There are only two calls to manipulate neurons: a call to add a connection to the list of neuron
connections and a call to remove a connection from the list of neuron connections:

Boolean AddNeuronConnection (neuron, connection)
void RemoveNeuronConnection (neuron, connection)

Element *neuron *connectiofl;

The first call, to add a connection to the list of connections of a neuron, is automatically called
when a connection is created. After calling this function, the result of GetNeuronNumConnec —
tions () will automatically change.

Calls for connections

These calls make it possible to change the properties of a connection:

void setconnectionyromXposition(connection, x)

void SetConnectionFromYPosition(connectiOfl, y)

void SetConnectionToxPosition(connection, x)
void SetConnectionToYPosition (connection, y)

void SetConnectionState (connection, state)

Element *connectjon;
Position x, y;
ConnectionState state;

The calls to change the coordinates of the beginning and the end of a connection have to be called
after a neuron has moved. Their parameters are the connection and the new position. The last call
is used to change the connection state.

Calls for groups

These calls can be used to change the properties of a group:

void SetGroupOpened(group, bool)
void SetGroupAbleOpening(group, bool)
Boolean SetGrouplnternal(group, 1, internal)
Boolean AddGrouplnternal (group, internal)
Boolean RemoveGrouplnternal (group, internal)
void SetGroupConnectionState (group, state)

Element *group, *internal;
Boolean bool;
mt i; i i must be in (0 nuininternals] *1

ConnectionState state;

The first calls is used to make a group opened/closed. The GatGroupAbleOpening () call de-
fines whether it is possible to open a group. Sometimes it could be useful to forbid the opening
of a group.

The third call defines a new internal of a group. When the index i is equal to the number of inter-
nals, the internal is added to the list of internals. Another way to add a new internal to a group
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is using the call AddGrouplnterna]. () . After calling this function, the result of GetEle—
mentParent () of the internal will automatically be the parent to which this internal was added.
The return value of these calls is True if the internal has been added succesfully.

The call RemoveGrouplnternal () removes an internal from the list of internals of a group.
If the internal is found, it is deleted and True is returned. In case of failure, False is returned.
SetConnectionState () is used to change the connection state of a group.

There is no analogue function for GetGroupMainGroup () . This is because of the fact that there
is only one main network. The group describing the main network is only created once when the
network editor is started and can not be deleted. Nor can an existing group become the main net-
work.

4.1.4 The window information

One part of the module type has not been explained yet. In type . h a structure is defined in
which all information about the network editor is defined. This structure is called Windowinfo.
In this section we discuss the creation, examination and manipulation of this structure.

Creation of window information

The structure containing the window information can be created using:

Windowlnfo *Createwjndowlnfo (mode, zoom, show connection, show_id)

Mode mode; /* EDIT_MODE, NEURON_MODE, CONNECTION_MODE */
float zoom;
Boolean show connection, show_id;

In section 2.3, we suggested to define several "tools" like in Interleaf 6 (see 2.2.5) to add objects
to the network and to manipulate these objects. We have chosen for three modes in the network
editor: manipulation (edit) mode, neuron mode and connection mode. The usage of these modes
is explained later in this chapter.

Defining a new structure can be done using four parameters: mode, zoom, show_connection
and show_id. The first parameter defines the mode in which the editor will be started, the second
defines the zoom factor. The third parameter determines whether connections that have a default
connection state (or a connection that is parent dependent, which parent is parent dependent, etc.)
are visible. The last parameter determines whether to show or hide the ID of the elements.

Examining window information

The most important calls to examine the window information are listed below. Other calls are
explained later in this chapter.

Widget GetWindowlnfoDrawingArea (info)
Element *GetWjndowlnfoNainGroup(jnfo)
Mode GetWindowlnfoMode(info)
Boolean GetWindowlnfoShowConnection(info)
Boolean GetWindowlnfoShowlD (info)

Windowlnfo * info;
The first call is used to get the drawing area in which the network is drawn. More information
about widgets can be found in [13]. GetWindowlnfoMainGroup() returns the Element
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pointer to the group that is describing the main network. When CreateWindowlnfo () is

called, besides from defining a drawing area, the main network is defined. This is the group that-

will return True if GetGroupMainQroup() is called.

The Get EnfoMode () call is used to get the current mode (edit, neuron or connection). The last

two calls are used to see whether connections and D's are visible.

The next function has not been discussed yet:

Windowlnfo *GetElentIflfO (elt)

Element *group, *elt;

This call is available for obtaining the window information of an element.

Manipulation window information

The following calls are available to manipulate the window information:

void SetwindowlnfoDrawingArea (info, w)

void SetWindowlnfoMode(iflf 0, mode)
void SetWindowlnfoShowConfleCt ion (info, bool)

void SetWindowlnfoShowlD (, bool)

Windowlnfo *jnfo;
Widget w;
Boolean bool;

Besides these calls there are more calls to manipulate the window information. Other calls are
discussed later in this chapter. The names of the calls should say enough about their function. Fig-

ure 4.3 gives the total overview of the calls that have been discussed in this section.

4.2 Visualization of the network structure
In this section we will discuss the visualization of the network by the network editor. Each of the
objects mentioned in section 3.1 are visualized in different ways. In visualize. c (section 6.9)
all elements are being visualized by the function DrawElement () . The syntax of DrawEle —

ment() is:

void DrawElement(elt, use_xor)

Element *elt;
Boolean use_xor;

The second argument is used to indicate whether the element has to be drawn using the normal
drawing function or by using the XOR—function. The relationships between the inputs and the

output of the XOR—function are:

Input #1 Input #2 Output

0 0 0

0 1 1

1 0 1

1 1 0
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NeuronTvne :
INPUT_NEURON
HIDDEN_NEURO
OUTPUT_NEURO

ConnectionState '
VISIBLE
INVISIBLE
PARENT
DEFAULT

\j(IOIIf *info;
Element *elt;
mt

Figure 4.3: Relations between the calls to examine the data
structure of the network editor of InterAct

Figure 4.4: Drawing using the XOR—function: (a) Window before
drawing, (b) drawing shape, (c) result after drawing

Now consider input #1 to be the color of one pixel in the window and input #2 to be the pixel color
that has to be drawn in that window. Looking at the table, we can understand Figure 4.4. In Figure
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ElementTvne

NEURON_TYPE
CONNECTION_TYPE
GROUP_TYPE
FUZZY_TYPE
CALCULATION_TYPI

Plement

General calls
ElementType GetElementType(elt)
mt GetElementlD(elt)
Position GetElementXPosition(elt)
Position GetElementYPosition(elt)
Dimension GetElementWidth(elt)
Dimension GetElementHeight(elt)
Element *Gelemen}.nt(elt)
Windowlnfo *Gelemendnfo(elt)

Neuron calls
NeuronType GetNeuronType(elt)
mt GetNeuronNumConnections(elt)
Element *Ge4eui.onConnectiOn(elt, i)
Element *GeJ'4europJ)n.ent(elt)

Connection calls
Element *GetConntionFrom(elt)
Element *GetConnectionTo(elt)
Position GetConnectionFromXPosition(elt)
Position GetConnectionFromYPosition(elt)
Position GetConnectionToXPosition(elt)
Position GetConnectionToYPosition(elt)
ConnectionState GetConnectionState(elt)

Group calls
Element *GetGroupPnt(elt)
mt GetGroupNumlnternals(elt)
Element *GetGrouplntemal(elt, I)
Boolean GetGroupOpened(elt)
Boolean GetGroupAbleOpening(elt)
ConnectionState GetGroupConnectionState(elt)
Boolean GetGroupMainGroup(elt)

Mode :4 —
EDIT_MODE
NEURON_MODE
CONNECTION_MOD

-.-
Widget GetWindowlnfoDrawingArea(info)
Element *GetWindowlnfoMainGroup(info)
Mode GetWindowlnfoMode(info)
Boolean GetWindowlnfoShowConnection(info)
Boolean GetWindowlnfoShowlD(info)



4.4a the contents of the screen are displayed before drawing. In figure 4.4b, the shape that is going
to be drawn is displayed and in Figure 44c the result of drawing the shape of Figure4.4b in Figure
4.4a using the XOR—function is displayed.

As can be seen from Figure 4.4, drawing while using the XOR—function makes it possible to draw
something which can be deleted very easily afterwards (by drawing the same shape again).

In DrawElement () , the graphics context is defined first. Graphics contexts are provided in
X—Windows for defining graphical information which can be used for drawing. Drawing infor-
mation provided by the graphics contexts can be the foreground color, the line width (for drawing
lines, circles, etc.), the drawing function (e.g. the XOR—function), the line style (solid lines,
dashed lines), etc. More information about the possibilities of graphics contexts can be found in
[12].

The graphics contexts used in DrawElement C) are defined in Classlnitia].ize () , using

the constants defined in visualize. c:

1* Colors outside edit level */
#define GROUP_COLOR IxmColorDarkYel low
#define OPENED_GROUP_COLOR IanColorDarkYel low
#define CONNECTION_COLOR IxmColorLightGray
#define EDIT_LEVEL_COLOR I,ColorOrange
#define SELECTED_COLOR IColorWhite
#define INPUT_COLOR IxmColorDarkGreen
#define HIDDEN_COLOR I,ColorDarkBlue
#define OUTPUT_COLOR IxmColorDarkRed

/* Colors inside edit level */
#define EDIT_GROUP_COLOR I,anColorYellow
#define EDIT_OPENED_GROUP_COLOR IxmColorYel low
#de fine EDIT_INPUT_COLOR IønColorGreen
#define EDIT_HIDDEN_COLOR IxntColorBlue
*define EDIT_OUTPUT_COLOR I,anColorRed

/ Font /
#define ID_FONT IxxnFontSHelvBl2

/ Line width */
*define OPENED_GROUP_LINE_WIDTH 1
#define EDIT_LEVEL_LINE_WIDTH 3
#define NEURON_CONNECTION_LINE_WIDTH 1
#define GROUP_CONNECTION_LINE_WIDTH 3

/ Line style */
#define OPENED_GROUP_LINE_STYLE LineSol id
#define EDIT_LEVEL_LINE_STYLE LineSolid

Depending on the element type, neuron type, etc., the correct graphics context is determined and
assigned to use_gc.

In the following sections we will discuss the visualization of the different elements that can exist

in a network.
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Figure 4.5: Positioning of network elements

4.2.1 Neurons

When the element type is a neuron, a triangle, rectangle or circle is drawn. For specifying the
correct positions of these shapes, some routines have been defined in operations . li (section
6.7.1) for specifying the top, bottom, left and right positions of an element. They can be used for
all element types and use the position of an element and its dimensions (the left position is defined
to be the x position minus the half of the width of the element). Figure 4.5 gives an overview of
these routines.

Since we also want to add neurons to existing groups, there must be a difference in visibility be-
tween the group in which neurons will be added and other groups. We do this by drawing the con-
tents of a group brighter than the elements that are outside this group. Elements can be drawn with
two functions: one using the XOR and one for normal drawing. Therefore there are twelve differ-
ent graphics contexts for neurons (3 x 2 x 2, three neuron types, two functions and two levels of
brightness).

Using the graphics context, defined in use_gc, we draw a triangle, square or rectangle (for
inputs, hiddens and outputs). Inside these symbols more information about the neuron can be
viewed. Possibilities of information to visualize within the neuron symbols are the neuron ID and
the transfer function. A possibility would be to make the information user—specified. In this case
the user is able to choose whether he wants to see the neuron ID, the transfer function or nothing
at all. Since the network editor has not been completely merged in InterAct yet, there is no in-
formation about the transfer function or the neuron ID yet. Implementing this version of the net-
work editor, every time a new element is created this element will get a unique ID. The only
choice the user is able to make now is to see this ID or not. This ID can be visualized in the neuron.
After merging the network in InterAct the "real" neuron ID within InterAct will be visualized

in the neuron.

After drawing the neuron symbol (triangle, square or circle), GetWindowlnfoShowlD () is

called to check whether ID's have to be shown in the network editor. If the user wants to see ID's,
the ID of the neuron will be written in the center of the neuron.
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4.2.2 Connections

Connections are being visualized as lines. For indicating the direction of a connection, we draw
an arrow on this line. More about these connection arrows is discussed later in this section.

When a connection has to be drawn in DrawElement () , we want to look whether this connec-
tion is a connection between two visible neurons or the connection is a connection that is con-
nected to an iconified group. When the connection is connected to an iconified group, we want
to draw a line between the two cells that is a little thicker. The thickness of both connections is
defined by these constants:

#define NEURON_CONNECTION_LINE_WIDTH 3.

#define GROUP_CONNECTION_LINE_WIDTH 3

For determining whether a connection is connected to a closed group, the call ClosedParent ()
is used, defined in operations (section 6.7). If the neuron is located inside a closed parent (this
can be the direct parent but also a parent on a higher level), this parent is returned. If the neuron
is not located inside a closed parent (and therefore visible on the screen), the neuron itself is re-
turned. So determining whether a thick line has to be drawn can be done by the following test:

if (ClosedParent(GatConnectiOnFrOm(e)) 1= GetConnectionFrom(e)) II
ClosedParent(GetConnectiOnTO(e)) 1= GetConnectionTo(e)))

If the result of this test is True, connection lines for groups are drawn (a differentgraphical con-
text). Otherwise the normal graphical context is used. For drawing the connection, Draw—
Connection () is called.

DrawConnection

DrawConnection() is defined in visualize and has the following syntax:

void DrawConnection(w, gc, connection, type, info)
Widget w;
GC gc;
Element *connectjon;
ConnectionType type; 1* ARROW, LINE_MED_ARROW *1

Windowlnf0 * info;

The parameters define the widget to draw in, the graphics context to draw with, the connection
to draw, the connection type and the window information. The connection type specifies whether
DrawConnect ion () has to draw only the arrow or the line with the arrow. The advantage of
just drawing an arrow will be explained later.

The first thing that is done in DrawConnection () is to look whether the connection has to be
visualized. There are two reasons why a connection should not be visualized:

• if the user has defined that the connection is not visible;

• when a connection is connecting two cells inside a closed group.

To check whether the user wants to see a connection, function ShowConnection () , defined
in operations, is called. This function examines the connectionState of the connection
(and if necessary its parent, etc.) and returns True if the connection should be visible. The mean-
ing of the ConnectionState has already been discussed in 4.1.1.
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When the connection is located inside a group, the results of ClosedParent () of both con-
nected cells must be the same. This is also the fact when a cell is connected to itself. Another prop-
erty of a connection inside a group is that it is not visible. So the following test becomes True
if we do not have to draw anything:

if ((CloaedParent (GetConnectionFrom(a)) ==
Closedparent(GetCoxmectionTo(e))) &&
IsViaible (GetConnectionFrom(e)))

When a line has to be drawn (the Connect ionType is LINE_AND_ARROW), we check whether
the connection is connecting a neuron to itself or whether this is a connection between different
neurons. If the connection is connecting a neuron to itself, a circle is drawn above the neuron.
If the connection is connecting the neuron to another neuron, a line is drawn using the calls Get—
ConnectionPromXposition() , GetConnectionYPosition() , etc. Also the position of
the arrow is depending on the fact whether a connection is connecting a neuron to itself or to
another neuron. In the first case, an arrow is drawn above the neuron. Arrows are drawn using
DrawA.rrow (

DrawArrow

The syntax of DrawArrow () is:

void DrawArrow(w, gc, xl, yl, x2, y2, info)
Widget w;
GC gc;
mt xl, yl, x2, y2;
Windowlnfo *jnfo;

By just drawing lines to visualize connections, there will be no difference visible between the
directions of the connections. Drawing indicators (arrows) on the connections makes it possible
to see these differences. Drawing indicators at the middle of the connection will make the indica-
tors of two multiple connected neurons interfere with eachother. Drawing indicators at the end
of the connections will make more incoming connections at one neuron interfere with eachother.
Drawing indicators between these positions (e.g. 2/3 of the total connection length) will result
in a clear view.

Another problem drawing arrows is that we want the sizes of different arrows to be equal. When
just calculating the positions of the handles of an arrow by using a sine or cosine, arrows on long
lines will become larger than arrows on short lines. Using vector—algebra gives a solution to this
problem.

By looking at figure 4.6, we want to determine the coordinates of R and S, using the coordinates
of A and B, the factor k determining the location of the arrow (e.g. 2/3) and the distances e and

f. Define A = (x1,y1) and B = (x2y2). The equation vector connecting A and B will be:

() (:+() (4.1)

This defines the coordinates of the front of the arrow (P) as:

P = k ( : + () (4.2)

By determining the normalized vector between A and B and using the value of e, we can obtain

the coordinates of Q:
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A =()

() = P + 2
— + (Y2 — Yi)2

(x2 — xi
Y2 — Yt

J(x2 — x1)2 + (Y2 —

By determining the vector perpendicular to the vector in equation (4.3) and using the value of
f, we can determine the coordinates of the left and right side of the indicator (R and 5):

1Y2 — YixI — x2

R=Q—f
J(x2 — x1)2 + (Y2 —

((1 — k)x1 +
P = (l — k)y1 + kY2

((1 —k+6e)x1 +(k—ôe)x2—6fy2+6j51
R= ((l —k+6e)y1 +(k—ôe)y2—ôfx1 +ôfx2

((1 —k+6e)x1 +(k—óe)x2+ôfy2—ôfy1
S 1(l —k+Oe)y1 +(k—ôe)y2+c5fx1 —ófx2

In visualize, we define constants for k, e andf (YR0N'r_LocATIoN, PERPEND_DIST and
SIDE_DIST). Using these constants, arrows can be drawn at the desired positions.

P

Figure 4.6: Determining the position of an arrow symbol

B
= ()

1x2 — x1
Y2 —

Q=P—e

(4.3)

(4.4)

S=Q+f

Defining 6 =

(Y2 — Yix1 —

(4.5)

1

— x1)2 + (Y2
—

J(x2 — x1)2 + (Y2 —

and substituting P in Q and Q in R and S, we obtain:

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.9)
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4.2.3 Modules
Groups are also drawn by DrawElement () . Groups can be visualized indifferent ways, depend-
ing on the properties of the group. Constants defining the visualization of groups are:

1* Colors outside edit level */
#define GROUP_COLOR I,ColorDarkYel low
#define OPENED_GROUP_COLOR IxmColorDarkYellow
#define EDIT_LEVEL_COLOR IxzncolorOrange

1* Colors inside edit level */
#define EDIT_GROUP_COLOR IcnColorY.llow
#define EDIT_OPENED_GROUP_COLOR IxznColorYellow

/ Line width */
#define OPENED_GROUP_LINE_WIDTH 1
#define EDIT_LEVEL_LINE_WIDTH 3

/ Line style */
#define OPENED_GROUP_LINE_STYLE LineSol id
#define EDIT_LEVEL_LINE_STYLE LineSolid

If the group is the group in which can be edited (the group is the current edit level), a solid orange
line of 3 pixels will be drawn. Closed and opened groups that are not the current edit level will
be drawn with using yellow, or dark yellow if they are not within the current edit level. The line
style will be solid. At first, the diference between the edit level and other groups was visualized
by using a dashed line around the other groups. Reason for not using this method is the calculation
intensity for drawing dashed lines on a UNIX—machine.

Depending on the properties of a group, a different graphical context is used. Closed groups will
be drawn as filled rectangles. Opened groups will be drawn as "open" rectangles. Since each
group has a unique ID within the network, the ID's can be visualized too. Drawing ID's in an
opened group will not provide a clear view of the network structure. When a group is closed, there
is enough room to visualize the group ID in the filled rectangle. This is also handled in visual —
ize . C.

4.2.4 Total network structure

In Figure 4.7 we can see an example of a network structure, visualized by the network editor. Six
groups have been defined: one for the total network, one for the input layer, one for the output
layer, one for the hidden layer and two for the separate hidden layers. As can be seen, the input
and output layer are less bright drawn than the hidden layer. This is because the hidden layer is
the current edit level. Another way to see this is the thickness of the border around the hidden
layer. In the next section, we look at the process of defining and manipulating such a network.

4.3 Manipulation of the network structure
In this section we will discuss the manipulation of the network structure. As already mentioned
in section 4.1.4, we have defined three modes to manipulate the network structure: edit mode,
neuron mode and connection mode. The neuron mode is used to place neurons in the network
structure. When selecting the connection mode, connections can be created between cells in the
network. The edit mode is used to perform all other manipulations (moving, resizing, etc.).
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Figure 4.8: Visualization of selecting objects

Since most manipulation is done by mouse, the module drawing (see section 6.3) has been
created to handle actions in the drawing area. In drawing. c, the functions DrawingButton —
Callback() is created to handle ButtonPress and ButtonRelease events and Dra-
wingMotionCa].lback () is created to handle the event that is generated by moving the mouse
while holding a mouse button. More information about events can be found in [12].

Before discussing the implementation of the possible manipulations, we would like to mention
the possibility to select objects in the network editor. After selecting objects, these objects can
be manipulated (moving, copying, cutting, etc.). When new objects are created, they become se-
lected. This makes it possible to directly change the properties of a newly created object or to cut
an object that was created by mistake. Defining a new selected element is done by Setwindo —
wlnfoSelected(info, e].t). When the second argument is NULL, the list of selected ele-
ments will become empty. Visualizing selected items is done by drawing small "handles" at each
corner of a selected item. Drawing these handles is done by calling DrawCorners () . Using han-
dles to indicate the selection of an object is shown in Figure 4.8.

This section is divided in three subsections, describing the three modes that are available in the
network editor.

4.3.1 Neuron mode

Description
The neuron mode makes it possible to add neurons to the current edit level. When the neuron
mode is selected, pressing the mouse button at a position will imply the creation of a new neuron
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at that position in the current edit level. Adding a neuron to a group that is not big enough can
be treated in two different ways: the group can be resized (maybe its parent too, etc.) to become
big enough to contain the neuron or the neuron is not added to the group. Since there is also the
possibility to resize a group, we choose the latter option.

Defining the neuron type is now possible by selecting one of the three possible neuron types (in-
put neuron, hidden neuron or output neuron) in a menu in the network editor. Another possibility
could be to offer three neuron modes, for each neuron type one.

Implementation

In DrawingButtonCallback() , AddNeuron() is called when the left mouse button was
pressed while the user is working in neuron mode. This function is defined in operations .
It checks whether the neuron is being added in the main group or within the borders of another
group. If this is the case, a neuron is created using CreateNeuron () and added to the internals
of the group using AddGrouplnternal () . The new element is returned. In case of failure
NULL is returned.

If the call to AddNeuron () was successful, the new element is drawn (without using the XOR—
function) and NewSelected () is called. This function both defines the object to be selected and
makes this selection visible by calling SetWindowlnfoSelected () and DrawSelected ()

4.3.2 Connection mode

Description

The connection mode makes it possible to add connections to the network. Making connections
is edit level independent. When the making of connections would be edit level dependent, con-
nections from neurons inside one group to another group will not be possible.

Making a connection can be done by pressing the left mouse button on the neuron from which
the connection has to be created and dragging the mouse to the neuron which receives the signal
and releasing the mouse button. While dragging the mouse, a line will be drawn from the point
where the mouse button was pressed to the current mouse position.

Making more connections can be done by performing the same routine. When for instance one
wants to create a connection from an opened group, one has to press the mouse button inside that
group (not on a neuron, in that case the connection will be created from that neuron). Another
possible way of creating more connections would be to press the mouse pointer on the border of
an opened group, but this requires from the user to look very closely where the mouse pointer
is located. While dragging the mouse pointer, the object that would be considered the end of the
connection when the mouse pointer is released, will be indicated by symbols at the corners of this
object (see Figure 4.9). When releasing the mouse button at a position where no objects are pres-
ent, no connections will be created. When releasing the mouse button on the same neuron the but-
ton was pressed implies the creation of a connection to the neuron itself.

When drawing connections, it is possible to make an assumption about the orientation which the
user is using. When assuming the orientation of the network is "left—to—right", connections will
be displayed as in figure 4.10. Figure 4.1 Oa shows a clear view of the network. Only the the con-
nection connecting the upper output neuron to the lower hidden neuron indicates that the system
assumes a "left—to—right" orientation. When looking at figure 4. lOb, one can see that designing
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Figure 4.10: (a) Left—to—right orientated connections while drawing with left—to—right
orientation, (b) Left—to—right orientation while drawing with up—to—down orientation

your system "up—to—down" while the interface is assuming a "left—to—right" orientation, doesn't
result in a very clear view of the system.

Solving this problem, we have to look at the distance between the elements that have to be con-
nected. When the horizontal distance is bigger than the vertical distance, connections will be
drawn between the left and right side of the elements. The element being the most left of the two
will be connected from the right side of the element to the left side of the other element. When
the vertical distance is bigger than the horizontal distance, the connection will be drawn between
the top and bottom side of the elements. The element lying above the other will be connected from
the bottom side of the element to the top side of the other element.

Implementation
Implementing the creation of a connection, we need to look at DrawiugButtonCallback ()
In this function, the list of selected items will first be emptied. This is because we do not need
any objects to be selected anymore. The variables start_x and start._y define the beginning
of a connection and lastx and lasty define the current position of the mouse pointer. A line
is drawn between these points (which are intialized to be equal) using the XOR—function. Also
a variable endconnection is initialized to indicate the element that is currently at the position
of the mouse pointer. DrawBorders () is implemented in visualize . c. It draws the corners
around the element that is currently at the mouse pointer (see Figure 4.9).

Moving the mouse will imply a call to DrawingMotionEvent () . In this function, the old line
is removed by drawing it again using the XOR—function and a new line is drawn to the new mouse
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positions. A call to GetConnectionEnd () (implemented in operations. c ) checks whether
a new object is at the mouse pointer. If this is the case, the old indicators are removed and new
ones are drawn.

When the mouse button is being released, DrawingButtonzvent () is called again. The indi-
cators and the line will be removed. A connection is created calling the function Connect () (im-
plemented in operations . c, section 6.7.2). This function will call another function which re-
cursively makes the specified connections. After a connection is created,
SetConnectionPositions () is called, which will determine the direction independent posi-
tions of the connections using the method explained above. The new connections are added to
the list of selected elements. After the connections have been created, the list of selected items
is used to draw the new connections. DrawCorners () is used to draw the selection indicators.

4.3.3 Edit mode

The edit mode is probably the most important mode of the network editor. Using the edit mode,
objects in the network can be selected so operations can be applied on them. Also the resizing
and moving of elements are handled in the edit mode.

Description

Only objects in the current edit level can be selected. Selecting one object can simply be done
by pressing the left mouse button on this object. Selecting more objects, while objects are already
selected, is possible by pressing the left mouse button upon an object while holding the shift key.
When pressing the mouse button on an empty part of the network editor, the list of selected objects
will be emptied.

Another possibility of selecting objects is dragging the mouse around the objects. When the user
presses the mouse not on an object, he can drag the mouse to another position, forming a rubber
band. When releasing the left mouse button, all objects inside the rubber band will become se-
lected. When the mouse is dragged while holding the shift key adds the objects inside the rubber
band to the list of the already selected objects.

When dragging a rubber band, connections inside this rubber band are not selected. When con-
nections will also be selected, it is very difficult to select objects in more layers that are connected
to each other. In this case, the user has to select each layer separately. Since we choose not to select
the connections inside a rubber band, we need to offer another possibility to select more connec-
tions. We will discuss the solution to this problem later in this section.

As already mentioned, selected objects are visualized by drawing small circles at the corners. In
Figure 4.11 we can see an example of selecting objects by dragging a rubber band and the result.
Note that the rubber band looks the same as the bounding boxes of the groups, but in the program
it is drawn with a different color.

When pressing the left mouse button upon an object and holding the button while moving to
another position will move the indicated object to this position. The release of the button will
define the end position of the object. Moving more objects can be done by first selecting these
objects and by moving one of the selected objects to a new position. The other objects will be
moved too.

As explained in 3.2.2, moving connections is not very useful. Therefore, moving the mouse after
pressing a connection can be considered as the start of a rubber band. We also have to be aware
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Figure 4.11: Selecting more objects using a rubber band

of the fact that a user will not be able to keep the mouse entirely still. Pressing an object while
moving the mouse a little must not result in the movement of the object, but in the selection of
the object.

Another mouse function is double click. A possibility to react on a double click would be to open
a window to edit an element's properties. When double clicking on an opened group, we could
use the double click to make this group the current edit level. Double clicking on a closed group
could result in opening this group. Another way of "entering" and opening a group would be to
create special buttons for these actions next to the drawing area. Since we do want to manipulate
groups easily, we chose for the double click method to enter and open a group. Double clicking
on other elements than groups could still be used to create a property window, but this would im-
ply more than two different results on one action. This is the reason why we decided to simply
handle a double click on other elements as two select actions. Leaving the group that is currently
the edit level, can be done by pressing the mouse button outside the borders of the group. For this
action separate buttons could be created too.

Taking these descriptions into account, we can generate a state diagram, as viewed in Figure 4.12.
We will now describe the meaning of this state diagram, starting at state (0):

Pressing the mouse button on a resize handle, will result in state (1). When bigger move-
ments are noticed before releasing the button, we resize the group that the resize handles
belong to. When only small movements are noticed before the release of the button, we
check whether there is an element at the mouse pointer. If this is the case, this element
will become selected. If there is no element at the mouse pointer, we deselect the selected
items.

• If the user presses the mouse button at a position that is not in the current edit level or at
a position where no element is drawn, we go to state (2). When only small movements
are noticed before the release of the button, we go to state (7). If the button was pressed
inside the edit level (or the main group is the current edit level), the selected objects be-
come deselected. If the button was pressed outside the edit level in state (7), the edit level
changes. The new edit level will be the parent of the old edit level. As soon as a bigger
movement is noticed in state (2), we start to draw a rubberband until the button is released.

• Pressing the mouse button on a connection will result in state (3). When the mouse is
moved too far, we start to draw a rubberband, just like before. When only small move-
ments are measured, before the button is released, the connection is selected.

• If in state (0), the mouse button is pressed on a group, we move to state (4). If the mouse
is not moved until the button release, the group is selected. After the selection of the

•
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Figure 4.12: State diagram of the edit mode

group, a second mouse click can occur. In this case the group is opened or entered (de-
pending on the current state of the group: closed or opened). When a bigger mouse move-
ment is measured in state (4), the group is moved until the mouse button is released.

• If non of the above is true, state (5) is entered. In this case we are dealing with an ordinary
object. If the mouse pointer is not moved too far, the object is selected. When a bigger
movement is noticed, the object is moved to a new position.

Simplifying Figure 4.12, we can get the following rules:

• A ButtonPreaB event has been noticed. Check whether there is a resize handle. Re-
member the object that was pressed on or the object on which resize handle was pressed.
Initialize a flag to indicate that no big movement has been measured yet.

• A ButtonZ4ot ion event has been noticed. If this motion is the first bigger movement,
set a flag to indicate this. If there is no element at the ButtonPress, start drawing a rubber
band. If there was an element, check whether there was a resize handle. If the button was
pressed on a resize handle, start resizing the object. If there was no resize handle, start
moving the object.

If this motion was not the first bigger motion yet but there has been a bigger motion be-
fore, continue the already started resizing, moving or drawing of the rubber band.
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If this motion was not a bigger movement and there has not been a bigger movement yet,
do nothing.

A ButtonRelease event has been noticed. If there was no movement, then select, dese-
lect or change the current edit level. If there has been a mouse click before, check whether
the object that was clicked is a group and open or enter this group.

If there was a movement, check whether there was an element found at the Button—
Press event. If there was no element found, remove the rubber band and select its con-
tents. If there was an element found, look whether a resize handle was pressed. If there
was no resize handle, stop moving the object. If there was a resize handle, stop resizing
the object.

After selecting elements in the network, it becomes possible to perform certain operations on
them. These functions are accessible by push buttons next to the working area and by a popup
menu that can be obtained by pressing the right mouse button in the working area.

Push buttons have been created to group elements, to ungroup elements, to iconify a group and
to de—iconify a group. When pressing the "group" button while elements are selected, a new
group will be created, containing these elements. When pushing the "ungroup" button, the old
situation will return. When groups are selected, pressing the "iconify" button will visualize the
selected groups as icons. their contents is not visible anymore. By selecting iconified groups and
pressing the "de—iconify" button, these groups will be opened again. From this moment on, these
groups can be resized and entered again.

The following operations are offered by the popup menu:

Properties Selecting "Properties" from the popup menu will result in a new popup win-
dow. In this window the properties of the selected item(s) are displayed and these proper-
ties can be changed. Since the network editor is not linked with the datastructure of
InterAct, no properties can be changed yet.

Alignment This function is used to align elements. In section 3.2.2 the meaning of align-
ing elements has already been discussed. Alignment possiblities are: left, right, left—
right—center, top, bottom and top—bottom—center. Figure 3.8 showed us the result of
aligning three elements to their left—right—center position.

Adjust internals to group Performing this operation after selecting a group, will move
the contents of the selected group to the borders of the group. Their relative distance will
remain the same. An example of this function is given in Figure 4.13. This function makes
it possible to use the total space within a group without resizing the group.

Adjust group to internals If internals have been removed from a group, this function
can be used to resize the group as small as possible. This can also be done by resizing the
group from the top-left and lower—right corner.

Select connections Since connections can not be selected using the rubber band method,
this operation is offered to select more connections. By selecting an element, its incoming
and outgoing connections can be selected. By selecting more elements, the connections
that are connecting these cells (or its internals) can be selected.

Cut / copy / paste These operations have already been discussed in section 3.2.1.
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Figure 4.13: Adjust internals to group: (a) before, (b) after

Delete This function deletes an object. When using the "Cut" operation, the object will
still remain in the buffer, so it can be pasted later. Using the "Delete" operation, the object
will be removed.

Raise / lower We already discussed the meaning of these operations in section 3.2.2.

Implementation

For handling the mouse events in the edit mode, we first look at DrawingButtonCallback C)
defined in drawing. c (section 6.3.2). In this function, we first look whether there was a resize
handle at the button press using GetResizeHand].e () . This function is defined in operations:

ResizeHandle GetResizeHandle(info, x, y, element_return)

Windowlnfo *jnfo;

mt x, y;

Element **ejement return;

where Resizehandle can be NO_HANDLE, TOP_LEFT, BOTTOM_LEFT, TOP_RIGHT or BOT-
TOM_RIGHT, depending on whether there is a resize handle and its position.

If there was a resize handle, pressed_element will become the element that is going to be
resized. If there is no handle pressed, we will try to find an element in the current edit level which
is not a connection, using GetElementlnEditLevel () . If there exists a resize handle, the ele-
ment that is going to be resized will become selected (this is done to deselect others). A flag
moved is assigned to be False, indicating that there has been no bigger movements yet.

When DrawingMotionCallback C) is called while the user is working in edit mode, we check
whether this is the first bigger movement. If this is true, moved will be assigned True. If we are
dragging a rubber band (pressed_element is NULL) using the shift key, we want to leave the
selection corners. Otherwise they can be removed. If pressed_element is defined and there
is no resize handle, we are moving an object. In this case we want to check whether this object
was already selected and whether we have to move other objects too. After checking this, the ob-
ject will be selected if it was not selected yet. If there is a resize handle, we call StartResi ze ()
defined in operations, which initializes the resizing routine. If there was no element found
at the button press, we start drawing a rubber band.

After checking whether this movement was the first bigger movement, we continue in Dra—
wingMotionCallback () . If there has already been a bigger movement, we check whether
there was an element defined in DrawingButtonCal].back() . If an element has been defined
and there is no resize handle, we move the elements to their new positions using MoveAndDra —
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wElements () . This function removes the selected elements from their position using the XOR
drawing function, defines new coordinates and draws the elements again. Moving is done by us-
ing the function RecursiveMoveElelnant () , which moves an element and its contents. Also
the new connection positions of connected synapses are determined in this function.

If there has been a bigger movement and a resize handle has been detected, we remove the border
of the group using the XOR function, resize the group and draw the group again. If no element
was pressed at all in DrawingButtonCallback () , a rubber band will be drawn.

Releasing the button, will cause a call to DrawingButtonCallback () . If this is done in edit
mode and there has not been a bigger movement, Click () is called. A second click of a double
click has to be within the same area as the first click and it has to occur within short time. After
calling Click () , we check whether there has already been a mouse click and whether this could
be the second click of a double click. If this is the case, DoubleClick() is called. If this is not
the case, variables are defined to remember the time and place of this click event, since this could
be the first click of a double click.

If there has been a movement after the button press, we remove the rubberband if
pressed_element is equal to NULL and Drag() is called.

Click() This function handles single mouse clicks. These clicks can occur when a user
selects elemets, leaves the current edit level or wants to deselect all elelements. First, the
element at the position of pressing the mouse button is retrieved. If there is no such ele-
ment, we check whether there is aconnection at that position using GatConnectionAt —
Position () . If the mouse button was pressed while holding the Shift key, we add the
element that was pressed to the list of selected objects using AddWindowlnfoSe -
lected () . If no Shift key was pressed, we look whether the current edit level is the main
group or the position of the mouse press was within the current edit level. If this is the
case, the element that was pressed becomes selected using NewSelected () . If no ele-
ment was selected, NewSelected () will deselect all elements. If the mouse press was
outside the current edit level, LeaveGroup () is called. This function is defined in op-
erations . c. It changes the current edit level and redraws the working area.

DoubleClick() This function is only used for groups. It checks whether the group at the
mouse position is opened or closed when the double click occured. If the group is opened,
EnterGroup () (defined in operations . c) is called, this function changes the edit
level to another group and redraws the drawing area. If the group was closed, it will be
opened by using the function iDalconifyCallback() . This function is defined in
commands . c.

Drag() Dragging the mouse can be done when moving an object, resizing a group or
when a rubber band is created. If pressed_element is defined and there was no resize
handle, the element has been moved so the drawing area has to be redrawn. If there was
a resize handle, a group has been resized. We define the new position and dimension of
the group and draw new selection corners around the group.

If pressed_element is NULL, we look at the corners of the rubber band. If the Shift
key is used, the corners around the already selected items are removed (because they will
be drawn again after defining the newly selected objects). If no Shift key was pressed,
the list of selected objects is emptied. After this, all elements in the current edit level are
being examined whether they are positioned within the corners of the rubber band. If this
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is the case, the element is added to the list of selected objects. After this the selection cor-
ners are drawn again.

All other manipulation functions, obtained by push buttons or by the popup menu, are defined
in conunands . c. The source code of this module is listed in 6.1.2. A discussion about those func-
tions is listed below:

GroupCallback() If no elements are selected or all selected elements are connections,
the function is quit. If there are other elements selected, we determine the position and
dimension of the smallest group that could cover these elements. After this we create a
new group in the current edit level, using CreateGroup () . All selected elements are
removed from the current edit level and added to the new group. The new group is added
to the current edit level. After this Propagatesizes () (defined in operations. a)
is called to check whether the group exceeds the borders of its parent. If this is the case
the size of the parent (and maybe its parent, etc.) is also changed in Propagate -
Sizes () . If sizes have changed, the new object becomes selected and the working area
has to be redrawn. If the sizes have not changed, we just draw the new element and call
NewSe].ec ted () to make the new group the only selected object.

UnGroupCallback() First, we search the list of selected elements for groups that are se-
lected. After searching the list, groups contains the selected groups. If no groups were
selected, the function will end. The selection corners are removed and the list of selected
objects becomes empty. After this, all group borders will be removed using the XOR, the
contents of the group are defined to be the internal of the current edit level and they are
added to the list of selected elements. The selected groups are removed from the current
edit level and destroyed. After freeing the memory of groups, the new selection corners
are drawn.

IconifyCallback() If there are no elements selected but the current edit level is not the
main group, the current edit level is changed to the parent of the old edit level and the old
edit level becomes selected. This makes it possible to iconify the current edit level. If the
main group is the current edit level or elements have been selected, we check whether any
groups have been selected. If not, we leave this function.

After this, we define the selected groups closed by calling SetGroupOpeued () and
define new internal connection positions (connections have to be drawn to the iconified
group now). After this we call PropagateSizes () and redraw the drawing area.

DelconifyCallback() All selected groups are opened using setGroupOpened () and
their internal connection positions are defined. After this, the sizes are propagated using
PropagateSizes () and we redraw the drawing area.

Alignment Alignment functions have been created in commands.c to align the selected
elements. For aligning elements, AlignElements () is called, which is defined in op-
erations . c. AlignElements () determines the minimal return value LeftPosi -
tion() and TopPosition() and the maximal return value of RightPosition()
and BottomPos ition () of the selected elements to determine the new positions of the
elements. After this the elements are moved using RecursiveMoveElement () (in op-
erations .c), which moves the elements and their internals. RecursiveMoveE].e -
ments () also defines the new connection positions.
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AdjustlnternalToGroupO This function moves the internals of a group so they occupy
the total space that is available inside the group, without changing their relative distance.
All selected groups that are opened and contain at least one element are used within this
function. From their children, their center position and total width ad height is deter-
mined. The internals of that group are now moved to their new positions.

AdjustGroupTolnternals() From each selected non—empty group that is opened we de-
fine the center position of its children and the total width and height they use. We use these

values to define the new position and size of the group.

Select connections Selecting connections is done by the callback functions Select In—
comingconnectionsCallback() , SelectOutgoingConflectionsCall -

back () and selectConnectingConnectionsCallbaCk C) . These functions call

the function SelectConnectionS () , defined in operations . c. After this we re-

draw the drawing area. SelectConnections () calls RecursiveSel.ctCOflfleC -
tions () , which fills the list of connections that have to become selected.

When RecursiveSelectConnect ions () is called, the list of selected elements is
emptied, the connections that are in connection_list are added to the list of selected
elements and the memory for the list of connections is freed.

If RecursiveSelectCOflfletiOfla () is caliled for a group, it calls itself to select the
connections of the internals of the group. If we are dealing with a neuron, we continue
looking at its connections. If the other side of the connection is connected to a neuron that
is within the same selected element, we leave this function. If the connection is drawn to
this neuron and we want to select the incoming connections, the connection is added to
connection_list. If the connection is drawn from this neuron and we want to select
the outgoing connections, the connection is added to the connection_list. If the oth-

er side of the connection is within a selected element and we want to select the connecting
connections, we add this connection to the connection_list.

CutCallback() CutCailback () calls Cut () , defined in operations . c. This func-
tion removes only non—connections. First, the paste list of the window information is
emptied. Then the function adds the selected elements to the paste—list and removes the
element from the list of internals of the current edit level. After this it calls ...Recursive —
Cut () , which recursively removes the connections that are connected to the element (or
its children). After this, the function SetWindowlnfoPasteType () is called to define
the operation that has been applied on the elements in the paste list and the list of selected
elements is emptied.

_RecursiveCut () removes all connections from the list of elements in the window
info structure. Connections have to be removed from this list because selecting connec-
tions is edit level independant, so for selecting connections we look at this list instead of
the list of internals of the current edit level.

CopyCallback() CopyCailback () calls Copy , defined in operations .c. This
function first clears the paste list of the window information. Then all selected elements
that are no connection are added to the list and the paste type is defined by SetWindo -
wlnfoPasteTypeU.

PasteCallback() This function is called to paste objects that have been cut or have to be
copied. PasteCallback() calls Paste() ,defined in operations.c. In Paste 0,
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the list of selected elements is emptied first. After this the positions and dimensions of
the objects in the paste list that are no connections are obtained. This is used to determine
the position at which the objects have to be pasted. The position of the popup menu is (x,
y), the minimal x—coordinate is xl and the minimal y—coordinate is yl. This means that
we have to move the objects in the paste list over (x — xl, y — yl) to paste the objects at
the current mouse pointer. After calling _PasteAfterCut () or _PasteAfterCo -
py() ,depending on the type of paste list, PropagateSizes () is called and we redraw
the window.

PastekfterCut () defines the new positions of the elements in the paste list by call-
ing RecursiveMoveEleinents () . After this, the non—connections in the paste list are
added to the current edit level and _RecursivepasteAft.xCut () is called to connect
the connections to the neurons that have been cut. For all connections in the paste list
SetConnectionPositions () is called to determine the new positions of the connec-
tions. All other elements are added to the list of selected elements. Finally, the paste list
is emptied.

_PasteAfterCopy () first initializes a list list. This is a list of neurons, connections
and their copies. We discuss the usage of this list later. First all elements are copied using
_FirstRecursivePasteAfterCut () . After this, _SecondRecursivepasteAf -
terCut () looks whether any neurons have been pasted that used to have connections
connected to them and creates new connections. The pasted elements are added to the list
of selected elements and list is freed.

_FirstRecursivePasteAfterCopy () looks at the element type to decide what has
to be done. If the element is a neuron, a new neuron is created at the correct position and
the neuron is added to its parent. The neuron and its copy are saved in the copy list copy.
If the element is a group, a new group is created at the correct position and the group is
added to its parent. After this _FirstRecursivePasteAfterCopy() is called to
paste the internals of the group.

_SecondRecurs ivePasteAf terCopy () calls itself recursively until the parameter
e is a neuron. Foreach connection of that neuron, we look whether the connection is al-
ready in the list of copies made. If no copy of this connection has been made yet, we con-
tinue. We create a new connection, connected to the copies of the neurons to which the
connection used to be connected. After this, we define the connection positions and add
the new connection to the list of copies already made.

DeleteElementCallback() This function calls Delete () to delete all selected objects.
After this the list of selected objects is emptied and the network editor is redrawn. De-
lete () is also defined in comm*nds c. If the element that has to be deleted is a connec-
tion, the synapse is deleted from the list of synapses of the neurons that are connected to
this synapse. Otherwise the element is removed from the list of internals of the parent of
the element. If the element is a group, all its internals are deleted until the group does not
contain any internals anymore. If the element is a neuron, all its connections are deleted
until the neuron is not connected anymore.

Finally, the element is removed from the list of elements in the window information and
the element is destroyed using Destroyziement ()
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RaiseCallback() For all selected elements, we try to find their index within the list of
elements in the window information. After this, we will define the selected element to be
the last element in the list and move the rest of the list one position. This is done because
drawing the network is done by first drawing element 0, then element 1, etc. Searching
an element in the list is done by first looking at the last element, then the last but one ele-
ment, etc., so putting the element at the back of the list will put the element at the back
of the drawing list and at the starting of the search list. The same procedure is done with
the internals of the parent of the selected items. Finally the network is drawn again.

LowerCallback() Where RaiseCailback () puts elements at the back of two lists,
LowerCailback () puts elements at the starting of two list. After this the drawing area
is redrawn.

V
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Chapter 5 Evaluation

This chapter discusses the work done. The first section discusses how far we have achieved our
goal. The second section discusses future work that can be done on the network editor and the
third editor gives a conclusion.

5.1 Goal

First, we take a look at the goal presented in section 1.4:

Designing a graphical user inte rface for interactively creating and manipulating
hierarchically based neural networks

The interface that has been written offers the possibility to create and manipulate a neural network
which is hierarchically structured. To look more precisely how far we achieved our goal, we look
at the demands, presented in 2.1:

1. It should be possible both to view the current network structure and to obtain characteristics
of specific elements of this structure.

2. Network structures have to be manipulable. When manipulating neural networks it is very
useful to manipulate more elements at the same time.

After creating a neural network using the network editor, the network can both be viewed and
characteristics can be obtained. Since the network editor has not been linked to the internal datas-
tructure of InterAct yet, not all properties can be obtained yet. Properties that are specific for a
neural network (e.g. transfer function, ID's) can not be obtained yet.

The network structure is manipulable. Both structural and visualization operations can be used
to change the network structure. Using the method of selecting more elements gives the opportu-
nity to manipulate more elements at the same time.

5.2 Future work
As already explained above, the network editor has not been linked to the internal datastructure
of InterAct yet. Creating a neuron in the network editor does not imply the creation of a neuron
in InterAct. Furthermore, not all properties can be viewed or changed yet, since these properties
are specific for neural networks. Examples of these properties are the ID's and the transfer func-
tions of the neurons.
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Using the Cut / copy / paste operations does not work correctly. Sometimes the program generates
a runtime error. The cause of this error has not been found yet.

Some of the objects listed in 3.1 have not been implemented. The network editor does not offer
the possibility to create fuzzy cells, algorithm cells or data cells yet.

5.3 Conclusion

5.3.1 Flexibility

Since the network editor has been written using the Abstract Data Type (ADT) principle, adding
new elements to the network editor can be done very easily. The datastructure already offers the
possibility to deal with fuzzy cells and algorithm cells.

5.3.2 Comparisation with other user interfaces

None of the graphical user interfaces for neural networks observed in 2.2 offer the possibility to
create neural networks with a hierarchical structure. Interleaf 6 did offer the possibility to define
groups and to change the edit level.

Also direct interaction using the mouse and manipulating more objects at the same time is another
feature that was only offered by Interleaf 6. NeuroSolutions and NCS NEUframe were the only
programs that offered a little mouse interaction, but not as extensive as the network editor that
has been created now.

5.3.3 Usage

A group at the Rijksuniversiteit Groningen that is familiar with both neural networks and graphi-
cal user interfaces has tested the network editor thoroughly. The number of operations available
to manipulate a hierachically structured neural network is sufficient. Building and manipulating
a neural network can be done much faster using the network editor.

Using the operations available to manipulate the network, has been found intuitively. The visual-
ization of the network status has been found very clear.
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Chapter 6 Sources

6.1 Commands

6.1.1 commands.h
1*
* Header
*1

1*
* Log
a,

*ifndaf COMM?.NDS_H
*define COANDS_H

#includa clxm.h>

void GroupCallback(Widget, XtPointer, XtPointer)j
void UnGroupcallback(Widget, XtPoint.r, XtPointer),
void iconifycallback(Widget, Xtpointer, XtPointer),
void DeiconifyCallback(Widget, Xtpointer, Xtpointer),
void DeleteCallback(Widget, Xtpoint.r, XtPointer);
void LaftAlignCallback(Widget, XtPointar, XtPoint.r);
void RightklignCallb&Ck(Widget, Xtpointer, XtPoint.r);
void LeftRightCenterAlignC&llb&Ck(Widget, XtPoint.r, XtPoint.r);
void TopAlignCallbaok(Widget. XtPointar, Xtpoint.r),
void BottomAlignCallbaCk(Widget, XtPoint•r, Xtpointer),
void TopBottozenterA1ignCa11baCk(Widget, Xtpointer, XtPoint.r),
void se1ectxncoingconnectionsCa11back(Widgst, Xtpoint.r, XtPointer)
void selectoutgoingConnoctioneCallback(Widget, Xtpointer, XtPoint.r)
void selectconnactingeonnectionsCallback(Widget, Xtpointer, XtPoint.r)j
void RaiseCallbaCk(Widget, XtPointar, Xtpointer)j
void LowarCallback(Widget, XtPointer, XtPointer)
void AdjugtinternaleCallback(Widget, XtPointar, XtPoint.r);
void Adjuetoroupcallback(Widgat. Xtpointer, XtPoint.r),
void cutcallback(Widget, XtPointer, XtPointer),
void Copycallback(Widget, Xtpointer, XtPoint.r),
void pagteCallback(Widg.t, XtPoint.r, XtPoint.r)

*endif

6.1.2 commands.c
1*
* Header
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a,
'a

Log
a,

*include <macros.b>
/*#include <malloc.h>*/

*include cstdio.h>
*include "coemands.h"
*include "interface.h
*include "operations .h
#include "visualize.h

/* utility for determining whether a number is positive / negative
Returns 1 if positive, —l if negative and 0 if zero /

*defina signof(x) ((x) 7 (((x) > 0) 7 1 —1) 0)

extarn void SetD.faultModeU;

/* Callback to group already selected •leinents.
Only elements which are no connections can be grouped
a'

void GroupCallback(Widget w, XtPointer client, XtPointer call)

Windowlnfo *info = (Windowlnfo *) client;

Element *edit = GetWindovlnfoEditLeVel(iflfO)I
Element *new.
Position x, y;
Dimension width, height;
mt i;

/* Leave if no elements selected */
if (GetWindowInfoNumSeloCted(iUf o))

return;

/* Search for any non—connection I
for (i 0; (i < G.tWindowinfoNumSelected(info)) &&

(GetElementType(GetWindowlflfoseleCted(iflf o, i)) == CONNECTION_TYPE);

i++)
if (i == GetWindowlnfoNumSeleCted(iflfo))

return; /* Only connections were selected */

Ia Determine the middle (x,y) and total width / height of selected itema /
for (i — 0; i < G.tWindowlnfoNumsalected(iflfo); i++)

if (G.tElementType(G.tWindowlnfoselected(inf 0, i)) I- CONNECTION_TYPE)
proc.sspositionAndDia.nsion(G.tWindowlflfoseleCted(iflfO, i)),

GetPositionAndDimenliofl(&X, &y, &width, aheight);

/ Create new group, add selected elements and make the new group

a child of the current editlavel /
new - Createoroup(edit, x, y, width + GROUP_PADDING * 2,

height + GROUP_PADDING * 2, True, True, PARZNT);

f or (i — 0; 1 < G.tWindowlnfoNumSelect.d(info); i++)

if (GetElementType(GetWifldowlflfoSelected(iflf 0, i)) I— CONNECTION_TYPE) (

Ramoveorouplnternal(edit, G.tWindowlnfoSelected(inf 0, i));
Addorouplnternal (new, G.tWindowlnfoSelected(iflfo, i)),

AddGrouplnterflal (edit, new);

/* If the size of the editlevel has changed, the area has to
be redrawn. If not, only the added element has to be redrawn */

if (Propagatesizes(edit)) (

SatWindowlnfoSelected(info, nsw);
InterfaceReDraw(inf 0);

else (

DrawElement(new, True);
Newselected(inf 0, new);
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/* Switch to the default mode */
SatDefaultNode (info);

1* Callback to ungroup already selected elements.
Only elements which are op.ned groups can be ungrouped
*1

void UnGroupCallback(Widget w, XtPointer client, XtPointer call)

WindowInfo *info — (Windowlnfo *) client;
Element *edit = G.tWindowlnfoEditLevel(iflfo);
Element **groupg, Ce;

mt i, J, num_groups;

1* initialize list of groups to be ungroup.d /
groups - NULL;
num_groups — 0;

/* Search for any opened group /
for (i = 0; i < Getwindowlnfouumselected(info); i++)

if ((GetElexnentTyp.(G.twmfldowlnfoSelected(infO, i)) == GROUP_TYPE) &&

GetgroupOpened(GetwindowlflfOselected(inf 0, i))) {

groups — (Element CC) realloc(groups,
(num_groups + 1) * sizeof(Element*));

groups (num_groupsi GetWindowlnfoSelected(inf 0, i);
num_groups++;

}

/* Check whether no op.n.d groups were selected at all */

if (mum_groups)
return;

/ No elements selected anymore (or yet..) */
DrawCorner5 (info);
SetWindowlnfoSelected(info, NULL);

/* Make childs of each group childs of current editlevel and destroy
the group I

for (i = 0; i < num_groups; i++) (

DrawElement (groups (i], True);
for (j — 0; < GetoroupuumInterflals(grouPs(ii) ++) (

e = oetorouplnternal(groupi(ii, j);

SetElementPareflt(e, edit);
AddGrouplnternal(edit, 0);
Addwindowlnfogelected(info, e);

Removeoroupinternal(edit, groups(i]);
RemoveWindowlnfOElement(iflfO, groups(iJ);
Destroyzlement (groups (iJ);

}

/* Free the list of groups I
free(groups);
/* Draw the selected elements and set the default mode */
Drawselected(info);
SetpefaultMode (info);

/* Callback to iconify selected opened groups. If nothing is s.lected

and the current editlevel is an opened group, this group will be
iconified *1

void Iconifycallbaek(Widget w, Xtpointer client, Xtpointer call)

Windowlnfo *info = (Windowlufo C) client;
Element *edit — G.tWindowlnfozditL.vel(infO)I
Element Ce;
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mt i;

/ Check whether no group wa, selected */

if UoetWindowlnfONumSelected(infO) &&
(edit — OetwindowlnfcXainQrOuP(inf0))) (

SetWindowlnfoEditl.eVSl(iflfO, oetoroupParent(sdit))i
Setwindowlnfoselected(iflfO, edit);

else (
/* Check whether there is an opened group selected */

for (i • 0; (i < GetwindowlnfoNumselected(iUfO)) &&
(etlentType(GetWifldOWIflf0Se1ectedUZ1f0, i)) - GROUP_TYPE) &&

!G.tGroupOp.flOd(GetWifldo1IInf0SeleCted(i0, i)); i++) ,

if (i = GetWindowlnfoNUmselScted(inf 0))
return; / No opened groups found /

}

1* iconify each opened group and rearrange the positions of the

connections to that group *1

for (i 0; i < GetWindowInfoNumSeleCted(iflfoL i++) (

e = OetWindowinfos.leCted(info, i);

if ((G.tEleinentType(S) == GROUP_TYPE) && o.toroupOpened(e)) (

setoroupOpened(s, False);
RecursiveSetConflSCtiOnPOsitiOfll (e);

}

/* Resize editlevel if necessary, redraw and set the default mode */

Propagatesizes (edit);
InterfaceReflraw( info);
SetDefaultMode (info);

/* Callback to de—iconify selected elements.
Only closed groups can be de-iconified
*1

void DelconifyCallback(Widget w, XtPointer client, XtPointer call)

WindowInf 0 *f = (WindowInfo *) client;

Element *e;
mt i;

/ Open all selected opened groups. Set the conn.ctionpoiitions of the
newly opened groups /

f or (1 = 0; i < G.tWindowinfoNumSelected(infO)I i++) (

a — GetWindowInfoSelected(inf0, i);
if ((OetElementType(e) GROUP_TYPE ) && !GetoroupOpened(s)) (

setoroupOpened(e, True);
RecursiveSetConfleCtioflPositiofls (a);

1* Propagate the sizes of the editlevel, redraw the the network
and select the default mode 1

propagatesizes (GetWindowInfoEditLevel (info));
InterfaceReDraw (info);
SetDefaultMode (info);

1* Function to delete an element recursively. If th. element is a group,
the internals will be deleted first. If the element is a neuron, the

connections will be deleted first.
*1

static void Delete(Windowlnf 0 Element *e)

if (GetElamentType(e) == CONNECTION_TYPE) {

RemoveNeurOflCOnneCtiofl(GetCoflnectioflFrOm(e), e);
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RemoveNauronConnection(GetConn.ctionTo (a), •);

else
RemoveGrouplnternal (G.tElementParant (a), a)
if (GetElementType(o) == GROUP_TYPE)

while (GetGroupNumlnternals(a))
Delet.(info, Getorouplnternal(e, 0)),

else if (OtElementType(e) -- NEURON_TYPE
while (GetNeuronNuonn.ctions(.))

Delete(info, GetNeuronConnection(., 0));

RemoveWindowlnfoElement (info, a);
DestroyElament Ce);

}

/* Callback to delete selected elements
*1

void DeleteCallback(Widget w, XtPointer client, XtPointer call)
(

Windowlnfo *info - (Windowlnfo *) client;
mt i;

/* Delete the selected elements r.cursively *1
for (i = 0; i < GetWindowlnfoNumselected(info); i++)

Delete(info, GetWindowlnfoSelected(info, i));

1* Nothing is selected anymore, the network has to be redrawn and
the default mode can b. set /

SetWindowlnfoselected(info, NULL);
InterfaceReDraw( info);
SetDefaultMode(info);

/* Callback the align selected elements to the left
*1

void LeftAlignCallback(Widget w, XtPointer client, XtPointer call)

Windowlnfo *info — (Windowxnfo *) client;

Alignzlements (info, LEFT);
InterfaceReflraw (info);
SatDefaultMode(info);

1* Callback the align selected elements to the right
a,

void RightklignCallback(Widget w, XtPointer client, XtPointez call)

Windowlnfo *info — (Windowlnfo *) client;

AlignElements (info, RIGHT);
InterfaceReDraw( info);
SetDefaultflode (info),

/* Callback the align selected elements to th. horizontal center
a'

void LeftRightCenterAlignCallback(Widget V XtPointer client, XtPointer call)

Windowlnfo *info - (Windowlnfo *) client;

Al ignzlement s (info, LEFT_RIGHT_CENTER);
InterfaceReDraw (info);
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SetDefaultMOde (info),

/* Callback the align selected elements to the top

•1

void Topkligncallback(widget w, XtPointer client, XtPointer call)

Windowlnfo *info — (Windowlnfo *) client,

AligflElement$(infO, TOP);
InterfaceReDraw(info);
SetDefaultxode (info)

/* Callback the align selected elements to the bottom
a,

void BottcmAlignCallback(Widget ii, XtPointer client, XtPointer call)

Windowlnf 0 info (Windowlnf o ) client,

AlignElements (info, BOTTOM);
XnterfaceReDraw(info);

SetDefaultMode (info);

)

1* Callback the align selected elements to the vertical center
*1

void 0pBottemCenterAli9rflC&llbaCk(Widget w, xtpoint.r client, XtPointer call)

Windowlnf 0 inf0 (Windowlnfo ) client;

AlignElementa(iflf0, TOP_BOTTOM_CENTER),
Interfac.ReDraw(iflf 0);
SetDefaultMode (info),

1* Callback to select all the incaming connections of
the selected elements
a,

void w, XtPointer client,
XtPointer call)

Windowlnfo *info = (Windowlnfo *) client;

SelectConneCtiOfls (info, INCOMING),
InterfaceReDraw(infOL

)

/* Callback to s.lected all the outgoing connections of
the selected elements
a'

void geiectoutgoingConnectioflsC&llback(Widget w, XtPointer cli.nt,

XtPoint.r call)

Windowlnf 0 *jfo - (Windowlnf o *) client;

selectconnactions(info, OUTGOING);
InterfaceReDraw(iUfO);
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1* Callback to select all the connection. that connect
the selected elements
*1

void selectconnectingconnectionsCallback(Widget w, XtPointer client,
XtPointer call)

Windowlnfo *jnfo = (Windowlnfo *) client,

selactConnections(info, CONNECTING);
InterfaceReDraw( info),

1* Callback to raise the selected elnts (like if they were added last)
*1

void RaiseCallback(Widget w, XtPointer client, XtPointer call)

Windowlnfo *info - (Windowlnfo ) client,
Element *edit — GetWindowlnfoEditLevel(info); I parent of selected itema *1

Element *;
mt i, i,

for (i • 0; i < GetWindowlnfoNums.lected(info); i++) (

e — GetWindowlnfoSelected(info, i);

/ Find the selected element in the element list */
for ( — 0; G.tWindowlnfoRlement(info, j) I. e; j++) ,/ Move the rest of the elements on. place and put the selected element

at the back at the list (elements at the back of the list are
added last) */

while (j < GetWindowlnfoNumElements(info) — 1) (

SetWindowlnfoElement(iflf0, j, GetwindowlnfoElement(inf 0, j + 1));

}

SetWindowlnfoElement(inf0, GetWindowlnfoNumzlements(info) - 1, e);

I Now find the element in the parent's childs and put element
at back of this list */

for ( = 0; Getoroupinternal(edit, j) — e; j++) ;

while ( < GetoroupNumlnternals(edit) — 1) (

setorouplnternal(edit, J, Getorouplnternal(edit, J + 1));
j ++,

setGroupinternal(edit, G.toroupNuntlnternal.(edit) - 1, e);
}

1* Redraw and set default mode */
InterfaceReDraw (info)
SetDefaultMode (info);

1* Callback to lower the selected elements (like if they were added first)
*1

void z.owercallback(Widget w, XtPointer client, XtPointer call)

Windowlnfo *info - (Windowlnfo *) client,

Element *edit — GetWindowlnfoEditLevel(info); / parent of selected item. *1
Element *;
mt I, j;

for (1 • 0; i < GetWindowlnfoNumsel.cted(info), i++) (

o = GetWindowlnfoselected(info, i);

1* Find the selected element in the element list */
for (j 0; G.tWindowlnfoElement(info, J) = e; j++) ;

/ Move the rest of the elements one place and put the selected element
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at the front of the list (elements at the front of the list are

added first) */
while (j > 0) (

SetWindowlnfoElemeflt(info, j, Getwindowlflfozlemeflt(info, J — 1));
i——I

}

SetWindowInfoElefleflt(iflf o, 0, •);

I Now find the element in the parent's childs and put element
at front of this list *1

for ( • 03 GetOrouplnterflal(edit, ) . e; J++) ;

while (j > 0) (

Setgrouplnternal(edit, , GetGrouplnterflal(edit. j — 1));
1——;

}

setorouplnternal(edit, 0, •);

)

/* Redraw and set default mode */
InterfaceReDraw(inf 0)
SetDefaultMode (info);

1* Callback to move th. internals of a selected group, whil, not changing

the relative horizontal / vertical distance, so that they occupy

the total width I height of the group
*1

void Ad3ustlnternal.Callback(widget w, xtPointer client, XtPointer call)

{

Windowlnfo *info = (Windowlnfo *) client;

Element *e, *C1I4;
position x, y;
Dimension width, height, group_width, group_height;

mt i, j;

for (i = 0; i < GetwindowlnfoNuiflSelectsd(info); i++) (

e = GetWindowlnfoselected(iflfo, i);

/* Only move elements if the selected item is an opened group with

at least one internal */
if ((GetElementlype(e) =- GROUP_TYPE) && GetoroupOpened(e) &

GetoroupNumlnternals(S)) (

1* Calculate the middle (x,y) and th. total width and height

of the internals */
f or (J = 0; J < GetGroupNumlnterflals(S)3 ++)

ProcessPositionfldDimension(0,torouplnternahi (e, j));
G.tPositionkndDimension(&X, &y, &width, &height);

1* The total width the internals may occupy is equal to the
groupsize minus the space used for padding */

group_width • ExternalWidth(S) - 2 * GROUP_PADDING;

group_height - Externalfteight(e) - 2 * GROUP_PADDING,

/* Move the internals */
for (j — 0, j < G.toroupNumlnternals(s) J++) (

child = G.torouplnt.rnal(e, j);

Recurs iveMoveElement (child,
((GetElementXPositiofl(Child) — x +

signof(GetElementxPositiOfl(child) — x) *

ExternalWidth(Child) / 2) * group_width) /

width + G.tElementXPositiOn(e) —
GetElementXPosition(Child) —

signof(G.tElementXPositiOn(Child) — x) *

(ExternalWidth(child) I 2),
((GetElementYPosition(Child) — y +

signof(G.tElem.ntYPositioo(Child) — y) *

Externalxeight(child) / 2) * group_height) /

height + G,tElementyPosition(a) -
GetElementYPosition (child) —
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signof(G.tzlementYPosition(child) — y)
(Externalffeight(child) / 2)),

}

}
/* Redraw and get default mod. */
InterfaceReDraw( info),
SetDefaultMode (info),

}

/* Callback to resize aelected groups so they use a minimum width I height,
while still covering the internals
a'

void AdjustoroupCallback(Widget w, XtPointer client, XtPoint.r call)

Windowlnfo *info — (Windowlnfo *) cli.nt;
Element *,
Poiition x, y;
Dimension width, height;
mt i, J;

for (i 0; i < G.tWindowlnfoNulnSelected(info); i++) (

e = GetWindowlnfoselected(info, i);

1* Only proceed if the selected item is an op.ned group with
at least one internal /

if ((G.tElementTyp.(•) GROUP_TYPE) && GetoroupOpened(e) &&
G.toroupNumlnternall (e)) (

/* Calculate the middle (x,y) and the total width and height
of the internals */

for (j 0; j < G.toroupNumlnternals(e); J++)
ProcesspositionAndDiinension(GetGrouplnternal(S, ii);

GetPositionAndDimenhiOn(&x, &y, &width, &height);

1* Define the new position and size of the group. The size is equal
to the width of the internals plus th. group padding */

SetElementXPoiition(e, x);
SetElementYPolitiofl(., y);
SetElementWidth(e, width + 2 * GROUP_PADDING);
SetElementHeight(e, height + 2 * GROUP_PADDING);

}

/* Redraw and set default mode /
InterfaceReDraw (info),
SetDefaultMode (info),

/* Callback for cutting selected elements
*1

void CutCallback(Widget w, XtPointer client, XtPointer call)

{

Cut((Windowlnfo *) client),

}

/* Callback for copying selected elements
a,

void copyCallback(Widget w, XtPointer client, XtPoiuter call)

Copy((Windowlnfo ) client);

1* Callback for pasting selected elements
*1

void pasteCallback(Widget w, XtPointer client, XtPointer call)

{
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Paste((Windowlnfo *) client),

1 Set the default mode */
SatDefaultNode( (Windowlaf o ) client);

6.2 Constants

6.2.1 constants.h
#define GROUP_WIDTH 20
#def in. GROUP_HEIGHT 40
*def in. NEURON_WIDTH 20
*define GROUP_PADDING 4
#define SELECTED_PADDING 5
*define SELECTED_WIDTH 6
#def inc CONNECTION_DI STANCE

6.3 Drawing

6.3.1 drawing.h
1*
* Header
*1

1*
* Log
*1

1* width of iconified group /
/ height of iconified group I

1* width/height of neuron /

/* padding b.twe.n group-border and internals *1
1* space between element and selection—circlei *1

1* width of 'selection—circles 1

4 / distanc, between mouse—click and connection /

*ifndef DRAWING_H
*d.fine DRAWING_H

Øinclude cIcn.b>

void DrawingExpOseCallbaCk(Widget. XtPoint.r, XtPointer),
void DrawingauttOflCallbaCk(Widget. XtPointer, XEvent*, Bool.afl*),

void DrawingMOtiOflCallback(Widget. XtPointer, XEv.nt*. Boolean*),

#endif

6.3.2 drawing.c
1*
* Header
*1
1*
* Log
*1

*def in, MAX_CLICK_SPACE 10
*define MAX_DEL_CLICK_SPACE 10
*define MOVE_SPACE 10
*define DrawRubberbafld() \

DrawArea(GetWindowlflfODrawiflgkrea(iflf 0), min(start_x, last_x), \

1*
*include <report .h>
*1

Winclude
*includa
*include
*include
*include
*include
* include

cmacros .h>
<stdio.h> / TNP /
"drawing. h
'interf ace. h

"operations .h
visualize. h

"conands .b

1* Press and release of click < 10 pixel, apart I
1* Doubleclick < 10 pixels apart */

/* Space to drag button before moving/dragging */
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min(start_y, laity), inax(start_x, last_x), ma.x(starty, last_y))
#def in. DrawResizedGroup C ) \

DrawGroup(G.tWindowlnfoDrawingArea(info), start_x, starty, last_x, last_y);

#ifdef HANS
extern double IanConvert(Widget, int, int);
lendif
extern void SetDefaultModeU;
static mt start_x • —1, start_y, last_x, laity; /* Conn.ction drawing *1
static Boolean moved; 1* Did th. mouse move too much aft.r press? */
static Element *pressed_element; 1* Element clicking mouse button */
static Element *copectjon; /* End of connection *1
static Boolean pressed_is_selected; /* Pressed elensnt was already selected */
static ResizeHandle resize_handle; /* Poiition of resizehandle I no handle */

static void MoveAndDrawElaments(WindOwInfO *jf mt x, mt y)

Element *edjt, e;

mt dx, dy, i;

dx — x — last_x;
dy — y — last_y;

1* Check whether one of the selected items is crossing a group border */

edit — GetWindowlnfoEditLevel (info);
if (edit = G.tWindowlnfoMainGroup(info))

for (i = 0; i < Q.tWindowlnfoNumSelected(info); i++) {

e • GetWindowlnfoselected(infa, i);
dx • max(dx, LeftPosition(edit) + GROUP_PADDING - LeftPosition(e));
dx = min(dx, RightPosition(edit) - GROUP_PADDING — RightPosition(e));
dy = max(dy, TopPosition(edit) + GROUP_PADDING - TopPosition(e));
dy = min(dy,

BottomPosition(edit) - GROUP_PADDING - BottPosition(e));

if (dx It dy) (

for (i = 0; i < Q.twindowInfouumSelected(info); i++) (

RecursiveDrawllemsnt(GetWindowlnfoSelected(infO, i), True);
RecursiveMoveElement(GetWindowlnfoSelected(info, i), dx, dy);
RecursiveDrawElement(GetWindowlnfoSelected(info, i), True);

)

last_x = last_x + dx;
last_y = last_y + dy;

)

static void Click(XButtonEvent event, Windowlnfo *info)

Element *e, *edit;
mt x = event.x, y — event.y;

*ifdef HANS
x = (int) Ionvert (G.tWindowlnfoDrawingkrea (info), 3, x);
y = (int) Ionvert (GetWindowlnfoDrawingkrea (info), 0, y);

#endif

1 Only proceed if press and release are not too far away and in edit—mode */
if ((abs(start_x — x) > MAX_CLICK_SPACE) II

(abs(start_y — y) > MAX_CLICK_SPACE) II

(GetWindowlnfoMode(inf a) I- EDIT_MODE))
return;

/* Find the element in which was clicked */
e = GetElementlnEditlmvel(info, start_x, start_y, ALL_MASK, NO_MASK);
edit • GetWindowInfoEditLevel(ino);

1 Maybe a connection is selected /
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if (I.)
• = GatConnectiOflktPOiitiOn(iflfO, start_x, start.y);

/* Maybe a connection /
fprintf(std.rr, "Selected ID=d, EditLevel.d\n",

GetEl.mentID(e), G.tZlementlD(edit));

if (event.state & ShiftMaik) (

DrawCorners (info),
AddWindowlnfOSeleCted(iflfO, e);
DrawSelected (info),

}

else
if ((edit —- G.twindowlnfoUainoroup(info))

InElament (start_x, starty, .dit))
NewSelected(inf 0, •);

else
LeavGroup(info, edit),

static void DoubleClick(XButtonEvent event, Windowlnf 0 *jnfo)

Element *a;

/* Only possible in edit-mod., with only one element selected
with element type GROUP_TYPE "Iif ((GetWindowlnfoMode(inf0) EDIT_MODE)

(G.tWindowlnfoNumselected(info) = 1) II

(GetElexnentType((e = Getwindowlnfogelsct.d(inf0, 0))) = GROUP_TYPE))
return;

if (!GetGroupapened(e)) (
Delconifycallback(NULL, (XtPointer) info, NULL);
/ Redraw element because the element is selected and will blink */

DrawElement(e, True);

else
EnterGroup(info, e);

static void Drag(XButtonEvent event, Windowlnf 0 *ift)
Element *e;
mt i;
mt min_x, max_x, min_y, max_y;

fprintf(stderr, "buttonatate: d\n, event.state);
if (pressed_element) (if (resize_handle == NO_HANDLE)

IntarfaceReDraw( info);
else

SetElenentXPositiOfl(pressed_element, (start_x + last_x) I 2);
SetElementyPosition(presa.d_elemsnt, (start_y + laity) / 2);
S.tElementWidth(pressed_elment, laat_x - start_x)i
SetElementHeight(pr.Iaed_element, last_y - start_y);
DrawCorners (info),

}

else if (!(event.state & -(ButtonlMask
I

ShiftMask))) (
min_x min(start_x, lait_x);
maxx max(start_x, last_x);
min_y = min(start_y, last_y);
max_y = max(start_y, last_y);
if (event.state & SbiftMask)

DrawSelectad(inf0);
else

SetWindowlnfoSelected(inf 0, NULL);
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for (i = 0; i GetOroupNumlnterflals(GetWindowlnfoEditLevel(info)); i++) (

• — Getorouplnternal(GetWindowlnfozditLevel(info), i);

if ((min_x <= LeftPosition(.)) && (maic_x >— Rightposition(e)) &a
(min_y <= TopPosition(e)) && (max_y >= BottamPosition(.)))

AddWindowlnfosel.ct.d(info, •);

DrawSel.ct.d( info),

void DrawingButtonCallback(Widgst ii, XtPointer client, Xlvent event,
Boolean *flag)

Windowlnfo *info — (Windowlnfo *) client,
Element
Position x, y;
static Boolean clicked — False;
static mt x_click, y_click;
static Time time_click,
static Time max_doubleclick_time = 0;

if (!m&x_doubleclick_tiine)
max_doubleclick_time XtGetMultiClickTime(13a5_display);

x = event—>xbutton.x;
y event—>xhutton.y;

#ifdef HANS
x — (Position) I,onvert (GetWindowlnfoflrawingAr.a (info), 3, x);
y (Position) Ionvert (GetwindowlnfoDrawingArea (info), 0, y);

*endif

switch (event—>type) (

case ButtonPrels:
if (event—>xbutton.button —= Buttoul) (

if ((GetWindowlnfoMode(inf o) —= NEURON_MODE) &&
(new = AddNeuron(info, x, y))) (

DrawElament(new, False);
NewS.lected(info, new);
SetDefaultMode(info);

)

else (
start_x last_x x;
start_y = last_y —if ((G.tWindovlnfoMode(inf 0) == CONNECTION_MODE) &i

(pressed_element — GetConnectionEnd(info, x, y))) (

NewSel.cted(inf 0, NULL);
DrawLin.(GetWindowlnfoDrawingArea(inf o), start_x, start_y,

la.t_x, last_y);
end_connection — pressed_element;
DrawBorders (end_connection);

if (QetWindowlnfoMode(inf o) -- EDIT_MODE) (

resize_handle - GetResizeHandle(info, x, y, &pressed_element)
if (resize_handle -- NO_HANDLE) (

pressed_element • QetElementlnEditLevel (info, x, y, ALL_MASK,
CONNECTION_MASK);

if (pressed_element) {

last_x = OetzlementXPosition(pressed_element);
last_y — GetzlementYPosition(pr.gs.d_element);

else (
SetWindowlnfoSelect.d(info, pressed_element);
fprintf(stderr, handle found: %d, eltIDd\n,

resize_handle, G.tElementlD(pr.ss.d_element));

moved = False;
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break;
case ButtonReleale:

if (start_x Is —1) (if (GetWindowlnfoNode(info) -- CONNZCTION_NODE) (
DrawBorders (end_connection):
DrawLine (GetWindowlnf oDrawingkr.a nf, start_x, start_y,

last_x, laity);
start_x — —1;
if (end_connection) (

Connect (info, pressed_element, end_connection);
SetDefaultXode (info);

}

}
else if (Imoved) (

Click(event—>,cbutton, (Windowlnf o ) client);
if (clicked &&

(event->xbutton.timS - time_click cs max_doubleclick_tiae) &&

(aba(x — x_click) <s )IAX_DBL_CLICX_SPPiCH) &&

(abs(y — y_click) <— XAX_DBL_CLICX_SPACI)) (

Doubleclick(event—>xbuttOU, (Windowlnfo *) client);
clicked — False;

else (
time_click = event->xbutton.time;
x_click —
y_click — y;
clicked — True;

)
else (if (Ipressed_element)

DrawRubberband 0;
Drag(event—>xbuttOn, (Windowlnfo *) client);

}

start_x — —1;
break;

void DrawingMotionCallback(Widget w, XtPointer client, vent *event,
Boolean *f lag)

Windowlnfo *info — (Windowlnfo *) client;

mt x, y, i;

if (!(event—>xznotion.state & ButtoniXask))
return;

x = event—>xznotion.x;
y — event->3cnotion.y;

*ifdef HANS
x - (int) I,convert (GetWindowlnfoDrawingArea (info), 3, x);
y = (int) Ionvert (GetWindowlnfoDrawingArea (info), 0, y);

*endif

if ((GetWindowlnfoMode(info) —. CONNECTION_NODE) && (start_x I— —1) &&
pressed_element) (

DrawLine (GetWindowlnfoDrawingArea(info), start_x, start_y,
last_x, last_y);

last_x =
last_y y;

DrawLine(GetWindowlnfoprawingkrea(iflf 0), start_x, start_y,

last_x, laity);
if (GetConnectionznd(info, x, y) Is end_connection) (

DrawBorders (end_connection),
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end_connection - G.tConn.ctionEnd(info, x, y);

DrawBordera (end_connection);

)

}

if ((GetWindowlnfoMod.(info) = EDIT_NODE) && (start_x 2- -1)) {

if (Imoved && ((abs(x - start_x) > MOVE_SPACE) II

(abs(y - start_y) > MOVE_SPACE))) (

moved = True;
1* Only leave corners if adding new selected itema /
if (1((event->otion.5tate & ShiftEask) && lpr.ssed_.lement))

Drawcorners (info) ;
if (pressed_element)

if (resize_handle —= NO_HANDLE) (
pressed_ia_selected False;
for (i — 0; i < O.twindowinfoNumselectad(info); i++)

if (G.twindowlnfoSelected(inf 0, i) =- pressed_element)
pressed_is_selected Tru.;

if (Ipressed_is_selocted)
SetWindowlnfogelected(infO, press.d_elsnt);

else
StartR.size (pressed_element, &start_x, &start_y,

&last_x, &last_y);
else

DrawRubberband C) ;

if (moved)
if (pressed_element)

if (resize_handle == NO_HANDLE)
Mov.AndDrawElementl(info, x, y);

else (
DrawResizedoroUpO;
Reaize(press.d_element, resize_handle, x, y, &start_x, &start_y,

&last_x, &last_y);
DrawResizedcroup U;

else (

DrawRubb.rband
last_x x;
last_y = y;
DrawRubberband

void DrawingExposeCallback(Widgst w, XtPointer client, XtPointer call)

InterfaceR.DraW( (Windowlnfo *) client);

6.4 Graphics

6.4.1 graphics.h
1*
* Header
*1

1*
* Log
*1

*ifndef GRAPHICS_B
*define GRAPHICS H

*include <Ixm.h>

Widget CreatexainForm(Widget);
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*endif

6.4.2 graphics.c
In
Header

a,

'a
* Log
*1

#include <macros.h> 1* for min() and ma.x() /
/*#include <malloc.h>*I
#include <stdio.h> I TMP I
#include "drawing.h
#include "cn'".'ds .h
#include "graphics .h
*include "type.h
#include "operations .b"
*include 'visualize.h"
*include "pi3anaps/mode/edit.xp"
*include "pianaps/moda/neuron .xpm"
*include "pixmapslmodelconnaction .xpm
#include "pbanaps/c""nds/group.xpm"
*include 'piaps/com.d5/ungroup .xp_
#includa "picaps/coands/iconify.xpi"
#include piaps/commands/deiconify. xpm"
#include "piap./coandsIdelete .xpm"

*defin. DEFAULT_MODE EDIT_MODE
*def in. DEFAULT_ZOOM 1.0
#def in. DEFAULT_SHOW_CONNECTION TRUE
*def in. DEFAULT_SHOW_ID FALSE
#defin. OFFSET 10
#def in. BUTTON_OFFSET 10

static I,anMenubarStruct align_m.nu(J — (
("Left", 'L', L.ftAlignCallbaCk),
("Right", 'R', RightAlignCallback},
("Left-right-center", 'c', L.ftRightCentarAlignCallback},
(Sn, I_#},
("Top", 'T', TopklignCallback},
("Bottom", 'B', BottoinAlignCallback},
("Top-bottom-center", 'e', TopBottoent.rA1igflCallbaCk),
(NULL)

static IaMenubarStruct connection_menu(] • (
("Incoming", 'I', Sel.ctlncomingconnectionsCallback),
("Outgoing", '0', Sel.ctOutgoingConnectionsCallback),
("Connecting", 'C', SelectConnectingConnectioniCallback),
(NULL)

static IxmMenubarStruct popup_m.nu(] — (
("Properties", 'P'},
(nfl, I_I),
("Align", 'A', NULL, NULL, (I,mN.nubarStruct *) align_menu),
("Adjust internals to group", 'i', AdjustlnternalsCallback),
("Adjust group to internals", 'g', AdjustoroupCallback},
(flfl

("Select connections", '5', NULL, NULL,
(I,cDNenubarStruct a) connection_menu),
(nfl, ,_S),
("Cut", 't', CutCaliback),
("Copy", 'C', Copycallback},
("Paste", 'P', PasteCallback),
("Delete", 'D', DeleteCallback},
(nfl,
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{Raise, 'R', RaiseCallback},
{'Lower, 'L', Lowercaliback),
{NULL}
);

static void SelectButton(WiudOwIflfO *info Mode m)

static Pixel bottoinahadow, topshadow;
static Boolean first_time = True;
Boolean edit_mode;

/ Get the pixel values (only the first time) */
if (first_tim.) (

IxmSetArg (XmNtopShadowCOlor, &topshadow);
IxmSetkrg (]NbottomShadowColor, &bottcmshadow);
IanG.tValues (G.twindowlnfoButton(infO, EDIT_MODE));
first_time — False;

1* Deselect previously selected button */

if (G.tWindowlnfoSelectedButtofl(inf 0)) (
IcnSetArg(XinNtopShadowColer, topihadow);
IcnSetArg (XmNbottomShadOwColor, bottomshadow),
IxmSetValues (GetWindowlnfoSelectedButtofl(iflfo));

1* Select the new button */
I,aS.tArg (NtopShadoWColor, bottomshadow);
x,ansetkrg (XmNbottomshadowColor, topihadow);
IxmSetValues(GetWifldowlflfOButtOfl(iflfO, a));
SetWindowtnfoS.lectedButton(info, OetWindowlnfoButton(info, a)),

void SetDefaultMode (Windowlnf 0 * info)

if (GetWindowlflfoMode(infO) != GetWindowlnfoDefaUltMOde(iflfo)) (
SetWindowlnfoMode(iflfo, GetWindowlufoDefaultMOde(iflfO))
SelectButton(info, GetWindowlnfoMode(iUfO));

static void ButtonCallback(Widget w, XtPointer client, Xtpointer call)

Windowlnfo *info (Windoavlnfo *) client;

mt i;
XmpushButtonCallbackStruct *cbs = (XmPush3uttonCallbackStriict *) call,

for (i • 0; (i < NUN_MODES) && (GetWindowlnfOButtOfl(iflfo, i) 1= w); i++) ;

/ Not possible */

if (i == NUN_MODES)
return;

if (cbs—>click_count —. 1)
SetWindowlnfoMode(info, i);

else
setWindowlnfoDefaultxode(info, i);

fprintf(stderr, Mode = 'id, Default =
(int) GetWindowlnfoMode(inf 0),

(int) GetWindowlnfoD.faultxode(iflfo));
SelectButton(info, i),

static void popupCallback(Widget ii, XtPointer client, vent *.vant,
Boolean * flag)
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Windowlnfo *jnfo = (Windowlnfo *) client,

if ((G.tWindowlnfoMode(inf o) == EDIT_MODE) &&

(event—>xbutton.button == Button3)) (

SatWindowlnfoMenuXpoaitiofl(iflfO, .vant->xbutton.x);
SetWindowlnfoManuyPogition(infO, evant->xbutton.y);
*f lag True;

}

else
*flag = False;

static void creat.Button(Widget parent, char *nalne, char *pjp(],
Mode mod., Windowlnf 0 *info)

Widget w;

/ Create the button */
IxznSethrg(XmNhighlightThickflesl, 0);
I,czisotArg (XnNshadowThickflela, 2);

ISetArg(XmNmultiClick, MULTICLICK_XEEP);
w = IcCreatePushButton!(parent, name, ButtonCallback, (XtPointer) info);
IcnSetLabelPicap (w, piiap);

S.tWindowlnfoButton(info, mode, w);

static void ShawConnectionToggleCallback(Widgst w, XtPointer client,
XtPointer call)

Windowlnfo *jnfo — (Windowlnfo *) client;
XmToggleButtonCallbackStruct *cbs (XmToggleButtonCallbackStruct *) call;

fprintf(stderr, Uet: %d\n, /XmToggleButtonGetStato(w)/ cbi—>s.t);

SetWindowInfoSbowConnection(info, cbi—>s.t);
ReDraw(inf 0);

static void ShowlDToggleCallback(Widget w, Xtpoint.r client, XtPointsr call)

Windowlnfo *info - (Windowlnfo *) client;

XmToggleButtonCallbaCkStruct cbs — (ToggleButtonCallbackStruct *) call;

fprintf(itderr, s.t; d\n", /*XmloggleButtonGetState(w)*/ cbs—>set);

SetWindowlnfoShowlD(inf 0, cbs->set);
ReDraw(inf o);

Widget CreateMainForm (Widget parent)

Windowlnfo *info;
Widget form, frame, draw, hori, verti;
Widget main_rc, rc, WI
IMenuRecord *rec;
Dimension width, height;
mt i;

1* Initlialize the Windowlnfo structure /
info = CreateWindowlnf 0 (DEFAULT_MODE, DEFAULT_ZOOM, DEFAULT_SHOW_CONNECTION,
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DEFAULT_SHOW_ID);

1* The main form 1

form = I,cireateForm(parent),

1* The rowcolumn on the right "I
IxmsetArg(XmNpacking, EmPACK_TIGHT);
IxznSetArg(XmNnuolumns, 1);
IxinSetArg(XmNspacing, OFFSET);
mainrc = IxmCreateVerticalRa,,Colwnn (form),

/ The frame for the rowcolumn with the buttons /
frame = IxzreateFrameWithTitle(main_rc, "Mode", XmSHADOW_ETCHED_IN);

1* The rowcolumn with the buttons "/
ISetArg (XmNpacking, XmPACK_COLUXN);
ImnSetkrg(XmNnumcolumns, 1),
IcnSetArg(Nspacing, BUTTON_OFFSET);
rc = IioreateHorizontalRowColumn(frame);
CreateButton(rc, Edit, edit, EDIT_MODE, info),
CreateButton(rc, "NeUron", neuron, NEURON_NODE, info),
CraateButton(rc, "Connection", connection, CONNECTION_MODE, info);
SelectButton(info, DEFAULT_MODE);

/* The frame for the rowcolumn with the toggles */
frame = IxzraateFrameWithTitl.(main_rc, Viewing toggles",

XmSHADOW_ETCHED_IN);

1* The rowcolumn with the toggles */
TanSetArg (XmNpacking, PACK_COLUIW);
IxmSetArg(XmNnumColumns, 1),
rc = IxmCreateVerticalRowColumn(frame);
IxmsetArg(XmNset, GetWindowlnfoShowConn.ction(info)),
I,reateToggleButtonF (rc, Show connections", ShowConnectionToggleCallback,

(XtPointer) info),
IsetArg(XmNset, GetWindowlnfoShowlD(info));
IxinCreateToggleButtonF(rc, "Show ID' i" ShowlDToggleCallback,

(XtPointer) info);

I" The frame for the rowcolumn with the comnands /
frame = I,cnCreateFraineWithTitle(main_rc, "Commands", SHADOW_ETCHED_IN),

/* The rowcollumn with the coa.nds *1
IxznSetArg(XmNpacking, XmPACK_COLUNN);
IxmS.tArg(XinNnuolumns, 3);
rc — Ixmcr.ateVerticalRowColumn(frame);
w I,CreatePush3uttonF(rc, "Group", GroupCallback, (XtPointer) info),
ISetLab.lPimap(w, group),
SetWindowInfoCoandButton(inf 0, GROUP_BUTTON, w);

w I,aaCreatePushButtonP(rc, Ungroup", UnGroupCallback, (Xtpointer) info);
IanSetLabelPianap(w, ungroup);
SetWindowlnfoCommandButton(info, UNGROUP_BUTTON, w);
w = I,reatePush3uttonF(rc, "Iconify", IconifyCaliback, (XtPointer) info);
I,onSetLab.lPixmap (w, iconify);
SetWindowlnfoCommandButton(info, ICON_BUTTON, w);
w = I,CreatePushButtonF (rc, "Delconify", DelconifyCaliback,

(XtPointer) info);
IxmSetLabelPbanap (w, deiconify),
SetWindowInfoCnm.ndButton(inf 0, DEICON_BUTTON, w);

w IxmCreatePushButtonP(rc, "Delete, Deleteealiback,
(XtPointer) info),

I,ausetLabelpi,cnap(w, delete);
SetWindowInfoCwdButton (info, DELETE_BUTTON, w);

1* The frame for the rowcolumn with the dialogs */
frame = IxmCreateFrameWithTitl.(main_rc, "Dialogs", XmSHADOW_ETCHED_IN);

/* The scrolibars *1
verti = IxxncreateVerticalScrollBar (form);
hon = XxmCreateHorizontalScrollBar(form);
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Ixmsetjrg(XmNwidth, &width);

IxmGetValUeS (v.rti);
XmnSetkrg(XmNhaight, &h.ight)j
IxxnGetValueI (hori);

1* The frame a drawingarea I
frame = XanCr.&t.Frame ( form, XmSH7DOW_INY

I,setArg (XmNbackgrOund,
BlaCkPiXel(ImrL_disPlaY. DefaultScrean(IXIfl_diIPl&Y)))I

draw • InCreateDrawingAraa(fr, 800, 400),

I,o1AddCallb&ck (draw, XmNexposeCallback, orawingzxpoieCallback,

(Xtpointar) info, 0),

IxmAddEvantHandlarF (draw, ButtonPrsssMask, DrawingButtOflCallback,

(XtPoint.r) info),
IxmAddEventHalldlSrF (draw, ButtonReleaseMalk, DrawingButtOflCallbaCk,

(XtPoint.r) info),
IxmAddEv.ntHandlsrF (draw, ButtonKotiOflM&sk, DrawingllotiOflCallback,

(XtPointer) info);

/ Set the constraints and off sets *1
i,ansetconstraint a (main_rc, XmATTACH_FORM, ATTACH_FORX, ATTACH_NONE,

XmATTACH_FORN, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL);
IxznsatConstraint a (verti, XmATTACE_FORM, ATTACH_OPPOSITE_WIDGET,

XmATTACH_NONE, XmATTACH_WIDGET, NULL, frame, NULL,

main_rc);
I3anSetConstraint a (hon , 3ATTACH_NONE, XmATTACH_FORM, XmATTACH_FORN,

XJUATTACH_OPPOSITE_WIDGET, NULL, NULL, NULL, frame);
ixmsetConitraint a (frame, XmATTACH_FORM, XmATTACH_FORJC, XmATTACH_FORM,

XmATTACH_WIDGET, NULL, NULL, NULL, main_rc);
EanSetOffsets(main_rc, OFFSET, OFFSET, IxinNoOff set, OFFSET),
IxmSatOffaeta(verti, OFFSET, 0, I,aNoOffa.t, OFFSET);
ixmgetOffsets(hori, IxinNoOff set, OFFSET, OFFSET, 0),

IxiuisetOffsets(fralfle, OFFSET, 2 * OFFSET + height,
OFFSET, 2 * OFFSET + width);

/ Create popupmeflu *1

for (i = 0; connoction_m.nu(i).flamestr i++)

connection_menu(i].d&ta — (mt *) ainfo,
for (i 0; align_menu(i].flamestr, i++)

align_menu(i].data — (mt *) ainfo;
for (i — 0; popup_menu(i].nameatr; i++)

popup_menu(i] .data - (mt *) ainfo,

rec — Ijreat.PopupMenu(draw, (I,MenubarStrUCt *) popup_menU,
popupCallback, (XtPointar) info),

1* Set the attached widgets /
SetwjndowlnfoDr&wingArea(inf 0, draw),
SetWindowlnfOliOriZOfltalSCrollBar(info, hori),
SetWindowlnfoVerticalSCrOllB*r(info, verti),

1* initialize the visualization stuff */
ClassInitializeU
1* Finally .. Give the scrollbara the correct parameters /

1*

SetScrollBars (info);
*1

I.
XSynchronize(Ixin_display, 1);

*1

return(form);

6.5 Interface

6.5.1 interface.h
*include <Ixm.h>
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#include type.h

void InterfaceReDraw(Windowlnfo *jnfo);
void InterfacaIxiDrawLine(Widget, Ge, int, int, int, int);
void InterfaceXDrawRectang1e(Widget, Ge, mt1 mt1 mt9 int);
void InterfaceI7i11Rectang1e(Widget, Ge, int, int, int, int);
void XnterfacelxznDrawkrc(Widget, Ge, int, izit, mt9 int, int, int);
void InterfaceIaFi11Arc(Widget, Ge, mt9 mt. int, mt9 int, int);
void interfaceIDrawString(Widget, Ge, int, int, char str);

6.5.2 interfacec
#ifdef HANS

Winclude "Graph. h

*endif
*include int.rface .h
*include visualiza .h"

void InterfaceReDraw(Windowlnf 0 *jf)

*ifdef HANS
GetWindowlnfoDrawingkrea (info)—>core .parent—>core .widget_claai—>core_claa

s.expose (GetWindowlnfoDrawingAr.a (info)-core.parent, NULL, NULL);
*else

ReDraw(inf0);
#endif

void InterfacelanDrawLine(Widget w, Ge gc, mt xl, mt yl, mt x2, mt y2)

#ifdef HANS
XDrawLine(w, gc, xl, yl, x2, y2);

#elae
XflrawLine(Iaan_diaplay, XtWindow(w), gc, xl, yl, x2, y2);

#endif

void InterfaceI,DrawRectangle(Widget w, Ge gc, mt x, mt y, mt width,
mt height)

(

*ifdef HANS
IaanDrawRectangle(w, gc, x, y, width, height);

#alie
XDrawRectangle(I,. display, XtWindow(w), gc, x, y, width, height);

*endif

void InterfaceI,7illRectangle(Widget w, GC gc, mt x, mt y, mt width,
mt height)

#ifdef HANS
x3anpillRectangle(w, gc, x, y, width, height);

*else
X?illRectangle(13_display, XtWindow(w), gc, x, y, width, height);

*endif

void Interfacelxzz,DrawArc(Widget w, Ge gc, mt x, mt y, mt width, mt height,
mt anglel, mt angle2)

*ifdaf HANS
IDrawArc(w, gc, x, y, width, height, anglel, angle2);

*else
XDrawArc(I_diaplay, XtWindow(w), gc, x, y, width, height, angl.l, angle2);
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#endif

void InterfaceIFillArc(Widget w, GC gc, mt x, mt y, mt width, mt height,
mt anglel, mt angle2)

{

#ifdef HANS
I,an7illArc(w, gc, x, y, width, height, angl•l, angle2)i

*else
XFillArc(I_diBplaY, XtWindow(w), gc, x, y, width, height, anglel, angle2);

#andif

void InterfacelxznDrawString(Widget w, GC gc, mt x, mt y, char "itr)
{

*ifdef HANS
I,czDrawString(w, gc, x, y, str);

*else
XDrawString(IxIfl_displaY, XtWindow(w), gc, x, y, str, gtrlen(str));

$endif

6.6 Main

6.6.1 main.c
1*
* Header
*1

1*
* Log
*1
*include "graphics .h'

static String fallback() = (
1*
"fontList: _*_belvetica_bold_r_*_*_*_120_*_*_*_*_i108859_*, \

*1

*fontList: _*_helvetica_bold_r_*_*_12_120_*_*_*_*_i508859_*,\
_*_helvetjca_bold_r_*_*_*_24O_*.ver5iOfl_fOnt,

",
*XnrtFie1d.fontList: _*_courier_medium_r_*_*_*_120_*_*_*_*_i508859_*N,
*Xne.fOntLigt: _*_courjer_di_r_*_*_*_j2O_*_*_*_*_j5O8859_*,
*(i5t*fOfltLj5t: _*_courier_di_r_*_*_*_j2O_*_*_*_*_iSOB8SS_*,

NULL);

void QuitCallback(Widget w, XtPointer client, XtPointer call)

exit (0)

void main(int argc, char **argv)

XtkppContext app;
Widget toplevel, shell, form, form2, but; /* pane I
/* Create widgets and initialize I,an /
toplevel = XtVakpplnitialize(&app, "Black HOle", NULL, 0, &argC, argv,

faliback, appedWhenManag.d, FALSE, NULL);
XtRealizeWidget (toplevel);
I3onstartupW
Ixmlnitialize(toplevel);
shell = i,createWindow(toplevsl, Testjs, lcoontje9;
/ pane = ioreatePanedWindow(shell); "I
form = IxmCreateForm(shell);
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/ Create the three aubwidgeta *1
1* I2areateLab.l(pane, Top);
CraatexainForm(pane);
IanCreateLabel (pane, "Bottom);
I3ancreatePushButton (pane, Quit", QuitCaliback, 0)
*1
fora2 • Createxainrorm(form);
but — I,cuCreatePu.hButton(fore, "Quit, QuitCailback, 0);
IxinsetConstrainte (form2, XmATTACH_FORM, LATTACH_WIDGzT, ATTACH_PORJ(,

XmATTACH_FORM, NULL, but, NULL, NULL);
I,ansetConatraints (but, LDADrACE_NONE, ATTACH_FORM, AACH_FOBN,

XmATTACH_FORN, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL)i

/* Main loop */
XtPopup(ahell, XtGrabNone);
XtAppMainLoop(app);

6.7 Operations

6.7.1 operations.h
'a
* Header
a'

'a
* Log
a'

*ifndaf OPERATIONS_H
#define OPERATIONS_H

*include "constanta.h
#include "type.h

typedef enum {
TOP_LEFT, BOTTOM_LEFT, TOP_RIGHT, BOTTOM_RIGHT, NO_HANDLE

} ResizeHandle;
typedef enum (

LEFT, RIGHT, LEFT_RIGHT_CENTER,
TOP, BOTTOM, TOP_BOTTOM_CENTER

) Alignment;
typedef enum {

INCOMING, OUTGOING, CONNECTING
} SelectConnectionTyp.;

*define InRange(x, xl, x2)
((xl <— x) && (x <= x2))

*define CoordinateslnRange(x, y, xl, yl, x2, y2)
((InRange(x, xl, x2) InRange(x, x2, xl)) &&
(InRange(y, yl, y2) InRangs(y, y2, yl)))

*define LeftPoiition(e) (GetElenentXPosition(e) - ExternalWidth(e) / 2)
*define RightPosition(e) (GetElementxPo.ition(e) + (ExternalWidth(s) + 1) / 2)
#define TopPoiitione) (G.tElementYPo.ition(.) — ExternalHeight(e) / 2)
*define BottcnPoaition(e) (O.tElenentYPosition(e) + (ExtsrnalHeight(e) + 1) / 2)
*define ExternalWidth(e) S

((GetElementType(e) == NEURON_TYPE) P NEURON_WIDTH :

(((GetElementType(e) =. GROUP_TYPE) L.a IG.toroupOp.nsd(s)) P

GROUP_WIDTH G.tElementWidth(e)))
*define ExternalHeight(e) \

((GetElementType (e) == NEURON_TYPE) P NEURON_WIDTH
(((GetElexmentType(e) -- GROUP_TYPE) && !GetGroupapened(e)) P \
GROUP_HEIGHT : GetEleaentHeight(e)))
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#def in. InElement(x, y, e) \

(CoordinateslnRange(x, y, LeftPosition(e), TopPositiOn(S), \
RightPosition(e), BottomPosition(e)))

*def in. Isvisible(e) ((e) = Clos.dPar.nt((e)))

Boolean ShowConn.ction(Eleinent*);
void ProcessPositionAndDimension(Element*)1
void GetpositionAndDimension(POsitiOfl*, PositiOn* Dimenhion*, DilnenhiOn*),

Element Position, Position, El.m.ntTypeMask,
ElementTypeMask);

Element *tE1ntXflZditL5Vel(WifldOVIflfO*, Position, Position, ElementTypeMask,
ElementTypexask);

Element Position, Position),
ResizeHandle GetResizeHandle(WindOwIflfo*, int, me, Ilem.nt**);
void StartResize(Blement*, int*, int, int*, int*),
void Resize(Element*, ResizeHandle, mt. int, int*, int*, int*, int*),

void RecursivesetConflectiOflPolitiOfls (Element*),
void SetConnectionPositions (Element*),
Element *Adeurofl(WjfldOwIflfO*, int, int),
void Connect(Windowlflfo*, Element, Eleaent*),
Boolean PropagateSizes (Element*),
void RecursiveMOveElement(ElemSnt*, int, int),
Element *ClosedParent(Element*),
void NewSeleCted(WiUdOWIflfo*, Elelnent*)3
void Alignzlemefltl(WifldOWInfO*, Alignasnt)i
void SelectConnections (Windowlnfo*, S.l.ctConn.ctionType);
Element jut, int);
void EnterGroup(Windowlnfo*, Elameflt*),
void Leaveoroup(Windowlnfo, Elemeflt*),
void Cut (Windowlnfo*),
void Copy(Windowlnfo*);
void Paste (Windowlnfo*);

*endif

6.7.2 operations.c
1*
* Header
*1

1*
* Log
*1

*include <macros.
I*#includa <malloc.h>/
*include <math.h>
*include <stdio.h> / TMP /
*include "constants.h
*include "operations .h"
*include "visualize.h" 1* for DrawSelected() *1

1* These two structures are used for making a list of elements and their
copies. This is necessary for defining the new connections I

typedef struct (
Element *source, *copy,

) CopyListData;
typedef struct (

CopyListData *list;
mt num;

} CopyList;

I' Static variables used by processPositionsAndDimensionO,
GetpositionkndDiinension() and GetPositions ()
*1

static mt min_x, miny, max_x, maxy, nuln = 0;
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/* Initialize—routine for the list of copies
*1

static void InitList(CopyList *list)

list—>num — 0;
list—>list — NULL;

1* Routine for freeing the list of copies
*1

static void FreeList(CopyLiat *list)

free(list—>list);

1* Routine for adding a new source and copy to the list
*1

static void AddCopy(CopyList list, Element *sourca Element *copy)

list—>list —
(CopyListData *) realloc (li.t—>list,

(list—>num + 1) * sizeof(CopyListData));
list—>list(list—>numl .source — source;
list—>list(liat—>numl.copy — copy;
list—>num++;

/* Routine for extracting a copy of an element from the list. If
no copy was found, the element itself will be returned

static Element *(tcopy(CopyList *list, Element *source)

mt i;

1* Find the source /
for (i = 0; (i < list—>num) && (list—>list[i].source 1 source); i++)

if (i —— list—>num)
return(sourca); / Source was not found in the list */

else
return(list—>list(iJ.copy); / Source was found in the list,

so return the copy /

1* Utility for determining the top—left (x,y) and bottom—right (x,y)
of some elements
*1

void ProcesspositionAndDimension(Element *a)

if (!num) (
min_x - LeftPosition(e);
max_x — Rightposition(e);
miny TopPosition(e);
maxy — Bottcmposition(e);

)

else {
min_x = min(min_x, Leftposition(s));
max_x = max(max_x, RightPosition(e));
miny - min(miny, Topposition(e));
maxy = iuax(maicy, Bottomposition(e));

nulu++;
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/* Called after using ProcessPoaitionkndDimensiOn() to retrieve
the middle (x,y), width and height of some elements
*1

void GetPositionkndDimension(Po5ition *, Position *y,

Dimension Dimension *h)

— (min_x + max_x) / 2,
= (min_y + maxy) / 2,

— max_x — min_x;
maxy - min_y;

num = 0,

/* Called after using ProcesgPositionAndDimension() to retrieve
the top—left (x.y) and bottom—right(x,y) of some elements
*1

void Getpositions(Position *xj, Position *y], Position *, Position *y2)

*xl = min_x,
*yl = min_yi
*x2 = max_x;

= max_yj
num = 0;

1* Function to determine whether a connection has to be visualized.
*1

Boolean ShowConnection(Element connection)

ConnectionState state = GetConnectionState (connection),
Element *elnt;

1* If the connectionstate is default return the default
connectionstate *1

if (state == DEFAULT)
return(GetWindowlnfoShowconnection(GetElemefltlnfO(elemeflt)))I

1* If state is parent, search the connectionstate from the parents
and put the value in "state /

if (state == PARENT) {

/ Get the parent-group */
element = GetNeuronParent (OetConnectionProm(connection));

1* Search until a parent is found that has its own connectionstate
or until the main group is found */

while ((GetGroupConnectionState(el.meflt) == PARENT) &&
GetGroupMainGroup (element))

element = GetoroupParent(element);

if ((GetOroupConiiectionState(element) " PARENT)
(GetoroupConnectionState(element) -= DEFAULT))

1* Arrived at the maingroup with conn.ctionstate parent or
arrived at another group with connectionstate default */

return (GetWindowlnfoshowconn.ction(G.tzlementlnfo (element)));
)

/ state is now VISIBLE or INVISIBLE /
return((state VISIBLE) 7 TRUE : FALSE);

/ Function to retrieve an element at a specified position. Parameters
are used to define searchmasks of elementtypes that have to be returned
or not
*1

Element *GetE1ntWithjnRaflge(WjfldQwInfo *jnfo, Position x, Position y,
ElementTyp.Xask iearch,
ElementTypeMask no_search)
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Element *0;
mt i;

/* Search in reverse order go the last added element will
be found first */

for Ci — GetwindowlnfoNumZlements(info) — 1; (i >— 0); i——) (
• - G.tWindowlnfoElament(info, i);

1* If the element is at the specified position, the search masks are
Ok and the element is visible, return the element *1

if (InElement(x, y, a) && (search & (1 << OtElemsntTyp.(.))) &&
I(no_search & (1 <c GetElem.ntType(e))) && Isvisible(.))

return(a)

return(NULL);
}

/* Function to retrieve an element at a specified position within the
current aditlevel. Parameters are used to d.f ins searchmasks of
elementtypes that hay, to be returned or not
*1

Element *OetElam.ntlflEditLevel (Windowlnf0 Position x, Position y,
Elam.ntTypeMask search,
ElemeatTypeMask no_search)

Element *edit = GetWindowInfoEditLevel(info)
Element *e;
mt i;

I Try to find a child within the edit level, search reverse so
the child last added will be found first */

for (i GetoroupNunlnternals(edit) — 1; (i >— 0), i——) (
e Getorouplnternal(edit, i);
1* If the element is at the specified position, the search masks are

ok and the element is visible, return the element *1
if (InElement(x, y, e) && (search & (1 <c GetElementType(e))) &&

(no_search & (1 << GetElem.ntType(.))) && IsVisible(.))
return(s)

return C NULL )

1* Function to find a connection at position (x,y)
•1

Element *info, Position x, Position y)

Element e•
mt i;
mt xl, yl, dx, dy;
float lambda;

/* Search the elements in reverse order so the last added connection
will be found first *1

for (i = GetWindowlnfoNumllem,nts(info) — 1; Ci >. 0), i——) C

e = GetWindowlnfoElement(info, i);
if (GetElementTyp.(.) CONNECTION_TYPE) (

1* If this is a connection from and to the sam. neuron, just
check the bounding box of the connection (top—, bottom-, left—
and right-position) */if (G.tConnectionFrom(.) GetConnectionTo(e))
if (CoordinateslnRange(x, y, L.ftPosition(e), TopPosition(s),

RightPosition(e), BottomPosition(e)))
return(e)i

else
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continue,

I Get the starting position and the horizontal and vertical
distance of the connection *1

xl • G.tConnectionPrOaXPo5ition(e),
yl - o.tConnectionpromYPosition(S),
dx - G.tConnectionToxPosition(e) - xl,
dy - G.tConnectionToyPosition(e) - yl;

1* skip if the connection has no length */
if (!dx && Idy)

continue,

1* Determine the position of the crossing of the perpendicular of the
connection through (x,y) and the connection itself */

lambda — 1.0 * (dx * x + dy * y —dx*xl_dy*yl) / (dx*dx+dy*dy),

1* If the perpendicular doesn't cross the connection, skip *1

if ((lambda < 0.0) H (lambda > 1.0))
continue,

/* If the distance is small enough, return this connection */
if (sqrt(pow(xl + lambda * dx — x, 2) +

pow(yl + lambda * dy - y, 2)) c CONNECTION_DISTANCE)

return(e)

1* Nothing found, so return nothing */
return(NULL);

/* Function to determine whether the mouse is pressed at a corner of an
opened group. If not, NO_HANDLE is returned. If a corner was pressed,
TOp_LErr, TOP_RIGHT, BOTTOM_LEFT or BOTTOM_RIGHT is r.turned. Element **.
will be filled with the group.
*1

RasizeHandle GetResizeHandle(WindOwlnfo *info, mt x, mt y, Element **e)

mt i,

Search the elements in reverse order so the last added connection
will be found first */

for (i = GetWindowlnfoNulnSelected(info) — 1, (i — 0); i——) (

GetWindowlnfoSelected(info, i);

1* Check whether a resize-handle is pressed. The top-handle is located
at (LeftPosition(*e) — SELECTED_PADDING, TopPosition(e) -
SELECTED_PADDING) and has a diameter of SELECTED_WIDTH *1

if ((GetElementType(*e) =- GROUP_TYPE) && G.tGroupOpened(*.))
if (CoordinateslnRange(x, y, LeftPosition(e) — SELECTED_PADDING -

SELECTED_WIDTH / 2, TopPosition(*e) -
SELECTED_PADDING - SELECTED_WIDTH / 2,
LeftPosition(*e) - SELECTED_PADDING +

SELECTED_WIDTH / 2, TopPositiOfl(*S) -

SELECTED_PADDING + SELECTED_WIDTH / 2))

return (TOP_LEFT)
else if (CoordinateslnRange(x, y, LeftPosition(*O) - SELECTED_PADDING -

SELECTED_WIDTH / 2, BottomPosition(*s) +
SELECTED_PADDING - SELECTED_WIDTH / 2,
LeftPosition(*e) - SELECTED_PADDING +

SELECTED_WIDTH / 2, BottcmPOsitiOn(*e) +
SELECTED_PADDING + SELECTED_WIDTH / 2))

return (BOTTOM_LEFT),
else if (CoordinateslnRanga(x, y, RightPositiofl(*e) + SELECTED_PADDING —

SELECTED_WIDTH / 2, TopPositiOn(*e) -

SELECTED_PADDING - SELECTED_WIDTH / 2,

RightPosition(*e) + SELECTED_PADDING +
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SELECTED_WIDTH / 2, TopPosition(*.) -
SELECTED_PADDING + SELECTED_WIDTH / 2))

return (TOP_RIGHT) ;
else if (CoordinatealnRange(x, y, RightPosition(*.) + SELECTED_PADDING —

SELECTED_WIDTH / 2, BottoznPosition(*s) +

SELECTED_PADDING - SELECTED_WIDTH / 2,
RightPosition(*.) + SELECTED_PADDING +
SELECTED_WIDTH / 2, BottomPosition(*s) +
SELECTED_PADDING + SELECTED_WIDTH / 2))

return (BOTTOM_RIGHT)i

/* Nothing found, so return no handle *1
return(NO_HANDLE);

/* This routine is called when starting to resize. The four int.gers
determining th. corners of the element are initialized
*1

void StartReøize(Element *, mt *xj, mt •yl, mt x2, mt *y2)

*xl = LeftPosition(e);
*yl = TopPosition(.);

- LeftPosition(e) + GetElementWidth(s);
*y2 TopPosition(e) + GetElementHeight(e);

}

/* Routine to resize an element. The parameters define the group, the
resize—handle, the current mouse—position and the corners after the last
resize of the group. The group can't become smaller than its contents.
*1

void Resize(Element *group, ResizeHandle h, mt x, mt y,
mt *xl,mt *yj, mt *x2, mt *y2)

Element e;
mt i,

1* Define the new xl, yl, x2 and y2. Depending on the value of
ResizeHandle h, two of these values are changed */

switch(h) (

case TOP_LEFT:
*xl — x;
*yl — yl
break,

case TOP_RIGHT:
*x2 =
*yl =
break;

case BOTTOM_LEFT:
*xl = x;
*y2 = y;
break;

case BOTTOM_RIGHT:
*x2 = x;
*y2 =

break;

1* The group can't become smaller than its contents /

for (i — 0; i < GetoroupNuinlnternals(group); i++) (
e = GetGrouplnternal(group, i);
*xl - min(*xl, LeftPosition(e) - GROUP_PADDING);
*x2 - ma.x(*x2, RightPosition(e) + GROUP_PADDING);
*yj = mmn(*yl, TopPosition(e) - GROUP_PADDING);
ty2 — max(*y2, BottcmPosition(e) + GROUP_PADDING);
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/ Routine to retrieve the correct begin— and end—positions of a connection
between two different .leeients. Connections can be attached to elements
in different ways, depending on th. orientation of the connection. If
the horizontal distanc. is bigger than the vertical distance, the orisntion
is horizontal, otherwise vertical.
*1

static void GetConnectionPositions(Elnt s, mt *xl, mt *y,
mt mt *y3)

Element *from • Closedparent(GetConnectionrrom(e))i
Element *to — ClosedParent(QetConnectionTO(e))I

*xl • GetElementXPOsition(from);
*yl = OetElementyposition(from)s

= OetElementXPosition(to)i
*y2 G.tElementyPosition(to);
jf (s(*xl — *) > (*yj — *y2))

/ horizontal orientated line */
if (*xl < *) (

*xl — RightPosition(from)i
— LeftPosition(to),

else (
*xl — LeftpositiOn(from);

RightPosition(to);

else
1* vertical orientated line */
if (*yj < *y2) (

*yl = BottcsiPosition(from);
*y2 — TopPosition(to);

}

else (
y1 = Topposition(froin);
*y2 = BottomPosition(to);

/* Routine to the correct begin— and end—position of a connection
*1

void SetConnectionpositions (Element *e)

mt xl, yl, x2, y2;

if (G.tConn.ctionprcin(e) I- G.tConn.ctionTo(e)) (

1* The connected elements are different, so the connectionpositions are
retrieved using G.tConnectionPositions() *1

GetConnectionPositions(e, &xl, &yl, &x2, &y2);
SetConnectionromXPositiOn(e, xl);
SetConnactionJronYPosition(e, yl);
SatConn.ctionToXPosition(e, x2),
SetConnectionToYPoaition(., y2);

}

else (
Element *from • GetConnectionFrom(e);

1* The connected elements are the same, so the correct (x,y)—position
of the element has to be defined */

SetElementXposition(e, GetElementXPosition(from));
SetElementYPosition(e, GetElementyPosition(froin) - NEURON_WIDTR);

1* Routine to set all the connectionpositions of the childs of an .l.m.nt
*1

void RecursiveSetConnectionPOsitions (Element •.)
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{

mt i;

if (GetElem.ntType(e) == GROUP_TYPE)
for (i = 0; i c GetoroupNumlnternals(s); i++)

Recur.iveSetConnectiOnPO.itiOns (G.tGrouplnt.rnal (e, i)),
if (GatElementType(e) =. NEURON_TYPE)

for (i 0; j c G.tNeuronNumConnsctions(e); i++)
setconnectionPo.itions(GetNeuronConnection(e, i));

1 Routine to add a new neuron. The neuron must be added within the range of
the current editlevel, of nothing is dons. After creating the new neuron,
the neuron ii added in the list of child. of the current editlevel
*1

Element *euron(WiedwInf 0 mt x, mt y)

Element *new, *edit - GetwindowlnfoEditLevel(inf0);

if ((edit GetWindowlnfoMaincrOUp(inf 0))
CoordinataslnRanga(x, y, LeftPo.ition(edit) +

GROUP_PADDING + NEURON_WIDTH I 2,
TopPosition(edit) + GROUP_PADDING +

NEURON_WIDTH / 2, RightPosition(edit) -
GROUP_PADDING - NEURON_WIDTH / 2,

BottomPo.ition(edit) - GROUP_PADDING -

NEURON_WIDTH I 2)) (

new = CreateNeuron(edit, x, y);
AddGrouplnternal (edit, new),
return(new);

else
return(NULL);

1* Utility-routine to connect two elements. If one of the elements is an
opened group, all the internals will be connected.
*1

static void _Connect(Windowlnf 0 Element tfrom, Element *to)

Element *e;
mt i;

1* If a group i. connected to itself, skip.
Maybe this line can be deleted? */

if ((from == to) && (GetElementType(from) == GROUP_TYPE))
return;

if ((GetElementType(from) -- GROUP_TYPE) && Getoroupapened(from))
1* Recursively connect the internals */
for (i = 0; i < G.tGroupNumlnternals(frcm); i++)

_Connect(info, GetGrouplnternal (from, i), to);
else if ((GetElementType(to) —— GROUP_TYPE) && GetoroupOpened(to))

1* Recursively connect the internals *1
for (i 0; i < GetGroupNumlnternals(to); i++)

_Connect(info, from, GetOrouplnternal(to, i));
else if ((GetElexnentType(frost) == NEURON_TYPE) &&

(GetElementType(tO) == NEURON_TYPE)) (

1* Connect the neuron., set the connectionpo.itions and make the new
connections selected */

if (!(e — Createconnection(from, to, PARENT)))
return;

SetConnectionPositioni (e);
AddWindowlnfoSelected(info, a);
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/* Routine to connect two elements. Elements can be opened groups or neuron..

Connections from an opened group to itself are ignored (see _Connect() above)
a'

void Connect(Windowlnfo ainfo, Element *from, Element *to)

mt i
/* Connect the elements *1
_Connect(info, from, to);

/ Draw the new connections and the selection corners /
for (i = 0; i < GetwindowlnfoNumgelected(infO); i++)

DrawElement (GetwindowlnfoSelscted(inf 0, i), False);

DrawCorners (info);

1* Function to check whether the internal size of a group has changed. If
the size has changed, the same routine will be used to check the size
of its parent. The size can only become bigger.
a,

Boolean PropagatesizeB(Element *e)

mt i;
mt min_x, min_y, max_x, max_y;
Boolean b False;

1* skip if we are not dealing with a group, the element is the main group
or the group contains no internal. a,

if ((GetElementType(e) —GROUP_TYPE)
GetGroupMainGroup(e) II tG.toroupNumlnternals(e))

return(False);

1* Initialize the minimal and maximal (x,y) of the internals */
min_x = LaftPosition(e) + GROUP_PADDING;
max_x = RightPosition(e) - GROUP_PADDING;
min_y = TopPositiOn(e) + GROUP_PADDING;
max_y = BottamPosition(e) - GROUP_PADDING;

/ Retrieve the total minimal and maximal (x,y) of the internals */
f or (i — 0; i < GetGroupNumlnternals(e); i++) (

min_x min(min_x, Leftposition(GetOrouplnternal(e, i)));
max_x — xnax(ma.x_x, Rightposition(Getcrouplnternal(e, i)));
min_y min(min_y, TopPosition(GetGrouplnterflal(e, i)));
max_y = max(max_y, BottcmPosition(GetGrouplnternal(e, i)));

/* If the internals occupy more space than the width of the group, resize
the group. Set the flag True /

if ((max_x - min_x + GROUP_PADDING a 2) > QetElem.ntWidth(e)) C

SetElementXpositiofl(e, (min_x + max_x) / 2),

SetElementWidth(e, max_x - min_x + 2 • GROUP_PADDING);
b = True;

/ Dito for height •/if ((max_y - min_y + GROUP_PADDING * 2) > G.tElementHeight(e)) (

SetElementyPositiOn(e, (min_y + maxy) / 2);
SetElementEeight(e, max_y - min_y + 2 * GROUP_PADDING);
b = True;

/* If the size has changed, check the parent a/
if (b)

PropagateSizes (GetEleaentParant (e));
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r.turn(b);

I Routine to move an element. If the •l.ment is a neuron, the new connection—
positions are determined. If the elent is a group, th. internals are moved
using the same routine.
*1

void RecursiveMoveElemant(Elexnent *., mt dx, mt dy)

mt i3

SetElementXPosition(e, G.tElementxPosition(e) + dx);
SetElementYPosition(e, GetElamentYPosition(.) + dy);
if (GetElementType(e) = NEURON_TYPE)

for (i — 0; i c G.tNeuronNuinConnections(e); i++)
SetConnectionPositions (GtN.uronConn.ction(., i));

if (GetElementTyp.(e) -- GROUP_TYPE)
for (i — 0; i < GetoroupNumlnternala(e); i++)

RecuraiveMoveEleznent(Getcrouplnternal(e, i), dx, dy);
)

1* Function to find a closed parent of a neuron, which is the highest"
in the hierarchy. This is the element visibi. for the user, containing
this neuron.
*1

Element *ClosedParent(Elnt *e)
/* Only for neurons /

{

Element *parant • GetNeuronParent(e);
Element *raturnval • e;

while (!GtGroupxainQroup (parent)) (if (IGetOroupopened (parent))
return_val = parent;

parent — G.tOroupParent(parent);

return(return_val);

/' A new item is selected. First remove the corners of the old selected item(s)
by drawing them again (using the XOR), define the new selected item and
draw the corners again.
*1

void NewSelected(Windowlnf 0 Element *e)

Drawcorners (info);
SetWindowlnfoSelected(info, e);
DrawSelected(inf 0);

/ Function which returns True if an element is selected and False otherwise
*1

static Boolean IsSelected(Windowlnfo *info, Element *e)

mt i;

for (i = 0; i < GetWindowlnfowumsel.cted(info); i++)
if (GetWindowlnfoSalected(info, i) —— .)

return(True);
return(Falsa);
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1* Function to align selected elements.
fri

void Alignzlements(Windowlnfo jnfo, Alignment align)

Element a;
Position xl, yl, x2, y2;
mt i,

Only continue if there are elements selected */
if (IGetWindowlnfoNumSelected(inf 0))

return;

1* Determine the left, top, right and bottom position of the elements */
for (i • 0; i < GetwindowlnfoMums.lectod(info); i++)

ProcesspositionAndDimension(GetWifldowlflfoseleCted(iflfO, i));
GetPositions(&Xl, &yl, &x2, &y2);

1* Align all the selected elements */
for (i 0; i < QetwindowlnfoNuinselected(info); i++) (

e = G.twindowlnfoSelected(info, i),
switch(align) (

case TOP:
RecursiveMoveElement(e, 0, yl — TopPosition(e));
break;

case BOTTOM:
RecursiveMovoElemeflt(e, 0, y2 — BottcmPosition(e));
break;

case TOP_BOTTOM_CENTER:
RacursiveMovaElenent(a, 0, (yl + y2) / 2 — GetElntYPosition(e));
break;

case £.Err:
RecursiveXoveElement(e, xl - L.ftPosition(s), 0);

break;
case RIGHT:

RecursiveMoveElemeflt(e, x2 - RightPosition(e), 0);

break;
case LEFT_RIGHT_CENTER:

RecursiveMoveElement(e, (xl + x2) / 2 — GetElementXposition(e), 0);

break;

1 utility routine to make a list of connections. An element is added to the
list if it doesn't occur in the list yet. The integer nun indicates the
length of the list.
a,

static void AddNewConnection(Element conn.ctjon_ljst, mt num,
Element te)

mt i;

for (i — 0; i < num i++)

if ((connection_list)(iJ —— e)
return;

connectjon_list • (Element **) realloc(connection_liit,
(num + 1) * sizoof(Element *));

(connaction list) (numJ =
(*num)++.

1* Recursive select connections of the selected elements. The
SelectConnactiOnType "type" can be INCOMING, OUTGOING or CONNECTING.
CONNECTING will select all the connections that connect two or more
selected elements. salecte& is the element that was selected and
"e" is the element that has to be checked (a —= selected or e is a
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child of selected). Connections that has to be selected are added in
the connection_list's.
a,

static void RecursiveSeleCtCOflfleCtiOfll(WifldowlnfO *info, Ziement *selected,
Element Ce, S.lectConn.ctionType typ.,
Element ***connectjon_ljst, mt *num)

Element *coflflectjon, other, *paxent,

mt i,

if (GetllementType(e) == GROUP_TYPE)
1* Recursively select the connections of the internals a,
for (i 0; i < GetGroupNumlnternals(e); i++)

RecursiveSalectConnsCtiOns (info, selected, OetGrouplnternal(e, i),
type, connection_list, nwn);

else if (GetElem.ntType(e) -- NEURON_TYPE)
1* Look if the connections from and to this neuron have to be selected */
for (i — 0; i < GetNeuronNumconn.ctions(e); i++) {

connection — GetNeuronConnection(e, i);

/ Get the other side of the connection /
if (GetConnectionrroa(connection) == e)

other = GetConnectionTo(connection);
else

other = GetConnectionFrom(connection);

1* Check whether the other side of the connection is in the same
hierarchy as this element. In that case the other side must be
a child of selecto&'. We don't want to select connections inside
a group *1

parent — GetElemsntParent(other);
while ((parent 2- O.twindowlnfokainoroup(info)) &&

(parent I— selected))
parent = GetEleinentParent(parent);

if (parent !- GetwindowlnfoMainGroup(info))
continue; /* 'other's is a child of "selecte& *1

1* Handle each connectiontype *1
switch(type) (

case INCOMING:
/* If the connection ii connecting to e, add it l
if (GetConnectionTo(connection) == e)

kddNewConnection(connection_list, num, connection),
break;

case OUTGOING:
/* If the connection is connection from ., add it *1
if (OetConnectionprom(connection) -- e)

AddNewconnection(connection_list, num, connection);
break;

case CONNECTING:
1* Look if the other side of the connection is selected or

is a child of a selected group. In that case add
the connection *1

parent = other;
while (IlsSelected(info, parent) &&

(parent 1 = GetWindowlnfoxainOroup (info)))

parent = GetElementParent(parent);
if (Isselected(info, parent))

AddNewConnection(connection_list, num, connection);
break;

}

/* Routine to select connections.
*1

void SelectConnections(Windowlnfo *jnfo, SelectConnectionType type)

Element **connection list
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mt i, nun;

/* Initialize the connectionlist *1
connection_list — (Element **) malloc(sizeof(Element*));
nun — 0;

1* Select connections using the recursive routine
RecurgiveSalectConnectiOnl C) * /

for (i = 0; i < GetwindowlnfoNumSelected(info); i++)

RecursivegelectConfleCtiOns (info, OatwindowlnfoSelected(info, i),
GetWindowlnfOflel.cted (info, i), type,

&conn.ction_list, &num);

/ Remove th. sel.cted items fran the selected list and add the
connections *1

SetWiUdowInfOS.lected(iflfo, NULL);
for (i — 0; i < mum; i++)

AddWindowlnfogelocted(inf 0, connection_liatCil);

/ Free the connectionlist 1
free(connaction_liit)j

Element *QtConnectjorlEnd(Windowlnfo *info, mt x, mt y)

Element *e;
Boolean b — True;
mt i;

if (Ce — GetElementWithinRange(info, x, y, NEURON_MASK, NO_MASK)))
return (a)

if ((e = GatEleznentWithin3ange(infO, x, y, GROUP_MASK, NO_MASK)) &&
GetOroupopenod (a)) C

1* find the lowest layer of groups /
while (b) {

b = False;
for (i = GetGroupNumlnternals(e) — 1; (i >= 0) && Ib; i——)

if ((GetElementType(GetGrouplnternal(e, i)) == GROUP_TYPE) f.&

InElement(x, y, GetOrouplnternal(e, i)) &&
G.tGroupop.ned(G.tOrouPlnterflal(S, i))) (

e - OetGrouplnternal(e, i);

b • True;
)

return(e)

return(NULL);

/* Function to make an already opened group the current editlevel
*1

void EnterGroup(Windowlnfo *info, Element *.)

Element *edit - GetWindowlnfoEditLevel(info); / the parent of a
mt i;

/ There is nothing selected anymore 1

NewSelected(info, NULL);

/* Remove the group borders of the parent (if not the main group) and
the element */

if (edit 1= GetwindowlnfoMainOroup(info))
DrawElement (edit, True);

DrawElement(e, True);

/* Define the now editlevel /
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SetWindowlnfoEditLevel (info, •);

/ Redraw the siblings. Because there is a new editlevel, these elements
have to be redrawn */

for (i = 0; i < GetcroupNumlnternals(edit); i++)

if (Getorouplnternal(edit, i) = e)
RecursiveDrawElement (Getorouplnternal (edit, i), False);

I Draw the new borders of the new editlevel and its parent /
if (edit I. GetwindowinfoMainoroup(info))

DrawElement(edit, True);
DrawElemant (e, True);

1* Set the default mode */
Setflefaultflode (info);

)

1* Function to leave the current editlevel.
The parent of the old editlevel will become the new editlev.l
*1

void LeaveGroup(Windowlnf o *jf, Element *edjt)

Element *parent;
mt i;

/* Leaving maingroup is impossible */
if (GetWindowlnfoMainoroup(info) =. edit)

return;

/ Define the parent *1
parent • GetoroupParent(edit);

1* There is nothing selected anymore /
NewSelected(infO, NULL);

/ Remove the group borders of the parent (if not the main group) and
the element */

if (parent = GetWindowlnfoMainoroup(info))
DrawElement (parent, True);

DrawElement (edit, True);

1* Define the new editlevel *1
SetWindowlnfoEditLevel(info, G.tOroupparent(edit));

1* Redraw the siblings. Because th.re is a new .ditlevel, these element.
have to be redrawn *1

for (i — 0; i < GetoroupNumlnternal.(parent); i++)

if (G.tGrouplnternal(parent, i) I— edit)
RecursjveDrawzlement(G.tGrouplnternal(parent, i), False);

/ Draw the new borders of the new and old .ditlevel /
DrawElement (edit, True);
DrawElenient (parent, True);

1* Set the default mode */
SetDefaultMode(info);

/ Routine to cut selected items and their internals. The paste-list contain.
only the selected items (not their children) and the connections that
are connecting them.
a'

static void _RecursiveCut(Windowlnfo *jnfo, Element e)

Element c;
mt i;
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/ Remove the element from the list of elements */
RemoveWindowlnfoElam.nt (info, a);

switch(G.tElementType(e)) (

case GROUP_TYPE:
1* Cut the internals */
for (i — 0; i < GetoroupNuxnternals(o); i++)

_Recursiv.Cut(info, G.torouplntarnal(e, i))1
break;

case NEURON_TYPE:
/ Remove the connections, add them to th. paste-list and

disconnect them */

while (G.tNeuronNumConnections(e)) {

c — O.tNauronConn.ction(., 0);

RemoveWindowlflfOElement (info, C);
AddWindowlnfoPaste (info, c);
RemoveNeuronConnection(GetCoflfleCtionprom(C), c);
RemoveNeurOnConflaction(GStCOflflSctiOnTO(C), c);

}

break;
default:

break;

1* Routine to cut the i.l.ctsd items and put them in the paste-list. The
selected items are put into the paste—list and the connections that are
connecting them.
*1

void Cut(Windowlnf 0 info)

Element *0;
mt i;

I ty the paste—list */
ClearWindowlnfopaste (info);
for (i = 0; i < G.tWindowlnfoNumselect.d(info); i++) (

e = GetWindowlnfoSelacted(inf0, i);
1* Only non—connections are being cut (and connections connected to

selected elements /

if (G.tElamentType(e) != CONNECTION_TYPE) (

/* Put an element in the paste-list, remove the element from the
list of internals of the parent. _R.cursiveCut() will remove
the element from the list of elements in 'info and (if
necessary) cut the children (group) or connections (neuron) */

AddwindowlnfoPaste(info, e);
Removeorouplntarnal (G.tzlemsntparent (a), e);
_RecursiveCut(info, e);

/* Define the kind of pasta—list, no selected elements anymore, redraw *1

S.tWindowlnfoPasteTyp.(inf 0, CUT);
SetWindowlnfogelected(inf 0, NULL);
InterfaceRaDraw (info);

}

1* Routine to copy selected elements.
*1

void Copy(Windowlnf 0 *info)

Element *0;
mt i;

1* Clear the paste-list and all the selected elements to the paste—list */
ClearWindowlnfoPaste (info);
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for (i 0; i < QetWindowlnfoNumSelected(Lnfo); i++)if (OetElementType(GetWindowlnfoselect.d(info, i)) I- CONNECTION_TYPE)
AddwindowlnfoPaate{info, GetWindowlnfoselected(info, i))1

SetwindowInfoPasteType(info, COPY);

/ Routine to paste all the slements in the paste—list recursively after they
have been cut.
*1

static void _RecursivePastekfterCut(Windowlnfo *info Element *e)

mt i;

/* Add the current element. Elements don't have to be added to the internals
of the parent, because this has already been done in _PastskftsrCut()
or they are children of the cutted elements and their internal structure
ii still intact *1

AddWindowlnfoElement(inf0, e);
switch(GetElementType(e)) (

case CONNECTION_TYPE:
1* Attach the connection to it. from- and to-elements */
AddNeuronConnection(GetConn.ctionFroln(e), e);
AddNeuronConnection(GetConfleCtionTO(e), •);

break;
case GROUP_TYPE:

/ Paste the internals */
for (i — 0; i < Getoroupwumlnt.rnals(e); i++)

_RecursivePastekfterCut(info, Getorouplnternal(e, i));
break;

default:
break;

)

/ Routine to paste elements that have been cut. Move the elements over (dx,dy).
*1

static void _PastekfterCut(Windowlnfo *jnfo, Element *edjt, mt dx, mt dy)
(

Element *e;
mt i1

/ Move elements to new position */
for (i — 0; i < GetWindowlnfoNumPaste(info); i++)

if (GetElementType(GetWindowlnfoPaste(info, i)) I— CONNECTION_TYPE)
RecursiveMoveElement(GetWindOwlnfoPaste(info, i), dx, dy);

/ Now add the cutted elements to the current edit—lvl and call
_RecursivePastekfterCut () * /

for (i = 0; i < GetwindowlnfoNumPaste(info); i++) {

o — GetwindowlnfoPaste(info, i);

if (GetElementType(e) — CONNECTION_TYPE) (

AddQrouplnternal(edit, e);

_RecursivePastekfterCut (info, C);

/ Now the internal structure is correct, so we can define the
positions of the connections. Meanwhile make every non—connection
selected */

f or (i — 0; i < GetWindowlnfoNumPaste(info); i++) (

if (GetElem.ntType(GetWindowlnfoPaste(info, i)) == CONNECTION_TYPE)
SetconnectionPositions(GetWindowlnfoPast.(info, i));

else
AddWindowlnfoSelected(inf 0, GetWindowlnfoPasto(info, i));

}

/ Cutted elements can be pasted only once /
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ClearWindowlnfoPaste (info),

/ This routine is the first routine called to paste copied elements
recursively. It creates neurons and groups that are copied. Neurons are

added to the CopyList copy. This lilt is used to define the new ID'S of
the neurons from/to which the now connections have to be created.
dx' and dy is the difference between the mouse position and the

top-left position of the elements that are pasted.
*1

static void _FirstRecursivePastekfterCOpy(WifldOwlnfo *jnfo, Element *pareflt,
Sleznent *e, mt dx, mt dy,
CopyList *list)

Element anew;
Position new_x = G.tElemsntxPolition(e) + dx;
Position new_y - GatElementYPOsitiOn(e) + dy;
mt i;

switch (GetElementType(e)) (

case NEURON_TYPE:
/ Create a new neuron, add it to the internals of its parent and

add the neuron to the copylist /
new CxeateNeuron(parent, new_x, new_y) ;
Addorouplnternal (parent, new);
AddCopy(list, e, new);
break;

case GROUP_TYPE:
/ Crate a new group, add it to the internals of its parent and call

this routine again to create its children */
new = CraateGroup(parent, new_x, newy, OetEl.mentWidth(e),

G.tElementHaight (e), Getoroupopened(e),
GetoroupAbleOpening(e), GetoroupConnectionState(e));

AddOrouplnternal (parent, new);
for Ci = 0; i < GetoroupNumlnternals(e); i++)

_FirstRecursivePast.AfterCopy(iflfO, new, GetOrouplnternal(e, i),
dx, dy, list),

break;
default:

break;

1* This routine is the second routine called to paste copied elements
recursively. It recursively creates connections from and to elements
that have been created by _FirstRecursivePaatoAfterCopy(). If the
element is a group, this routine will be called with its internals.
*1

static void _SecondRecursivePasteAfterCOpy(Windowlnfo *info, Element e,

CopyList *list)

Element *, *new,
mt i,

switch(GetElementTypeCe)) (

case NEURON_TYPE:
for Ci = 0; i < GetNeuronNuonnections(e); i++) C

c G.tNeuronConnoction(e, i);
1* Only create a new connection if this connection hasn't been

created yet /
if (GetCopy(list, c) =— c) (

1* Create a new connection and set the positions 1

new = CreateConnection(GetCOpy(lilt, GotConnoctionFrom(c)),
GetCopy(list, GetConn.ctionTo(c)),
GetConnectionState(c));

SetconnectionPositions (new);
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/ Add this connection to the copy—list, to avoid multiple
copies of one conn.ction *1

AddCopy(list, c, new);

break;
case GROUP_TYPE:

/ Copy the connections of th. internals */
for (i — 0; i < G.toroupNumlnternal.(s); i++)

_SecondR.cursivePaat.Aft.rCopy(info, Getorouplntarnal Ce, i), list);
break;

default:
break;

1* Routine to paste the element, that were added in the paste-hit to b.
copied. "dx and 'dy" is the difference between the current mouse—position
and the top-left position of the elements that are being pasted.
*1

static void _Pastekftercopy(Windowlnf0 *jf, Element *edit, mt dx, mt dy)

CopyList list;
mt i;

1* mit the list of copies. No copies made yet *1
EnitList(&hist);

/* Now make copies of all the elements but the connections */
for (i 0; i < GetWindowlnfoNumPaste(info); i++)

_FirstRecursivePasteAfterCopy(info, edit, G.tWindowlnfoPa.te(info, i),
dx, dy, &list);

I Make connections between each copied element and made each copied
element selected */

for (i = 0; i < G.tWindowlnfoNumPaste(info); i++) (
_SecondRecursivePast.Aftercopy(info, GetWindowmnfoPaite(info, i), &hist);
AddWindowlnfoSelected(info, GetCopy(&list, GetWindowlnfoPaste(info, i)));

/ Free the list of copies *1

FreeL.ist(lihist);
}

1* Routine used to paste elements. This is used to copy elements and to
cut—paste elements.
*1

void Paste(Windowlnfo *info)

Element *edit = GetWindowlnfoEditLev.l(info);
Po.ition x = GetWindowlnfoMenuXPolition(info);
Position y - G.twindowlnfoMenuyPosition(info);
Position xl, yl, x2, y2;
mt i;

/* If nothing to paste, skip */
if (GetWindowInfoNumPaste(info))

return;

1* Nothing selected .. yet /
setWindowlnfoSelected(inf0, NULL);

/ First define the top-left corner of the selected elements */

for (i — 0; i < G.tWindowlnfoNumPaste(info); i++)
if (G.tzlementType(GetWindowlnfoPaste(inf 0, i)) I- CONNECTION_TYPE)

processpositionAndDimeniion(GetWindowlnfopaste(info, i))3
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GetPositions(&xl, &yl, &x2, &y2);

/* Call the routine to pacts-after-cut or paste-after-copy. The •lemsnts
have to be moved over (x-xl,y-yl), the difference between the current
mouse position and the top—left corner of the elements in the
paste—list /

if (G.twindowlnfoPasteType(info) -. CUT)
_PasteAlterCut(info, edit, x — xl, y — yl);

else
_PastekfterCopy(info, edit, x — xl, y — yl);

1* Propagate the sizes. Maybe the current edit-ivi has to becom. bigger
because elements exceed the old group—borders /

propagatesizes (edit),

1* Redraw */
InterfaceRaDraw( info),

6.8 Type

6.8.1 type.h
1*
* Header
*1

1*
*
*1

$ifndef TYPE_H
*daf ins TYPE_H

$include <Xm/Xin.h>

typedef enum f
EDIT_MODE, NEURON_MODE, CONNECTION_MODE } Mode;

#define NUN_MODES 3
typedef enum (

ICON_BUTrON, DEXCON_BUTTON,
GROUP_BUTTON, UNGROUP_BUTTON, DELETE_BUTTON ) CoemandEutton;

#def ins NUN_COMMAND_BUTTONS 5
typodef enum (

COPY, CUT } PasteType;
typadef enum (

VISIBLE, INVISIBLE, DEFAULT, PARENT } ConnectionState;
typedaf enum (

CONNECTION_TYPE, GROUP_TYPE, NEURON_TYPE,
FUZZY_TYPE, CALCULATION_TYPE } ElementTyp.;

typedef unsigned char ElntTyp.Xaik;
*def ins CONNECTION_MASK (1 << CONNECTION_TYPE)
*define GROUP_MASK (1 c< GROUP_TYPE)
#def ins NEURON_MASK (1 << NEURON_TYPE)
*def ins FUZZY_MASK (1 cc FUZZY_TYPE)
*def ins CALCULATION_MASK (1 cc CALCULATION_TYPE)
#def ins NO_MASK 0

#def ins ALL_MASK 63 /* 2'6 — 1 */
*def ins NUN_ELEMENT_TYPES 5

typedef struct element_str Element;
typedef struct win_info_str Windowlnfo,

typedef struct (
struct element_str *fr, *to,
Position xl, yl, x2, y2;
ConnactionState state;

) Connactionlnfo;
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typedef struct (
Boolean opened, able_opening;
struct element_str **jnternals;
mt num_internals;
ConnectionState connection_state;
Boolean main_group;

) Grouplnto;
typedef struct (

struct element_str **connectiofls;
mt num_connections;

} Neuronlnfo;
struct element_str (

mt id; / TNP /
ElementType type;
Position x, y;
Dimension width, height;
void *parent; / not used for connections *1
union (

Connectionlnfo connection;
Grouplnfo group;
Neuronlnf o neuron;

) info;
};

struct win_info_str(
Widget drawing_area, hori, verti;
Widget buttons (NUX_MODES], selected_button;
Widget comand_buttons (NUM_CO!'24AND_BU'1'TONS];
Element *main_alnt, *edit_level;
Element **selected, **elnts, **paste;
mt num_selected, num_elements, num_paste;
PasteType paste_type;
Position menu_x, menu_y;
Mode mode, default_mode;
float zoom;
Position x_offset, y_off set;
Boolean show_connection, show_id, show_direction;

/* Calls to create/change Elements */
*define SetElemcntXPosition(e, x_pos) ((.)—>x (x_pos))

$define SetElementYPosition(e, y_pos) (e—>y = (y_pos))
#def in. SetElexnentWidth(e, w) ((e)—>width (w))

#def in. SetElementHeight(e, h) ((e)->height - (h))
#def Inc SetElementParent(e, p) ((e)->parent - (p))
*def In. DestroyElement(e) (frae(e))

1* Calls to examine Elements */
*define GetElementID(e) ((e)—>id)
*dafine GetEleinentType(e) ((e)—>type)
*def in. GetElementXPosition(e) ((e)->x)
#define GetElementYPosition(e) ((e)—>y)
#def Inc GetElementWidth(e) ((e)—>wldth)
*def Inc GetzlementHeigbt(e) ((e)—>helght)
Element *(tElntparent (Element5);
Windowlnf0 *GetElntInfo(Eleflt*),
/5 Calls to create/change Connections 5/
Element *CreateConnactlon(Element*, Element5, ConnectionState);
*define SetConnectionprom(e, f) ((e)—>info.connection.from - (f))
*def Inc S.tConnectionTo(e, t) ((e)->info.connection.to = (t))
*def Inc SetConnectionyromxposition(e, x) ((e)—>Info.connection.xl = (x))
*def Inc setconnectIonyrcmyPosltion(e, y) ((o)->info.connection.yl = (y))
#define SetConnectlonToXPosition(e, x) ((e)->info.connection.x2 - (x))
*def Inc SetConnectIonToyposition(e, y) ((.)->info.connection.y2 - (y))
*define setConnectionstate(e, s) ((e)—>info.connection.state • (s))

/ Calls to examine Connections *1
#define GetConnectlonProm(e) ((e)->info.connection.from)
#define GetConnectlonTo(e) ((e)->info.connection.to)
*def in. GatConnectionyrcmxPosltiOn(e) ((.)->Info.connectlon.xl)
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#def in. Q.tConnectionpromYPositiOfl(e) ((e)->info.connection.yl)
*def in. GetConnectionToXPosition(e) ((e)—>info.connection.x2)
*def in. G.tConnectionloyPositiOfl(S) ((.)—>info.conn.ction.y2)
*def in. GetConnectionStato(e) ((.)—>info.conn.ction.state)

/* Calls to create/change Groups /
Element *CreateQroup(Elnt*, Position, Position, Dimension, Dimension,

Boolean, Boolean, Conn.ctionStat.);
*defin. SetoroupOp.ned(e, b) ((.)—>info.group.opened = (b))
*dafin. setoroupAbleOpening(e, b) ((e)—>info.group.abl._opening (b))

Boolean SetGrouplnternal (Elem.nt*, int, Element*);
Boolean AddOrouplnternal (Element*, El.inent*),

Boolean RemoveGrouplnternal (El.ment*, Element*);

#def in. SetoroupConnectionState(e, 5) ((e)->info.group.connection_state = (a))

/* Calls to examine Groups /
#d.f in. GetoroupOpaned(e) ((e)-,info.group.op.n.d)
*daf in. GetGroupleOp.ning(e) ((e)->info.group.able_op.ning)
*d.f in. Getorouplnternal(e, i) '

(((e)—>info.group.flunt_intsrflals c. (i)) ? S

NULL : (.)—>info.group.internals((i)J)
#def in. G.toroupNumlnt.rnals(e) ((.)—>info.group.num_internals)
*def in. GetoroupConnectionstate(e) ((.)—>info.group.connectiOn_State)
#def in. GetOroupParent(e) ((e)->info.group.main_group 7 NULL (e)—>parent)
*def in. G.toroupXainGroup(e) ((e)->info.group.main_group)

1* Calls to create/change Neurons /
Element *CreateNeuron(Element*, Position, Position);
Boolean AddNeuronConnection(El.meflt*, Element*);
void RemoveNeuronConnectiOfl(Element*, Eleinent*);

/* Calls to examine Neurons /
#define GetNeuronConnectiofl(e, i) \

(((e)—>info.neuron.num_connoctions < (i)) 7 \
NULL : (e)—>info.n.uron.connectiofll((i)1)

*def in. GetNeuronNumConnections(e) ((.)—>info.neuron.num_connections)
*def in. GetNeuronPaxsnt(e) ((e)—>par.nt)

/* Calls to create/change Windowlnfo *1
Windowlnfo *CreateWindowlflfo(Mode, float, Boolean, Booloan);
*d.fine S.tWindowlnfoDravingkrea(i, w) ((i)->drawing_ar.a — (ii))
*def in. S.tWindowlnfoHorizontalScrollBar(i, w) ((i)—>hori • (w))
*d.f in. SetwindowlnfoVerticalscrollBar(i, w) ((i)->verti (ii))

#def in. SetWindowlnfoButtoa(i, in, w) ((i)->buttonsNm)J — (w))
#d.fine Setwindowinfoselectedautton(i, w) ((i)—>selected_button — (w))
#d.fine SetWindowlnfoconmandButton(i, b, w) ((i)—>ccemand_buttons((b)1 — (w))
$#daf in. SetWindowlnfoEditLavel(i, e) ((i)—>.dit_level • (e))
void S.tWjndowlnfoSel.ct.d(Windowlnfo, Element*);
Boolean AddWindowlnfoSelected (Windowlnfo*, Element *);
Boolean SetWindowlnfoElement (Windowlnfo*, int, Element );
Boolean Remov.Windo,wlnfoElement(Windowlnfo*, Elem.nt*),

*def in. AddWindowlnfoEleinent(i, a) \

(SetWindowlnfoElement( (i), (i)—>num_elem.nts, (.)))
void ClearWindowlnfoPaste (WindowInfo*),
Boolean AddWindowlnfoPaste (Windowlnfo*, Eleznent*);
tdef in. SetWindowlnfoPasteType(i, t) ((i)—>paste_typ. = (t))
*define SetWindowlnfoMenuXPosition(i, x) ((i)—>menu_x — (x))
*define SetWindowlnfoMenuyPosition(i, y) ((i)—>menu_y — (y))
*defin. SetWindowlnfoMode(i, in) ((i)—>mode — (in))
*defin. SetWindowlnfoDefaultMode(i, in) ((i)->default_mode (in))

#d.fine SetWindowlnfoZooin(i, z) ((i)—>zoam — (z))
#d.fine SetWindowlnfoXOffset(i, x) ((i)—>x_off set (x))
*define SetwindowlnfoyOffset(i, y) ((i)—>yoff set = (y))
*define SetWindowlnfoghowCoDnection(i, b) ((i)—>show_conn.ction • (b))
*def in. SatWindowlnfoShowlD(i, b) ((i)—>show_id — (b))
#def in. SetWindowlnfoShowDirectiOn(i, b) ((i)—>show_direction — (b))

/* Calls to exaznine Windowlnf o /

*def in. GetWindowlnfoDrawingAr.a(i) ((i)->drawing_araa)
*d.f in. G.tWindowInfoHoriZOfltalSCrOllB&r(i) ((i)—>hori)
*def in. GetWindowlnfoVerticalScrollBar(i) ((i)->verti)
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#def in. G.tWindowlnfoButtofl(i, m) ((i)—>buttons((m)J)
$def in. G.twindowlnfoS.lectedButton(i) ((i)->..l.ct.d_button)
#def in. OetWindowInfoCovdButton(i, b) ((i)—>cominand_buttons((b)])
#dafine GetWindowlnfoxainGroup(i) ((i)->main_el.ment)
#d.f in. G.tWidowInfoEditL.vel(i) ((i)—>edit_lev.l)
#d.f in. O.tWindowlnfoSelect.d(i, idx) \

(((i)—>num_sal.cted <. (idx)) 7 NULL (i)—>i.lected((idx)J)
#daf in. GetWindowlnfoNumsel.ct.d(i) ((i)—>num_s.lect.d)
*def in. GetWindowlnfollement(i, idx) \

(((i)—>nuin_.lenienti <— (idx)) 7 NULL (i)—>.lement.((idx)])
#def in. G.tWindowlnfoNwnzlement.(i) ((i)—>num_.l.nent.)
#def in. GetWindowlnfoPast.(i, idx) ((i)—>paste((idx)J)
*d.f in. GetwindowlnfoNumPaste(i) ((i)->num_past.)
*d.f in. G.tWindowlnfoPast.Type(i) ((i)->past._typ.)
*d.f in. GetWindowlnfoMenuXPosition(i) ((i)—>menu_x)
#define GetwindowlnfoM.nuyPosition(i) ((i)->menu_y)
*d.f in. GetWindowlnfoMode(i) ((i)—>mod.)
#def in. G.tWindowlnfoD.faultMod.(i) ((i)—>d.fault_mod.)
*def in. GetWindowlnfoZoom(i) ((i)—>zo)
#d.f in. G.tWindowlnfoXOffset(i) ((i)—>x_offs.t)
#def in. GetWindowlnfoyOffset(i) ((i)—>y_off set)
#d.f in. GetWindowlnfoShowConn.ction(i) ((i)->show_conn.ction)
*d.f in. GetWindowlnfoghowID(i) ((i)—>show_id)
*d.f in. GetWindowlnfoShowDir.ction(i) ((i)—>show_dir.ction)

*endi f

6.8.2 type.c
It
* Header
*1
1*
* Log
*1

#include <macros.h>
/t*include <malloc.h>tI
#include "typ..h"
#includa "constants.h

/ ************ .*****************
*

* Static calls
*

*** **** tat .******** * * *** * * ***/

/* Function to create an element. this function is used for all types of
elements
*1

static Element *CreateE1nt(ElntTyp. type, Position x, Position y,
Dimension width, Dimension height, Element tfrcm,
Element tto Connectionstate stat.,
Boolean opened, Boolean able_opening,
Boolean main_group, void tparent)

Element t..
static mt num 0,

if (!(e = (Element *) nalloc(sizeof(Elsmsnt))))
return(NULL);

e—>id = num;
num++;
e—>type = type;
e—>x = x;
e—>y —
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e->width — width;
e->height = height;
e—>parent parent;
switch(type) (

case CONNECTION_TYPE:
e—>info.connection.from — from;
e—>info.connection.to — to;
e—>info.connection.state = state;
if (!AddNeuronConnectiOn(from, a) II AddNeuronConneCti0n(t0, e))

raturn(NtTLL);

break;
case GROUP_TYPE:

e—>info.group.opened — opened;
e->inf0. group. able_opening - able_opening;
e->info.group.interfl*ls — NULL;
e—>info.group.num_interfl*lI — 0;
e—>info . group. connection_state — state;
e—>inf a • group .main_group = main_group;
break;

case NEURON_TYPE:
e—>info.neuron.connectioni NULL;

e—>info.neuron.nuin_connectiOfls — 0;
break;

case FUZZY_TYPE:
case CALCULATION_TYPE:

break;

/ Push Element in list */

AddWindowlnfoElement (QetElementlnfo (c), •);

return(e);

/ ***************•***********t**

* Calls to examine elements

*****************

Element *QetElntpareflt (Element *element)

if (element->typo -= CONNECTION_TYPE)
return(GetElementPareflt(elemSnt—>iUfO.CoflfleCtion. from)),

else
return (element—>parent);

Windowlnf 0 *tElamentInfo (Element *elnt)
( if (element->type CONNECTION_TYPE)

return (GetElementlnfo (element—>inf a. connection. from) )

else if ((element->type == GROUP_TYPE) & eleznent->info.group.main_grOUP)
return( (Windowlnf a *) element—>parent);

else
return(GetElementlnfO(element—>parent))3

/* *** ************* *** **.* * ** *
*
* Calls to create/change connections
*

****** .a**********************/

Element *CreateConnection(Elnt *frcm, Element *to, Connectionstate state)
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Position x, y;
Dimension width, height;

1* x, y, width and height only uied for connections to itself *1
x frcnt—>x;
y = from->y - NEURON_WIDTH;
width - NEURON_WIDTH;
height NEURON_WIDTH;

return(CreateElement(CONNECTION_TYPE, x, y, width, height, from, to, state,
FALSE, FALSE, FALSE, (void *) from));

*****.**..****************
*
* Calls to create/change groups
*

Element *CreateGroup(Element *parent, Position x, Position y, Dimension w,
Dimenøion h, Doolean opened, Boolean able_opening,
Connectionstate state>

return(CreateElement(GROUP_TYPE, x, y, w, h, NULL, NULL, state, opened,
able_opening, FALSE, (void *) parent));

Boolean SetGrouplnternal(Element *parent, mt i Element *intel)

if ((i c 0) (i > parent—>info.group.num_internals))
return(False);

if (i == parent—>info.group.num_internals) (if (I (parent—>info.group.internals
(Element **) realloc(parent—>info.group. internals,

(i + 1) * sizeof(El.ment *))))

return(False);
parent—>info.group . num_internali++;

parent->info.group.internals(i] = internal;
return(True);

Boolean AddGrouplnternal(Element *parent, Element *intel)

if (!SetGrouplnternal(parent, parent—>info.group.num_intornals, internal))
return(False);

internal—>parent (void *) parent;

return(True) ;

Boolean Removeorouplntarnal(Element *, Element *jntel)

mt i, j;

for (i = 0; (i < e—>info.group.num_internals) &&
(e—>info.group.internals(i] I— internal); i++)

if (i == e—>info.group.num_internals)
return(FALSE);

for (j = i; j < e—>info.group.num_internal. — 1; j++)
e->info.group.internals[j] - e->info.group.internals(J + 1];

e— > info, group. num_internals——;
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return(TRUE);

/
**.***********t**t..*********•

*
* Calls to create/chang, neurons
*

***

Element *CreateNeuron(Elemeflt *pareflt, Position x, Position y)

return(CreateElement(NEURON_TYPE, x, y, 0, 0, NULL, NULL, DEFAULT, FALSE,

FALSE, FALSE, (void *) par.nt));

Boolean AddNeuronConnectiofl(Elanent e, Element *)

if (!(e—>info.neurOn.coflfleCtiOflS —
(Element **) realloc(e—>info.neuron.ConfleCtiOfls,

(e—>info.neuron.num_connectiOns + 1) *

aizeof (Element*))))
return(FALSE);

e_>info.neuron.connection$(e>infO.neUrOfl.flUm_COnnactiOflh] = c;
e—> info, neuron. num_connections++;
return(TRUE);

void RamoveNeuronConnectiOa(Element 5e, Element *connection)

mt i, j;

for Ci 0; (i < e—>info.neuron.num_connection$) &&

(e—>info.neuron.connections(i] 1= connection); i++)

if (i == e—>info.neuron.nuzn_connectioni)
return;

for (j — i; j < e—>info.aeuron.nuni_connectionl — 1; j++)

e—>info.nauron.connections(jJ = e—>info.neuron.connectionslj + 1];
e—>inf o. neuron, awn_connection.——;

/ * ***** ************************
*
* Calls to create/change windowinfo
*

Windowlnf0 *CreateWindowInfo(M(fe mode, float zoom, Boolean show_connection,
Boolean show_id)

Windowlnfo *info;

if (!(info — (Windovlnfo *) malloc(sizeof(Windowlnfo))))

return(NULL);
info->selected_button = NULL;
info—>selected = (Element **) malloc(sizeof(Element *));

info—>num_selected 0;

info—>eleaents = NULL;
info—>num_elements = 0;
ineo—>paste = NULL;
info->nuin_paste = 0;
iafo—>mode = node;
info->default_mode = mode;
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info—>zocm — zoom;
info—>show_connection • show_connection;
info->show_id - show_id;
info->main_element — CreateElement(QROUP_TYPE, 0, 0, 0, 0, NULL, NULL,

DEFAULT, TRUE, TRUE, TRUE, (void *) info);
info->edit_level = info—>main_.lememt;
return(info);

void $.tWindowlnfogalected(Windowlnf 0 info, Element *element)

if (element) (

info—>sel.ct.d(0J — element;
info—>num_s.lact.d — 1;

else
info—>num_selected = 0;

Boolean AddWindovtnfoselected(WindOwlnfO *jnfo, Element *element)

{

mt i;

if (element) (

foz (i = 0; (i < info—>nwn_s.l.cted) &&

(info—>selected(i] = element); i++)

if (i != info—>nuin_sel.ct.d)
return(False);

if (!(info—>s.lected — (Element **)realloc(jnfo_>selact,
(info—>num_gelect.d + 1) *

sizeof(Element *))))

return(False);
info—>selected(info—>num_selectedj = element;
info— >num_selected++;

}

return(True);

Boolean SetWindowlnfoElem.nt(Windowlnfo *jnfo, mt i, Element *.lnt)
if ((i < 0) (i > info—>num_alements))

return (Tall.);

if (i —= info—>num_alements) (

if (!(info—>elements — (Element **) realloc(info—>.lements,
(i + 1) * sizeof(Element *))))

return(False);
info—>nwn_elements++;

}

info—>elementa(i] — element;
return(True) ;

Boolean RemoveWindowlnfoElement(Windowlnfo* info, Element *elnt)

mt i, j;

for (i = 0; (i < info—>num_elements) &&

(info—>elements(i] I— element); i++)
if Ci == info—>nuzn_elements)

return C False)

for ( = i; j < info—>num_elements — 1; ++)
info—>elements(J]= info—>el.ments(j + 1];
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info—>num_elements——;
return(Trase);

void ClearwindowlnfoPaste (Windowlnfo * info)

if (info—>numpaite)
free ( info->paste);

info—>numast. = 0;

Boolean AddWindowlnfoPaste(WindOwlnf 0 *J1f Element *elnt)

if (!(info—>paste • (Element **) realloc(info—>paste,
(info->nu&..paste + 1)
.izeof(Element*))))

return(False);

info—>paste (info—>num_paste3 element;
info—>num_paste++;
return('rraie) ;

}

6.9 Visualize

6.9.1 visualize.h
1*
* Header
a,

1*
* Log
a,

*ifndef VISUALIZE_H
#dafine VISUALIZE_H

*include 'constants .h
#include 'operations .h

void Clagglnitialize
void DrawElement(Element*, Boolean);
void RecursiveorawElement(Elemeflt*, Boolean);
void Drawcorners (Windowlnfo*);
void DrawSelected(WindowlflfO*);
void DrawLine(Widget, Position, Position, Position, Position);
void DrawArea(Widget, Position, Position, position, Position);
void Draworoup(Widget, Position, Position, Position, Position);
void DrawBorders (Element*);
void ReDraw(Windowlnfo*);

*endif

6.9.2 visualize.c
$include <math.h>
#include <stdio.h> I TMP I
*include clxm.h>
*include "intarface.h
$include "operations .h
#includa "visualize.h

1 Colors *1
$tdefine GROUP_COLOR I3cnColorDarkYellow
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#def inc OPENED_GROUP_COLOR I,aiColorDarkYellow
*daf in. NEURON_COLOR IaaColorDarkGreen
*def inc CONNECTION_COLOR I3anColorLightGray
*define EDIT_LEVEL_COLOR I,ColorOrange
*define SELECTED_COLOR I2cnColorWhite
*def me EDIT_GROUP_COLOR IcnColorYel low
*def ma EDIT_OPENED_GROUP_COLOR IColorYellow
*define EDIT_NEURON_COLOR IolorGreen
/* Font */
#d.f in. ID_FONT I,asZontSHelvBl2
/* Line width */
*def in. OPENED_GROUP_LINE_WIDTH 1
*define EDIT_LEVEL_LINE_WIDTH 3
*def in. NEURON_CONNECTION_LINE_WIDTH 1
#dafine GROUP_CONNECTION_LINE_WIDTH 3
/* Line style */
*def in. OPENED_GROUP_LINE_STYLE LineSolid
*define EDIT_LEVEL_LINE_STYLE LineSolid
1* Width/spacing */
*defin. REDRAW_INTERVAL 50 /* interval before redrawing selected */
*defin. FRONT_LOCATION (2.0/3.0) /* position of indicator on a connection *1
*defin. PERPEND_DIST 8 /* distance between front indicator and perpendicular *1
*define SIDE_DIST 4 / distance between connection and side of indicator *1
#defin. SELECTED_CONNECTION_PADDING 8 /* distance between connection and */

/* selecting circles */
*def in. BORDER_PADDING 5 /* distance between element and borders •/
*dafin. BORDER_LEN 6 /* length of border indicators •/
/* Indexes in OC arrays /
#def inc GROUP_CONNECTION_TYPE (NUN_ELEMENT_TYPES)
#define OPENED_GROUP_TYPE (NUN_ELEMENT_TYPES + 1)
#def in. EDIT_LEVEL_TYPE (NUN_ELEMENT_TYPES + 2)
*def in. SELECTED_TYPE (NUN_ELEMENT_TYPES + 3)
#defin. NUN_GCS (NUN_ELEMENT_TYPES + 4)

/* Utility for creating two graphics contexts: a normal one and one
using the XOR as drawing-function */

*def in. DefineGc(g, type, mask) \
(g) (0] (type] XCreateGC(I305_display, DefaultRootWindow(I,on_display),
mask, &gcv); \
(g> Cl] (type] = XCreateGC(Ixm_display, DefaultRootWindow(Ixm_display), \
mask

I

GCyunction, &gcv)

/* Utility for drawing the selected items *1
#defin. Drawcircle(x, y) \

InterfaceIcnDrawArc(w, gc (1] (SELECTED_TYPEI, x - SELECTED_WIDTH / 2, \

y - SELECTED_WIDTH / 2, SELECTED_WIDTH, SELECTED_WIDTH, 0, 64 * 360)
t$define DrawBorder(xl, yl, x2, y2, x3, y3) \

Interfac.IxmDrawLine(w, gc(1] (SELECTED_TYPE], xl, yl, x2, y2); \
Interfacel,csDrawLine(w, gc(1] (SELECTED_TYPE], xl, yl, x3, y3)

/* Utility to round doubles and convert to ints *1
*define my_round(x) ((int) (floor((x)+0.5)))

typedef struct (
Element *fr, *to;

} DrawnConnection;
typ.d.f enum (

ARROW, LINE_AND_ARROW
} DrawConnectionType;

static GC gc(23(NU14_GCS]; /* Normal GC5. Two seperate for xor/no xor /
static GC edit_gc(2][NUN_GCS]; / GCs for elements in current edit lvl */

static unsigned long G.tPixelValue(char *) / TNPI /
Colormap cmap = D.faultColormap(I_display, DefaultScreen(Ian_display));
XColor color;
char name2(50];
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strcpy(name2, name),
XparseColor(I,cn_diaplay, cmap, name2, &color),
XAllocColor(I,an_dilplay, cmap, acolor);
return(color .pixel);

static void DrawArrow(Widget w OC gc, mt xl, mt yl, mt x2, mt y3)

double delta, a, b, C, d;

1* Only draw arrows if distance I— 0 5/

if (!((x2 — xl) * (x2 — xl) + (y2 — yl) * (y2 — yl)))
return;

delta = 1.0 / sgrt((x2 — xl) * (x2 — xl) +

(y2—yl) * (y2—yl));
a = 1.0 - FRONT_LOCATION;
b - 1.0 - FRONT_LOCATION + delta * PERPEND_DIST;
c = FRONT_LOCATION - delta * PERPEND_DIST,
d = delta * SIDE_DIST;
IntarfacelxmDrawLine(w, gc, my_round(a * xl + FRONT_LOCATION * x2),

my_round(a * yl + FRONT_LOCATION * y2),
my_round(b*xl+c*x2_d*y2+d*yl),
iny_round(b * yl + c * y2 - d * xl + d *

Interfacal,anDrawLine(w, gc, iny_round(a * xl + FRONT_LOCATION *

my_round(a * yl + FRONT_LOCATION *

my_round(b * xl + c * x2 + d * y2 — d * yl),
iny_round(b * yl + c * y2 + d * xl — 6 *

static void DrawConnectiofl(Widget w, OC gc, Element te,
DrawConnect ionType type)

Element *from, *to,

if (!ShowConnection(e))
return;

from = ClosedParent (GetConnectionFran(e));
to = ClosedParent (GetConneCtionTo(e));

1* If it is a connection inside a iconified group, leave */
if ((from == to) && !Isvisible(GetConnectionProm(e)))

return;

if (type =. LINE_AND_ARROW)
if (from — to)

InterfaceIxziDrawArc(w, gc, LeftPosition(from), iopPosition(from) —
ExternalE.ight (from), ExternalWidth (from),
KxternalHeight(from), 0, 64 * 360);

else
InterfacelxmDrawLine(w, go, oetconnectionrromXpoiition(e),

GetConnectionyromYPosition (a),
GetConnectionToXPoiitiOfl (e),
GetConnectionToYPoaitiOn(S));

/ Now draw the arrow 1if (from == to)
DrawArrow(w, gc, RightPosition(frOm), TopPosition(from) —

ExtornalHeight(from), LeftPosition(from), TopPosition(from) -
Externalifeight (from));

else
Drawkrrow(w, gc, GetConnectionPromXPosition(e),

GatConnectionFromYPosition ( e),
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GetConnectionToXPositiOn(e), GetConnectionToYPosition(s));

void Clasilnitialim. ()

XGCVa1uoI gcv;

gcv.fuaction — GXxor;
gcv.background — IGnColorElack;
gcv.f oat = ID_FONT->fid,

1* Define all GCs /
gcv. foreground = CONNECTION_COLOR;
gcv. line_width NEURON_CONNECTION_LINE_WIDTH;
DefineoC(gc, CONNECTION_TYPE, GCF0r.ground GCLineWidth

J

GCFoat);
DefineOC (.dit_gc, CONNECTION_TYPE, GCForeground OCLineWidth

I
GCFont);

gcv. line_width - GROUP_CONNECTION_LINE_WIDTH;
DefineGc(gc, GROUP_CONNECTION_TYPE, GCPor.ground GCLinoWidth

I
GCFont);

DefineGC (edit_gc, CROUP_CONNECTION_TYPE, GCFor.ground
GCLinoWidth OCFont);

gcv.for.ground GROUP_COLOR;
DefineoC(gc, GROUP_TYPE, GCFor.ground

I
GCFont);

DefineGC(gc, FUZZY_TYPE, GCYoreground
I

GCFont);
DefineGC(gc, CALCULATION_TYPE, GCFor.ground GCFont);
gcv.foreground EDIT_GROUP_COLOR;
D.fin.GC (edit_gc, GROUP_TYPE, GCF0r.ground

I

GCFont);
DefineoC(edit_gc, FUZZY_TYPE, GCForeground GCFont);
DefineGC(edit_gc, CALCULATION_TYPE, GCroreground

I

GCFont);
gcv.for.ground NEURON_COLOR;
DefineGc(gc, NEURONTYPE, GCYoreground GCFont);
gcv.foreground EDIT_NEURON_COLOR;
DefineGC(.dit_gc, NEURON_TYPE, GCyoreground

I

GCFont);
gcv.foreground = OPENED_GROUP_COLOR;
gcv. line_width OPENED_GROUP_LINE_WIDTH;
gcv. line_style OPENED_GROUP_LINE_STYLE;
DefineGC (gc, OPENED_GROUP_TYPE, GCForeground GCLineWidth

GCLin.Style
I

GCFont);
gcv. foreground - EDIT_OPENED_GROUP_COLOR;
DefineOC (edit_gc, OPENED_GROUP_TYPE, GCF0r.ground GCLineWidth

GCLineStyl. GCFont);
gcv.foreground - EDIT_LEVEL_COLOR;
gcv.line_width • EDIT_LEVEL_LINE_WIDTH;
gcv. line_style = EDIT_LEVEL_LINE_STYLE;
DefineGC (gc, EDIT_LEVEL_TYPE, GCFor.ground GCLineWidth

GCLineStyle GCFont);
DefineGC (edit_go, EDIT_LEVEL_TYPE, GCFor.ground GCLinowidtb

GCLineStyle GCFont);
gcv.foreground = SELECTED_COLOR;
DefineGC(gc, SELECTED_TYPE, GCForeground

I
GCFont);

DefineGC(.dit_gc, SELECTED_TYPE, GCF0r.ground
I

GCFont);

void DrawElement(Element *e, Boolean us._xor)

Wjndowlnfo *info • GetElementlnfo(.);
widget w = GetWindowlnfoDrawingArea(info);
GC use_gC;
Element *frou, *to, *parent;

Boolean in_edit_lvl — Pals.;
char str(lOJ;
mt id_x, id_y, str_l.n,

if (!e)
return;

/* Only draw if not the main group /
if ((GetElementType(e) == GROUP_TYPE) &&
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(GetWindowlnfoMainGroup(inf 0) •- e))
return;

1* Check whether element is inside the edit level */
if (GetEiementType(e) != CONNECTION_TYPE) (

parent =

while ((parent = G.tWindowlnfoMaiflGrOup(iflfO)) &&

(parent I = GetWindowlnfoEditL.vsl (info)))
parent — GetElementParant (parent);

if (parent -= G.tWindowlnfoEditLevel(info))
in_edit_ivi • True;

use_gc = in_edit_lvl 7 edit_gc(ui._xor) (GetElementType(e)]
gc (usa_Eon (GetElementType(e)];

/ Draw the element */
switch(GetElexnantType(e)) {

case GROUP_TYPE:
if (G.tGroupap.ned(e))

if C. G.tWindowlnfoEditL.vsi(info))
Interfac.I,aDDrawRectangie(w, gc (use_xon] (EDIT_LEVEL_TYPE),

L.ftPosition(.), TopPosition(e),
Nxt.rnaiWidth(.), ExternaiHeight(s));

alec
InterfacaImDrawRectangle (w, in_edit_ivi P

edit_gc (u.._xor] [OPENED_GROUP_TYPE]
gc (u.._xor] [OPENED_GROUP_TYPE),
L.ftPosition(e), TopPosition(s),
ExtarnalWidth(a), Ext.rnalHsight(•));

else
Int.rfacelxmziilRectangie (w, use_gc,

LeftPosition(a), TopPosition(e),
ExternalWidth(e), ExtarnalNeight(s));

break;
case FUZZY_TYPE:
case CALCULATION_TYPE:

InterfaceI3asPillRectangl.(w, use_gc, LeftPoaition(.),
TopPoiitiOn(e), Ext.rn*iWidth(e),
ExternalMaight (e));

break;
case NEURON_TYPE:

Interfac.Io7illArc(w, use_gc, IeftPo.ition(.), TopPoiition(e),
NEURON_WIDTH, NEURON_WIDTH, 0, 64 * 360),

break;
case CONNECTION_TYPE:

from — ClosedParent (G.tConnectionProm(.));
to — CiosedParent(G.tCOnneCtionTo(e));
if ((from 1= GetConnectionrrom(.))

(to 1= GetConnectionTo(e)))
Drawconnection(w, go (use_xon] (GROUP_CONNECTION_TYPE], a,

LINE_AND_ARROW);
else

Drawconnection(w, use_gc, a, LINE_AND_ARROW);
break;

/ Does the ID have to be drawn? */
if (!GetWindowlnfoShowlfl(inf o))

return;

1* Determine position of ID *1
spnintf(gtr, "%&, GetElementlD(e));
str_len = strlen(str);
id_x = GetElementXPosition(e) - XTextWidth(ID_FONT, str, str_ian) I 2;
id_y = GetEiementYPosition(.) + (ID_FONT->ascant — ID_FONT->da.c.nt) / 2;
/* Determine the GC to draw the ID /
usa_gc = in_edit_lvl P edit_gc(l][G.tElamentType(e)]

gc(i] (GetElementTyp.(e)];
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/ Draw the ID I
switch(GetElementTyp.(•)) C

case GROUP_TYPE:
if (GetGroupOpened(.))

Int.rfacelxmDrawstring(w, us._gc, id_x, id_y + GROUP_HEIGHT I 4,

break;
case FUZZY_TYPE:
case CALCULATION_TYPE:

Int.rfacel3anDrawstring(w, us._gc, id_x, id_y + GROUP_HEIGHT / 4, str);
break;

case NEURON_TYPE:
Intarfacel,aDDrawstring(w, u.._gc, id_x, id_y, str);
break;

case CONNECTION_TYPE:
/ No connection ID's /
break;

}

static void _RecursiveDrawElement(Element *, Boolaan use_xor,
Boolean closed_group, DrawnConnection **dc,
mt *nnn drawn)

GC use_gc;
Element *from *to;

mt i, J;

if (Ic)
return;

/ Draw element if this level is opened */
if (Iclosed_group)

DrawElement(e, use_xor);

/* If the element type is group, draw internals *1if (GetHlementType(.) - GROUP_TYPE)
for Ci 0; i < GetGroupNumlntarnals(e); i++)

_R.cursiveDrawElement(G.tGrouplnternal(e, i), use_xor,
closed_group IGetoroupOpened(e), dc,
num_drawn);

if (GetElementType(e) == NEURON_TYPE)
for Ci = 0; i < G.tNeuronNumConnections(e); i++) (

from ClosedParent(GetConnectionlrom(G.tNeuronConnection(., i)));
to = ClosedParent(GetConnectionTo(GtN.uronConnection(e, i))),

/ Get GC 1if ((from . GetConnectionFrom(G.tNeuronConnection(e, i)))
(to ! GetConnectionTo(G.tNauronConnection(., i))))

use_gc • gc (us._xor] (OROUP_CONNECTION_TYPE],
else

use_gc - gc (use_xor] (CONNECTION_TYPE];

1* Try to find an already drawn connection /
for (j 0; (j < tnum_drawn) &&

== from) && ((*dc) (] to •— to)); ++)
jf (1 *num drawn)

1* Connection already drawn */
continue;

/ Try to find an "opposit." connection *1
for (J • 0; (J < *num_drawn) &&

U((*dc)(J] from == to) && ((dc)(j3.to •— from)); j++)

DrawconnectionCGetWindowlnfoDrawingAr.a(G.tElementlnfo(e)), use_go,
GetNeuronConn.ction(o, i),

drawn) P LINE_AND_ARROW ARROW);
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(*dc) — (DrawnConnection *) realloc(*dc, (*nuin_drawn + 1) *

sizeof (DrawnConnactiofl));
(*dc) (*num_dxawul .from — frost;
(*dc)(*na.,z].to — to;
(*fla.j) ++;

)

void RecursiveDrawElemeflt(Elemeflt * Boolean ule_xor)

DrawnConnoction • NULL;
mt num_drawn — 0;

_RecursiveDrawElemeflt(e, use_xor, False, &c, anum_drawn);

freo(c);

static void BlinkElemefltCallbaCk(XtPOiflter client, Xtlntervalld *jd)

DrawElement((Elemeflt *) client, True);

static void BlinkElement(Elemeflt *, XtAppContext app)

mt i,

if ((GetElementType(e) —— GROUP_TYPE) && GetoroupOpened(s))
for (i 0; i < GetGroupNumlnternals(e); i++)

BlinkElement (Getoroupinternal (e, i), app);

else (
DrawElement(e, True);
XtAppAddTimeOut (app, REDRAW_INTERVAL, BlinkElementCa....,

(XtPointer) e);

void Drawcorners(WindowlnfO *info)
f

Element *C;
Widget w;
mt i;

w = GetwindowlnfoDrawingArea(info);
for (i = 0; i < G.tWindowlnfoNumSslected(info); j++) (

e GetWindowlnfoSelectsd(info, i)g
if ((G.tElementType(e) •- CONNECTION_TYPE) &&

(GetConnectionProm(e) !• G.tConnectionTo(e))) (
mt xl — GetconnectionFrcmXPoaition(o);
mt yl = GetConnectionprcmYPolition(e);
mt x2 = G.tConnectionToXPolitiOfl(e);
mt y2 GetConnactionToYPosition(s);
double delta;

if (pow(x2 — xl, 2) Ii pow(y2 — yl, 2)) (
delta = 1.0 / sqrt(pow(x2 — xl, 2) + pow(y2 — yl, 2));
Drawcircle((int) (xl + SELECTED_CONNECTION_PADDING *

delta * (y2 —

(int) (yl + SELECTED_CONNECTION_PADDING *

delta * (xl — x2)));
DrawCircle((int) (xl - SELECTED_CONNECTION_PADDING *

delta * (y2 —

(int) (yl - SELECTED_CONNECTION_PADDING *

delta * (xl — x2)));
DrawCircle((int) (x2 + SELECTED_CONNECTION_PADDING *
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delta * (y2 -

(int) (y2 + SELECTED_CONNECTION_PADDING *

delta * (xl —

Drawcircle((int) (x2 — SELECTED_CONNECTION_PADDING *

delta * (y2 —

(int) (y2 - SELECTED_CONNECTION_PADDING *

delta * (xl — x2)));

else (
Position left, right, top, bottom;

left = Leftpo.ition(e) - SELECTED_PADDING;
right = RightPosition(e) + SELECTED_PADDING;
top - ¶ropPo.ition(e) - SELECTED_PADDING;
bottom = BottoaPoaition(e) + SELECTED_PADDING;
DrawCircle(left, top);
DrawCircle(left, bottom);
Dra'wCircle(right, top);
DrawCircle(right, bottom);

)
)

)

void DrawSelected(Windowlnfo *info)

Widget w = GetWindowlnfoorawingArea(inf0);
mt i;

if (IGatWindowlnfoNumselected(info))
return;

Drawcornars (info);
for (i 0; i < GetWindowlnfoNumSeleCt.d(info); i++)

BlinkElement (GetWindowlnfoSelected(info, i),
xtwidgetToApplicationCont.xt (w));

void DrawLine(Widget w, Position xl, Position yl, Position x2, Position y2)

InterfacelxmDrawLin.(w, gc(lJ (CONNECTION_TYPE], xl, yl, x2, y2);

void DrawArea(Widget w, Position xl, Poaition yl, Position x2, Position y2)

InterfacelxznDrawRectangle(W, gc(l] [SELECTED_TYPE], xl, yl,
x2 — xl, y2 — yl);

void Draworoup(Widget w, Position xl, Position yl, Position x2, Position y2)

/ Always use XOR and always use GC of editlevel, because groups can
only be resized in current editlev.l *1

InterfaceIaDrawRectangle(w, edit_gc(lJ (OPENED_GROUP_TYPE], xl, yl,
x2 — xl, y2 — yl);

void DrawBorder,(Element 5e)

Widget w;
Position left, right, top, bottom;

if (!e)
return;
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w GetWindowlnfoDrawingArea(G.tElemefltlllfO(S));
left LeftPosition(e) — BORDER_PADDING;
right = RightPosition(e) + BORDER_PADDING;
top = TopPoaition(e) - BORDER_PADDING;
bottom BottoniPosition(e) + BORDER_PADDING;
DrawBorder(left, top, left + BORDER_LEN, top, left, top + BORDER_LEN);
DrawBorder(right, top, right — BORDER_LEN, top, right, top + BORDER_LEN);
DrawBorder(left, bottom, left + BORDER_LEN, bottom, left,

bottom - BORDER_LEN);
DrawBorder(right, bottom, right - BORDER_LEN, bottom,

right, bottom - BORDER_LEN);

void ReDraw(Windowlnf 0 *info)

fprintf(stderr, 'name: XtName(QetWindowlnfoDrawingArea(iflfO)));
*ifndef HANS

XClearWindow( Icn_display, XtWindow(GetWindowlnfoDrawingArea (info)));
*endif

fprintf(stderr, 2\n);
RecursivaDrawElement (G.tWindowlnfoMainOroup(info), False);
1*

DrawSelected(info);
*1
DrawCorners (info);
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